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Closing For This Winter

At Sunset Tuesday
A widespread search of the wood,
ed areas on the Appleton-Searsmont line continues this mornin?
for James Belcher, 69, Appleton
resident and Camden mill worker,
who has been missing since Tues
day.
The elderly man, together with j
Willis Reed of Appleton, was hunt i
ing in the Jam Brook section of the ’
town and had left his car just over i
the Searsmont line upon entering
the woods
Reed reported to officials that he
last saw Belcher about 1.30 p. m. as
they hunted the area. Coming out
of the woods at sunset, he noticed
that Belcher's car was still parked
where he had left it. After a search
of the immediate area which failed
to locate his companion, he went to

The fillet plant of Rodney Feyler
his home and called for help in the
search.
at the Nortli End closed this week
Neighbors and sheriffs went into until March 1, when operations will
the woods and searched until near be resumed at full capacity.
ly 2 a. m. Tuesday before coming
The closing of the plant was
out for the night.
prompted,
according to the owner,
Wednesday
morning
Sheriff
Pease gathered a group of volun- by the departure of five Southern
teers numbering nearly 100 men beats, which have been fishing here
and combed the woods until after the past Summer, for their home
perts in Virginia. In addition to
dark that night.
This morning Warden Supervisor the Southern boats, two of the regCharles Head and Deputy Sheriffs lar Rockland fleet, the Little Growl
Nathan Pease and Roland Gushee er and the Dorothy & Ethel, are ex
are leading an even larger group pected to go South this month.
The retail and wholesale fish and
in the search.
Those who know Belcher have re lobster operations of the plant will
ported to officials that he has been
plagued with a heart condition! Physical Origin and Development
which may have struck him while, of Man.” His talk included the ap
he was hunting.
pearance of man on earth and the
development of man as a race and
his progress toward modern culture.
Lion Wedlock said, "the Primate
is the most highly organized ani
mal. From the time the world be
gan life became more and more
complex.
.»»
The shark is the first animal with
a vertebra. Then came the amphi
bians, then flying reptiles. This
principle type primate was the earl-'
vice clubs and organizations in the
iest beginning of what we call man.
city, to present a united effort to
A change in climate caused some ot
acquaint the citizenry with this
these earlier forms of primates to
great and stressing need.
disappear. Next there W’ere the
Lion Howard Crockett asked ev
large development of mammals, the
ery member to collect any jokes or
large horses, lions and such types.
material that could be used for the
At this period man came down out
Minstrel Show. The committees
of trees and took an upright posi
will not be announced until a later
tion. The hands are the most pri
date.
mitive features of, man.
Tuesday Nov, 15, Advisory Council
In Java a scientist found several
Meeting with the Camden-Rockport
long bones which indicated they
Club.
were used in the upright position.
Lion Howard Crockett introduced
These bones were estimated to be
as our speaker a member of the
8OO.CCO years old.
Club, Lion Lome Wedlock who pre.
Large stone tools were found and
sented a very scientific talk on An
because of many broken and split
thropology, his subject being. ' The
bones it showed the evidence of
cannibalism. The use of fire had
been discovered. Man always pre
ferred meat cooked
100,000 years ago man had some
belief in the here-aftcr. The burials
were typical of the same type bur
ials of 100 years ago. Food, wea
pons and tools to work with in aft
er life were placed in the graves.
Toward tlie end of the Glacial
Epoch there was an invasion from
the east of primitive man. The cul
ture became more complex, the de
velopment of bone harpoons like
those used by the Eskimos 150 years
ago. The beginnings of art took
form in pictorial designs. They al
so produced certain degrees of the
life they led. They were definitely
among the greatest artists life has
known. The colors used are pre
served today nearly as well as whpn

ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB

Lion Wedlock Speaks On “Physical Origin and
Development Of Man'
Principal Boothby, of the High
School was a guest of Almon Coop,
er

A very excellent report was given
by Lion Clinton Gifford, chairman
of the educational committee. Two
meetings have already been held by
this committee and as a result many
projects to help in the educational
needs of our city. A long range pro
ject which was favorably received
not only by the committee but also
the Club was to bring to the citi
zens the need of not only improv
ing more of our schools but the
need or more new schools. It was
voted for this committee to meet
with other committees of other ser.

LOBSTER SPECIAL

EXTRAORDINARY!

Lobsters Ib. 9Qp
ONE CLAW

LIME CO. WHARF,

■■ V W

TEL 1190,

ROCKLAND

continue at full capacity, the only
part of the plant being idle is the
redfish filleting section.
Mr. Feyler commented that more
of the larger class of draggers are
needed in the Rockland fleet to in
sure an adequate supply of fieh
through the Winter months when
the smaller boats find it difficult to
operate at a profit in Winter seas.
Richard Feyler. who has been
with the General Seafoods fillet
plant as production manager for the
past three years, will be associated
with his father in the future, con
cluding duties with General Sea
foods this month.

In Superior Court
Cases On Criminal Docket
—Trial Jury Reported
This Morning
Two inmates of the Maine State
Prison were arraigned in Superior
Court Wednesday on charges ot
escape from the Prison Farm at
South Warren.
Robert E Linton, serving one to
two years for breaking entering and
larceny from Washington County
courts, pleaded guilty and was sen
tenced to one to two years by Just
ice Clark with the stipulation that
the sentence was to be served jipon
expiration of the present sentence.
He was represented by attorney Da
vid Nichols of Camden who was ap
pointed by the court.
Armand Thibideau, also charged
with escape from the Prison Farm,
was represented by attorney David
Warren of Rockland. He entered a
plea of not guilty by reason of in
sanity, and will, presumably stand
trial later in the session.
Harris Hunt of Thomaston plead
ed guilty to charges of breaking,
entering and larceny at the Morse
boat shop in Thomaston. He was
bailed from day to day to await
sentence.
The Traverse Jury reported this
morning at 9.30 with the drunken
driving case of Percy Colson of
Rockland tentatively set for hear
ing.

Naturalization ceremonies will be
held at 11 a. m. for a class of new
citizens, the names of which can
not be announced until they have
taken the oath as American citi
zens.

tinued to the bronze age and final
ly up to our present era.
The people living today are new
comers. Our industrial civilization
is only about 100 years old. This
can be compared to prehistoric
man of 15 million years ago. Early
done
city life began about 5,000 years ago.
Great mass migrations took place,
All through the ages man has at
causing the culture of one area to
tempted to free himself from his
mix with another area. This conenvironment. Man learned to con
trol his environment by storing
plants and food for the Winter
months. The control of environment
became more complete such as we
know it today. What we have con
trolled is not controlling us. We
Burpee’s Furniture Store have not learned to stress our re
ligious and spiritual lives and in
SATURDAY, NOV. 5
this day to free ourselves of our en
9.0ft A. M.
vironment and give us inner se
curity as we have with material
Benefit Educational Club
things.’—by Bradford Burgess.
Scholarship Fund
About one-fourth of the nation's
105’lt
vegetables are grown in California.

FOOD SALE!

Wo tt on’s
November Closeouts To Make Room
For Christmas Merchandise
Lunch Cloths (54 x 54), reg. 2.98, To Close $1,00

Wool and Gabardine Slacks,
(small sizes) reg. 7.98

To Close

Plaid Cotton Sheet Blankets,
reg. 1.98,
To Close
•Heavy Cotton White Sheet,
reg. 3.98,
To Close
Full Size Turkish Towel, reg. .49, To Close

Special Numbers in Curtains, 1-3 Off
1-3 Off On Most Of Our Drapery Goods
Full Size 5% Double Blankets, reg. 4.98 now
Misses’ Balbriggan Pajamas, To Close at
Heavy Quality White Outing, 36”,
reg. .39,
4 yds. for
Specials in Odd Lots of Underwear,
reg. .79,
Nnw
House Dresses. (80 Sq.), New Numbers,
reg. 2.98,
*
Now
Remaining Table Oil Cloth, 46”
(Perfect),
3 yds. for
Domestic Yarn,
To Close, Skein
405 MAIN STREET,

1.00

1.29
1.98
.29

Soule and Henry Marsh For School Board
Competition at the polls for po
sitions on tne Citj' Council will be
more brisk than usual this year,
with at least two candidates an
nounced for the three-year term
and three seeking the one year
term.
Councilman Osgood Gilbert, seek
ing re-election, will be opposed by
Dr. Robert J. Meehan for the long
term.
Contesting for the short term
will be Lincoln E. McRae, 3d, Rich,
ard D Spring and George W. Wood.
Jr.
Opposing Dr. Gilmore W Soule,
who seeks re-election to the School
Board for a three-year term, is
Henry Mau'sh. 37, accountant for
Armour’s.
Robert W Hudson, Rockland
School District trustee, seeks reelection while Seth Low. president
of the District, whose term expires
this year, does net intend to run
for office again.
All nomination papers for city
offices must be filed with the City
Clerk by Saturday with the excep
tion of the Rockland School Dis
trict, which closes its lists of can
didates the middle of the month.
Brief outlines are given below
of the new figures in the local po
litical field, compiled from infor
mation obtained from the candi
dates or their associates
Robert J. Meehan, 36, candidate
for the three-year term on the City
Council, has been a practicing os
teopathic physician in Rockland
since 1946.
He is commander of Huntley-Hill
Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars; a
member of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce;
Limercck
Council,
Knights of Columbus, Pleasant Val
ley Grange and the American Le
gion.
A native of Gorham. Me.,, he is a
graduate of Bowdcin College and
the Kirksville College of Osteopathy
and Surgery at Kirksville, Mo. in
1940.
Follownig three years war service
with the Army Air Force air-jungle
rescue units in the China-BurmaIndia Theatre, he interned at Mas
sachusetts Osteopathic Hospital
prior to settling in Rockland.
He is married to the former Ma
rion Van Fossen of Milan, Mo. They
have one son William, age three.
George W. Wood. Jr . 27, candi
date for the cne year term creat
ed by the resignation of William
J. Sullivan, is a graduate of Rock
land High School in the class of
1941. Since graduation, he has at
tended Suffolk University and Suf
folk Law School in Boston and is
presently taking graduate work at
Portland University Law school.
He is married to the former Rae
Ellen Dennis of Ash Point and has
one child, a girl.
He enlisted in the Army in 1942
and served 28 months with the 5th
Fighter Command in the Pacific as"
a maintenance crew chief in com
munications.
He is proprietor of the Knox
Credit Bureau in Rockland.
Lincoln E. McRae, Jr., 23, can

What is the money used lor? That
is a question frequently asked of
the solicitor Here, briefly are some
didate for the one-year term, is a of the answers.
Organization and Extension: Buy
graduate cf Rockland High School
ing
books and equipment for promo,
and is in the investment business
tion of new units. Help in organiz
with his father in Rcckland.
ing and training new units.
He is married to the former
Leadership Training: For train
Shelby Glendenning of Rockland ing all volunteer leaders through
and has two children Lincoln E. training courses, conferences, lead
McRae. 3d. 3, and Gordon, 1 year ers, roundtables, and visual educa
tion.
of age.
Camping and Activities: Opera
He served with the Merchant
tion and promotion of all Camping,
Marine during the war,
Richard D. Spring 34, of S6 Cam camporees, Summer and Winter
den street, seeks the position of Camps and troop camping.
Executive Service: Salaries of
Councilman for the one year term.
professionally trained field scout
A native of Nashua, N. H.. he has
executives who back up the volun
lived in Rockland since 1942 and is
teers.
married to the former Feme
Office Service: Maintain central
Brcwne.
office for records of advancement,
He attended Dartmouth College registration and supplies. Advance
for three years and the Bentley
ment and Awards: Used to buy re
School of Accounting for two years. | cords for troops, badges awarded to
He is employed as an accountant scouts and scouters, and camporee
at the Seaview Garage. .
and rally awards.
He is vestryman and treasurer of
Among the prominent men of the
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, and community who are solisiting your
sen of Judge John R. Spring cf contribution for the Boy Scouts are
Nashua, chairman of the New Dr Blake Annis, Dr. Luther F.
Hampshire State Tax Commission Bickmore, Roland Ware, Wilbur
Henry Marsh is a graduate of Senter. Rev. Charles R. Monteith.
Rockland High School and the Rev. A. G. Hempstead. L. A. Thurs
University of Maine and has been ton. Robert C Gregory, Clinton Gif
active the past several years in op ford, Charles E. Bicknell. Clayton
eration of the Community Build-' Bitler.
Alnion Cooper, Charles
ing. at one time serving as chair Grant, I. Lawton Bray, Isaac Ham
man of the governing beard.
mond, Paul Plourd, Al Plourd, Al
Following college, he was em lan McAlary, J. N. Southard. Ed
ployed by Armour's for several years I ward Sylvester, Edward < Wotton.
in various locations. Later, he was! James Cousins. Kermit St Peter,
with the Algin Corporation of Osmond Palmer. H. C. Cowan, com
America and General Seafoods Di missioner.
Rockland's goal is $1500. Your
vision. He returned to Armour's
two years ago at the Rockland help is needed.
plant.

Thank You Senator
Rockland citizens are keenly in
terested in the fact that a local
young woman. Miss Virginia Con
non, is cnce more to receive the aid
of the government medical authori
ties. Miss Connon came out of
World War II with medical disabil
ity which has stubbornly refused to
yield to treatment and has incapa
citated her for employment.
Finally further government hos
pitalization was withdrawn and it
was only new returned, thanks to
the militant work cf Senator Mar
garet Chase Smith for which the
entire community is grateful.. Miss
Connon is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Ccnncn, Union street.

ORDER EARLY
DUTCH BOY

TURKEYS
All Sizes

“Fed For Flavor”
TRY ONE—
ALWAYS BUY ONE

ERNEST BENNER
TEL. 1497

Police Are Hosts
Chief George I. Shaw and mem
bers of the Rockland Police De
partment are hosts to the members
of the Maine Law Officers’ Identifi
cation Association tcday. Sessions
will be held at the Thorndike Ho
tel with a shore dinner served at
noon. Speaker at the meeting will
be Attorney A. Raymond Rogers of
Waterville.

WORD OF LIFE RALLY, FRIDAY, NOV. 4

GREGORY’S
FOOTBALL

JL

SATURDAY, NOV. 5
Probable

X

pronounced Hogoney'*

The "Word of Life" Quartet with the One Who Made
the "Bobby Soxers" Sing Hallelujah—

lllenacc

JACK WYRTZEN

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

1.00

TkA/wnu.

.39
I DRAM
EACH
$2 75 PIUS TAXt

CARROLL
2UT R.ATG COSIDGTICS

Two women met on Main street
the other day, and one of them ex
claimed Why Stella, what are you
doing here from Bangor?" "Oh,”
was the reply. "I'm slumming.”
Imagine that! Slumming in Rock
land—and frcm Bangor.
Mrs. George H Williams of 109
South Main street has a spool of
thread which belonged to her
mother, and which she knows to be
58 years old. Plain white thread,
stronger than the day it was
spooled. Maybe someone has a
spool older and stronger.
—o—
Yes, sir. we sure do miss that
dredger's whistle. What's more we
miss that craft on the uncompleted
job.
--o—
The correspondent
of North
Warren, Mrs. Charles W. Mank,
writes: "Judson Benner of this vil
lage. 87 years old, goes into his
woods daily to cut firewood." Mrs.
Mank thinks it might be a good
idea if the old-fashioned “bees’’
were resurrected.

"Mule Train" has joined the mu.
sical hit parade. Heard it? ,
—o-Of all most unlikely places to
read a whimsical little story, about*
a mouse, certainly the popular col
umn headed by a standing head
"The Black Cat" and a photograph
of an inscrutable feline, seems the
i most unlikely
But. then. The
Courier-Gazette—outstanding paper
that it is—makes a practice of pre
senting its readers the unusual.—
Lewiston Journal.
Five million -boys and "girls are
transported to and from school in
the United States by school buses.

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.
PLEASANT POINT
TENANT'S HARBOR
ORFF’S CORNER
OWL’S HEAD
SEARSMONT
SWAN'S ISLAND
WEST WASHINGTON
UNION
WARREN
DUTCH NECK
THOMASTON
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
APPLETON
MATINICUS

FRIENDSHIP

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

AT 7.30 P. M.. FRIDAY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

At the special town meeting Mon.
| day in Warren, it was voted to au
thorize the selectmen to buy or lo
cate a piece of land suitable for a
town dump, and to take a sum not
tc exceed $500 from the snowplow
account, to maintain such a dump,
which will be kept open two days
each week.
Voters also were in favor of the
transfer of $650 from the snowplow
account to the hydrant account.
The former account is $3000 re
ceived from the recent sale of snow
plows.
It had been necessary for the
town officials to close the dump, in
August since it did not meet State
requirements, and additional land
was not available in that location
Moderator was Willis R. Vinal.

FORECAST

3.98
1.00

1.00
.39

Warren Voters Take Funds
For the Town Dump and
Hydrants

BY TOE HARRIS

LfhcuCdeks

1.98

From Plow Account

Marvelous is the only word to
aptly describe Tuesday night’s sun
set. But Augusta saw a blue moon.

Probable

Winners

Losers

and Scores

and Scores

Maine.
S. Michael's
Holy Cross,
Princeton,
Brown,
Dart mouth
Clemson,
Army,
Tulane,
Boston II.,

19
13
13
27
20
3t
20
28
27
27

Last Week's
122 Right; 27
81.9%
Season Ave.,

FOOTBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs
BREWER HIGH SCHOOL

Community Park, Saturday, Nov. 5
2.00 P. M.
Adults 60c, Childrcu 30c

104-105

Bowdoin,

Colby,
Colgate,
Harvard,
Yale,
Columbia,
Boston Col.,
Fordham,
Navy,
Temple,

College Recap
Wrong; (3 Ties)
Accuracy
80.5% Accuracy

Bring us your forecast of the
.hove ten games before noon on
Saturday, Nov. 5. If it contains
more winners than the above
list we will allow $1.00 merchan
dise credit.

If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at ieast once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
FRIENDSHIP
A ruddy drop of manly blood
The surging sea outweights
The world uncertain comes and
goes,
The lover rooted stays.
I fancied he was fled—
And, after many a year,
Glowed unexhausted kindliness.
Like daily sunrise there.
My careful heart was free again;
O friend my bosom said.
Through thee alone the sky is
arched,
Through thee the rose is red:
All things through thee take nobler
form.
And look beyond the earth;
The mill-round of our fate appears
A sun-path in thy worth.
Me too, thy nobleness has taught
To master my despair;
The fountains of my hidden life
Are through thy friendship fair.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Change In Seconds
Change from Screen to Storm
Windows in Seconds
From inside to out with

BURROWES
All Aluminum Combination
Storm Windows and Screen*
Call or Write for Estimate

E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.

GREGORY’S

TEL 1503
113 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND

ioe-Th4i

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV
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Page Two
About Free Ads
____

i

idltor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

The Courier-Gazette Re
states Its Policy On Ads
and Free Readers
The only way a newspaper can
live is to have its income greater
than its expenses, and the operat
ing cost of all newspapers at pres
ent Is very high Only three sources
of income are open to the average
newspaper—subscriptions—job shop
and advertising In the case of The
Courier-Gazette the advertising is
strongest of the three.
As a result, advertising revenue
must be protected if the paper is
to continue to serve the commun
ity. An important source of revenue
comes from advertising dances,
rummage sales, fairs, suppers and
the like, which raise money by ad
mission, sale or collection. It has
long been the policy of this news
paper to give free items, i publicity
support) when requested to these
sales, fairs, etc., when advertise
ments are used in its columns.
This is a courtesy to advertisers
and an additional boost to the
venture
It is obvious that only to such
ventures carrying paid advertising
can the courtesy of free advertising
be extended. These affairs are not
news, but money-making ventures.
It is the definite policy of this
newspaper to carry items concern
ing these ventures only when they
carry advertising matter in The
Courier-Gazette
This newspaper tries meticulously
to be fair to all concerned and it
certainly would not be fair to those
Who use legitimate advertising if
free advertising is given those who
do not choose to use the advertis
ing support of its columns.
102’106

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts, Jr.,
gave a Halloween party for their
daughter. Mlarcia. Monday nighi
in their barn and extended a gen
eral invitation to all the children
in the village. At 6 oclock doors
were opened to admit the 50 cos
tumed kiddies carrying pumpkin
eaters to meet the host 60-pound
pumpkin eater. Decorations were
suggestive of the event and the re
freshment table arranged in Hal
loween regalia with sandwiches,
cookies, doughnuts, cider, candy
and corn cakes. Games were played
with the costume prizes won by
"Clipper'’ Rcberson and Richard
Young; peanut hunt, Gloria Bordreault; pinning nose on pumpkin.
Anita Knowlton, and Howard Neild.
Mrs. Virginia Bird and Mrs. Bertha
Sleeper assisted Mrs. Watts with
refreshments and games.

Of 29 producing potash mines in
Germany. 19 now are in the Russion
Zone.

T

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
[EDITORIAL]
SOMETHING WENT WRONG
Tuesday’s disaster at Washington. D. C., costing the life
of 55 persons was the worst in the history of air navigation.
The crash occurred in spite of frantic attempts made by the
ground crew to avert it, and the sole survivor, himself criti
cally injured was unable to tell what happened. Had the
signals been properly received the Eastern Airliner and the
Bolivian fighter could easily have kept apart, and 55 per
sons, four of them from Maine, would not have paid the
penalty. Small wonder that we dread to scan the pages of
the morning newspapers.
•
NO NAMES WITHHELD

We read with considerable interest a news item which
appeared in the current ssue of the Skowhegan Independent
It told of a drunken driver who shied at tlie appearance
of a reporter in the court room and inquired of the judge if
the affair could be kept out of the paper. The judge's reply
was very emphatic, and it was "No!" More and more the
Maine newspapers are giving due publicity to drunken driv
ing cases, and we have especially in mind the Lewiston
Journal which treats every such case with a double column
heading, and the full details. It is often necessary to tread
on some intimate friend’s toes but the unfairness of print
ing the names of 20 offenders and withholding one should
he readily understood. The publisher of this paper has a
fixed policy—use all alike, and so far as humanly possible
this will be done, and the same applies to divorces, among
other matters. 'Use all alike" is the word.
CHURCH ATTENDANCE

Stimulation of consistent attendance at the religious in
stitution of one’s choice is the objective of the pre-Thanksgiving campaign now being sponsored
bv a score of religious
•
organizations, and it has met with the prompt endorsement
of Gov. Payne. Payne said the outstanding purpose of the
campaign is to impress upon everyone the importance of re
ligion and religious institutions and to awaken in every in
dividual an awareness of his own responsibility to attend and
support the church or synagogue of his choice "At no time
in our history." Payne said, "has there been a larger enroll
ment of our people in religious bodies. And at no time in
our National or State history has there been a more urgent
need for an even greater enrollment in those institutions
which stabilize the family, build moral and spiritual charac
ter into the individual and his community, and provide in
timate counsel on human problems.
PUMPKIN VERSUS SQUASH

Though pumpkins. Pilgrims, and Puritans are asso
ciated in popular thought with New England, this region has
not followed its pumpkin tradition. That has been trans
planted to the Middle West, where ail Indiana poet James
Whitcomb Riley, rhapsodized, “When the frost is on the
punkin." Admittedly New England still raises some pump
kins, and handsome ones. But rarely in the run of restaur
ants can you buy a pumpkin. It is almost invariably squash.
Yet the partial eclipse of the pumpkin carries no cause
for grief. The Northeast has come to grow more squash
than any other section, according to local farm leaders.
New England has had its reasons. The agricultural people
explain that while squash is suitable for pie it also serves
as a table vegetable. Pumpkin, they add. is used only for
pie or livestock feed. Moreover, pumpkin tends to be stringier
and more watery 'han squash So laising squash has come
to be a New England habit
Fortunately, nc handsome ideal like pumpkin pie can
be totally lost. The pumpkin has taken such a hold in the
Middle West that the average native would scorn the idea
of squash pie if anyone happened to venture it. Openminded farmers there who have visited in New England grant
that squash is sweeter and more delicate and pumpkin a
little coarser. But. they insist “if you make it the way our
mothers did, pumpkin pie can’t be beat."
For itself, New England would rewrite the poet's tribute
and make it, "When the frost is on the squash."—Christian
Science Monitor.

PLEASANT POINT

Mrs. Leslie Young has returned
from Monhegan Island, where she
spent the Summer with Mr. Young.
He has returned to the Island and
Mrs. Young is in Rockland to
spend the Winter with her daughter, Mrs Wooster.
,

Mr. and Mrs James Seavey and
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Seavey motored
Sunday to Prospect.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chadwick en
tertained at supper Monday in
honor of Charlie Stone's birthday.
Those present were his mother, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Leroy Seavey and
Maud Stone Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mr. and Mrs. James Seavey passed
Ames and Bert Carter.
a day in Portland recently.

CLARENCE E. HARRINGTON
Clarence Everett Harrington, 82,
Saturday after a long period
Spades and Diamonds Do a died
of ill health A service for the dead
Gaston and Alphonse Act was held Sunday night under di
At Camden
rection oi Rev E. O. Kenyon of St
Peter's Church and requiem mgss
tBv Joe Talbot*
i
The Ladies' Fourllusher League, was held Monday morning at the
church. The bearers were Capt. A.
is featuring a Gaston-Alphonso act. V. Sawyer, M. V. Rollins. Jr., Leon
as the Spades and Diamonds take Fickett and William Seavey. Inter
turns at the top The Spades are ment was in the family lot in
up this week as a result of a five- Achorn cemetery.
Deceased was born June 23, 1867,
point sweep over the Diamonds,
in
South Thomaston, son of Simon
with Norma Whyte leading the way
with a total of 281. Dora Packard and Emma iJackson* Harrington.
continued to pace the Diamonds, At the age of 12 he was a tool car
rier in the granite quarries and be
having a 274 total.
The Hearts edged the Clubs came by y oung manhood one of the
three points to two. with Joanne best known highly skilled granite
Claytor and Capt Phyllis Brown carver in this -e tion. He was em
leading the attack by total of 273 ployed at various time.- at Barre,
and 272 respectively, Capt "Lil'' Vt„ Redstone N. H.. Vinalhaven
Richards led the Clubs with a 270 and other quarries, quitting the
business in 1914, because of ill health
total
At the end of the second round, when he came to make his home in
it was Captain Gianina Ames this city.
He served as janitor of Knox
leading the parade with a 89 8 av
erage. while Ames and Richards; County Court House and as deputy
divided honors with a ihiee-stringj sheriff ior nine years and was
mark of 291. Lil Richards holds the truant officer for 27 years He was
employed at various times by the
high single with 121.
The Benders jumped into first, Eenter Crane Co., and Odd Fellows.
Mr. Harrington was a Mason, an
place in the newly organized Bel
fast League as they swept all five Odd Fellow, a member of the East
points from Cows. Boguen and Em ern Star and of St Peters Episco
merton hit totals of 311 and 310 to' pal church
pace the victory, while RumneyI He was twice married, last to Miss
topped the Cows with a 282 total ‘ Ruxbry Clements of Warren who
The Ramblers lost five points to died in 1923 To this union was born

Lucky Strike Alley

the Crusaders on a
forfeited
match.
The Rockland Shellites continued
to dominate the Hotshot League
with a four-point victory over Tom s
Lunch. Al Wink * short for Win
chenbach) bowled his usual steady
' game to pace the Shells, having a
total of 298 The gentleman with
the protruding proboscis led Tom's
Lunch with a nice 296 total.
The Ro kport Boat Club got into
the win-column, knocking off the
Legion with a four-point margin '
Capt. Fisher hit a nice 312 total j
for the club, while Parker hit 297 ’
i for the Legion.
Al Wink is at the top of the!
League with a nice average of 98.10.1
To make it a clean sweep this ver-1
satile gentleman lrom the Lime
City also holds the high threestrings with 343. and the high single
with 133. There are nineteen other
bowlers in this league.
The All Stars climbed into first
place tie with the Aces in the
Speed League by virtue of their
five-point victory over the Lucky
Strike As. George Lacombe jour
neyed down from Lincolnville to
show up the local boys with a 322
total to lead the Stars, while "Wal
do" Heal was the A s best man with
a total of 318. Chubby” Marriner
bowled and talked a good game for
the Stars, having a 319 total.
The Clippers clipped the Aces
wings for four points, with Richards
Monroe and Robbins hitting totals
of 322, 314 and 311. “Blimp" Milli
, ken and Melvin led the attack for
i the Aces with totals of 325 and 315
respectively.
As we go into the third round, it
is Wally Heal setting the pace witli
, an average of 103.5. Ken Herrick
! holds the high three strings with
a 347 total, while A. Clark Young

holds the high single with 139.
The Lucky Strike B’s are sitting
on top of the Independent League
by a comfortable margin, as the re.
suit of a five-point .sweep of the
Rangers, while the Rockets wer?
losing five points to the Giants.
Eddie Ames and Bill Claytor
teamed up, with totals of 318 and
313 to lead the onslaught against
the hapless Rangers who can t seem
to get a winning combination to
gether. They are trying a couple of
deals th strengthen their club. It
is understood they have offered
Bunny Young a bundle of cash and
several players for Tom iHot Shot*
Aylward who is currently exceed
ingly rapid. Cne new trade last
week turned up Cliff Richards, for.
mer Tom's Lunch stalwart, who
proceeded to lead the team with a
297 total.
Clare Heal stole the show as the
Giants toppled the Rockets, rolling
a new record single of 143 and a
new record-total of 327.
Bunny Young tried very nobly to
uphold the honor of the "Rocks”
as he rolled up a 318 total with a
132 single. Aylward and Claytor
lead the Average Department with
99,2 and 98.10 respectively

IS PARKING SPACE
A PROBLEM?
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
PARK AT THE

Midtown
Parking Lot
12 WINTER ST., ROCKLAND
Opposite Fireproof Garage
8.00 A. M. to 6.00 P M„ 25c
6.00 P. M to 12.00 Midnight, 25c
105’lt

one daughter, Edna Harrington
Melvin, with whom the deceased
made his home and from whom he
received tenderest care. It was the
death of Clifford C. Melvin, son-1
in-law, on whom the deceased lav- ’
ished the affection of a son, which
hastened his passing.
He is surv.ved, besides the
daughter, by a grandson, Ernest
Harrington of this city, a grand- i
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Duran ot
Thomaston, a brother, Arthur Har.
rington and sister Mrs Inez Pier
son, of St. George, two great grand,
children and many nieces and

Los Angeles has more television
nephews.
The floral tributes were many and stations than any other city, seven.
beautiful, silent testimony of the
affection held by young and old for
"Grandpa" Harrington.
Bill Hart, former Brooklyn in
fielder, hit a league-leading .404
this season as playing manager of
the Cairo, Ill., club in the Class D
INVEST IN US SAWN6S SONOf
Kitty league.

A HOLIDAY REMINDER . .
A&P Food Stores in this area closed all day
Friday, November 11th... plan ahead!

NOTICE
Until further notice while the
Vinalhaven II is under repairs,
the North Haven II will run
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday
and Friday mornings, leaving
Nortl) Haven at 8 A. M. and
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M.
and arriving at Rockland at 10.20
A. M.
Otherwise than this
change the regular time of
schedule will be maintained.
Vinalhaven Port District.
105-109

HUNDREDS AGREE
EVERY DAY THIS IS-

T/ie Ideal Way'

1\

Complete satisfaction is
assured by A&P's policy
of
selling
tine,
fresh
fruits and vegetables In
spections are made .evtral times a day r'ruits
and
vegetables varying
in
size
or grade
are
placed
on
a
special
‘Quick-Sale"
table
at
reduced
prices.
T hat
leaves only top. depend
able quality on A&P e
regular produce display
rack
Shop
the
A&P
way for complete satis
faction.

National Apple Week-Featurinq
U. S. No. 1 "Maine" Apples

z
c°«fo IMENT

Fancy U. S. No. 1
MclNTOSH
APPLES

—None
Better For |
Creaming Vegetables •

Evap.

4 lB5 29c

WHITE HOUSE

Fancy U. S. No. 1
CORTIAND
APPLES

3

5 lBS 29c

TALL OEC
CANS I* 3

U S. No. 1 Maine Winter Keeping
POTATOES
50 ..‘o 1.29

1

name.

-

FRUIT CAKE

EITHER END

IB

SUNNYFIELD-WHOIE
OR EITHER END

LB 1

GOLDEN

LB LOAF

49c

SLICED APPLES

COMBINATION RANGE

IONA SLICED

PEACHES

$325.00

BEANS

OR HALVES

YANKEE-RED KIDNEY,
YELLOW EYE OR PEA
RINDLESS NATURAL

CHEESE

Investigate Our Feature

BEANS

MAGEE

WHITE OR COLORED

ANN PAGE PLAIN OR

WITH TOMATO SAUCE

SALMON

Four and four oil combination
range complete witli Telechron
electric clock timer and roveralls.

FRESH-WHOIE OR

PEANUT BRITTLE

DUAL OVEN

ppicto

COLDSTREAM

PINK ALASKAN

All prices subject to market changes and effective at all A&P Self Service
Stores ln this area

$299.95
Now On Display In Our Window

MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1425

COFFIN’S BOYS’ DEPT.

Hi Pardners! Here’s Headquarters for Authentic
Western Wear for Boys

ROY ROGERS
CORRAL
FREE!

WALDO

theatre

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM

Every Evening at 8.N. Matlneea
Satnrday at S.M, Sunday at S.H

Exciting Roy
Rogers Souvenirs
given with every
membership to the
Roy Rogers Rid
ers Club. Remem
ber fella's, come
in and join the
Club today.

THURS.-FRI., NOV. 3-1
Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer,
William Bendix

Just what you’ve been waiting for fella’s!
Western Wear worn in the movies by ROV
ROGERS, the King of the Cowboys.
Roy Rogers
Western Style

Sweaters,
Roy Rogers

“LAW OF THE WEST”

Nett Sunday-Monday, Noveml*er «-7; “That Midnight Kiss."
Coming:
“Savage
Splendor,”

“Scene Of the Crime," “You're
My Everything," “Lost Boun-

$4.95

Western Style

1.00
2.95 Belts,
Cowboy Hats, 1.95
Roy Rogers
Sweat Shirts, 1.00 Neckerchiefs, .50

“STREETS OF
SAN FRANCISCO”
With
Robert Armstrong. Mae Clark

$3.95 Pants,

Shirts,

Also on the program

Here at the General Seafoods yards in Rockland, you’ll

find the kind of complete service you need to savezyou

Here's W/re? We'//Do /

in

SATURDAY ONLY
NOVEMBER 5
Double Feature
Johnny Mack Brown in

ALL REPAIRS DONE RIGHT HERE

time and money.

vr

“THE BIG STEAL”

Complete Facilities for
Handling Your Vessel

• Is your car ready for the wintry days
ahead? It will be . . . once we’ve
checked it over thoroughly!
We’re experts on your car.
And we can assure you fast,
dependable work . . at
a price that’s fair!
Stop in and see us
today at our sign
of Better Service!

Change ail to winter-grade
Check transmission and differ
ential far proper lubricants
jX Clean and flash cooling system
-add anti-freeze
|X Lubricate chassis and wheel
bearings
|X Check entire electrical system

jX Check battery cells, cables, urminals

(X lane engine ior quick starts ond
driving economy

All repairs are made right here in our yards. Your

problems are familiar to us—and we have the knowledge

and equipment to solve them.
Come in and see us now—whether you want your

present vessel repaired or a new one built.

jX Check brokes ond steering
|X Cross-switch tires

jX Check heater ond defroster

You'll find the men who know your car best

ot the sign of BETTER SERVICE

Complete machine and steel-plate shops; mill,
carpenter, and joiner shops; switchboards fabri
cated and installed; motors rewound; radio tele
phones, direction finders, and depth-recording
machines installed.

This Merchandise Now on Display In Our Window

—

General Seafoods Division

MILLER’S GARAGE
DESOTO—PLYMOUTH SALES AND SERVICE

25-31 RANKIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR OVER 30 YEARS

company u»

ing a sir* i lar brand or

COOKED HAMS

MAGEE
ICONOMY

any othei

PORK LOINS

THE NEW

Ideal For
Every Milk
Use
Not
connected
wiU

V

1J'

Milk;

•

General Foods Corporation

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 3, 1949
Similarity of names often causes
embarrassment. To Robert St.
Clair, proprietor of Bob's Taxi Serv.
ice, who has been wrongfully asso
ciated with a ccuri ca e concnn.ng
Robert Sinclair.

Page Three

“However We dislike everything |
that remotely looks or sounds like
Communism, it is a fact cf world
wide significance that the people
of China are accenting at leader. hip wh eh calls .ts-ji Communist,’
.-ays Lir Earle if LaTou, formerly
f ?'..pn Nori'i China and n.w
acting se te ary for Ch na under'
the Ail er,can Foard of Foreign
Missions. Dr Ba lou will speak Frid y at the Lu .lies Rlub of the
Koeklan i Corgregatio. al Church1
n ’ Ch na To.lty' w.ll yreich on
in ay s o iling and speak to the
Comrades of the Way at 4 p. m
An 'tii.;lea-aiJ. .lit leal fact to
which we must adjust ourselves,
s-« k-iMcas"
.
■‘
*» ////F tlf
-ays Dr. Ballou, is that the “Peoi le. Clo.enment' in China may
cad to real Communism although
i.ght not ev.de .ee is pi'ing up to
.ndi a e that ' Communism*’ in [
hma is different ui a number of i
respects Irom > hat goes by tha.
..ante in Furope, an indication benig the uicreasi-.g degree of toli ration hown toward Christian en.
LONG AND SLEEK in appearance yet three inches shorter over-all the new Buick Special features a
erprises, including missionaries.
striking front end radically different from anything in the industry, many engineering improvements and is

New Buick Special

Jun.or Chamber of Commerce
4—Methebesez Club meets ai mtmbe s, their tfti e an . guzsus
w the rtrnsworth Museum.
will enjoy a private dancing part,,
Nov 4—Rub'nste n Clin meets at
at Community
Universalis! Church; guest night. tomorrow nigh
Nov 5-Kn<:; l o:.,<na Grange meeis Building. Refreshment will in lad
wf.h M.ctomak VaLey Grange, sweet cider and do.tph ut:.
Burket iville.
Nov 8 Tl.e Wi.men’s Club meets
Lawrence E. Toman ar.d family
at the Unlversalist Chinch.
□I
Worcester, Ma s., are v.siting
Nov. 10— Knox County Teachers’
Convent on at Reek land . High his parent,, Mr. a id M s J. L. Tolman. 162 North Main street, to
School
Nov 10— Arm. stive Bail at Com- 'he week-end.
mttniiy Bu ldlng.
i
Nov. 11—ArmifCke Guy
Dredging opera ions in Lermond's
U Nov. 11—Colby vs Bates at Water,
Cove have been halted as tl.e or
llle.
Nov. 15— Union; Jimmy Pierson's iginal Fede.al appropriation of
show troupe at High S.hcol gym t<5.t00 has been ex; ended. Furth
nasium.
er dredging c :s'.' mus be the sub
Nov. 15—Thomaston: Star Circle ject of Congressional a-tion t th
Fair at Masonic Temple.
Ncv. 17—Thomaston; Benefit party | next session following tire introduc
at home cf Mrs. .E. Douglas tion of a till v h ch will ask for a
Brocks, sponsored by St. James greater depth than the project just
Catholic Club.
. completed and dredging over a
Nov 17 — Annual Congregational
offered with Dynaflow Drive available as optional equipment. Shown above is the two door six-passenger
greater area.
Fair.
Geneva, of the Class C Border sedan. Note the new venti-ports, increased use of glass in both the windshield and rear window and the
Nov.. 18—Woman's Educational Club
league, in its first full season with parking lamps placed in the bomb-shaped bumper guards forward of tlie bumper.
BORN
meets at the home of Miss Marlon
Conway—At Sukeforth Maternity tlie Brooklyn organization captured
Weidman, Rockport.
Japan finds rolling stock one of
OWL’S HEAD
man Mrs K.i hlecn H ile.t: secre4|Nov. 18—Annual Junior Prom of Home, Vinalhaven, Oct. 38. to Mr. pennant and playoff honors
R.H.S. at Community Building.' and Mrs. Herbert Conway, a daugh
its “best seller’’ with Russia a big
The Farm Bureau met Thursday tary, Mrs. Ke’en Buckminster;
Dec. 1—“The County Fair" in St. ter—Cynthia Ann.
CARD OF THANKS
at she Library with Mrs. Edn
p. ;h.n. hade”. Ml.-. Edna Wotton;
Wallace—At Maine General Hos
Peter’s Undercroft.
We wish to thank our relatives, customer.
Wottcn, clothing leader, conducting foods leader, Mrs. Bernice Havener
pital,
Portland,
Oct..
—
,
to
Mr.
and
Dec. 7 — Concert by Men’s Asso
neigltbors and friends for the beauciation at Congregational Church. Mrs. Donald Wallace of Waldoboro i tifui flower,, cards of sympathy and
the meeting on “Christmas Gifts ;o home management ie.,c!cr, Mrs.
Dec. 8—The annual Methodist a daughter.
t lie many acts cf kindness extendBuy and Make." Members of he1 Mildred Edwa dr; treasurer. Mrs.
Church Fair.
BUILDING AND LOT
. ed to us during the illness and
dinner committee serving the , Irene Pp., Vo; child care chairMARRIED
death of our loved one. Especially
TO BE SOLD
"Square Meal for Health ’ at noon man, Mix Alma Walker,
Hall-Lehtinen— At St. George. do we thank Father Kenyon, Dr
Oct. 27, True Hall and Miss Shirley Freeman Brown. The Mae Murray
were Mrs. Ruth Farrell, Mrs. Irene
Mr. ana M
Dtnaid Morang
At a special Town Meeting
Lehtinen, both of St. George.—by ( Nursing Home and Alden Ulmer, held at the Town House, Union,
Raynes and Mrs. Courtney Fester. have icmctl Mr
Grace Kirk’:
Blue sky, lots of sun and tem Rev. Earl Hunt.
' ,
Sr., of the Burpee Funeral Heme.
These officers were elected: Ciia.i- In e e lo t o ’ . 'liter.
perature a little on the red flannel
Elwell-Vannah—At the Memorial ALso special thanks to the Congre {Maine, Oet. 10, 1949. The in
Church.
Plymouth. gation pf t lie Jewish Synagogue, fc'i habitants of Uninn, Maine, auside. If you don’t think we need Methodist
more rain take a peek at Mirror Mass., Oct. 33, Calvin Hall Elwell their kind expression of sympathy. tharized the selectmen to sell a
of Waldoboro and Miss Leona
Mrs. 'Ciiffcrd C. Melvin, Ernest building and lot. located near
Lake.
Frances Vannah of Plymouth.
E. Harrington and family, Mrs. the town house and known as
0CKLANP ME
UPPER PARK STREET
Frederick Duran, Arthur Harring- the James Griffin Cider-mill, to
Lloyd E. Daniels registered Jew
CARD OF THANKS
i
ten,
Mrs.
Inez
Pierson.
105
’
It
Fam
v
Siii
’
.kt
d
We wish to express our sincere
the highest bidder.
ho. k Chops
Veal Steak
eler and member of the American
J
■
~ '
Bi st C< nter
Or
Boneless
Sealed bids will be received
Gem Society was guest speaker at thanks and appreciation to cur
There
will
be
a
food
sale
SaturVeal C, ops
neighbors, friends, relatives, and
Cuts
the Camden Horary meeting Tues the employes of the Georges River I day, Nog. 5. a: Burpee s Furniture jy them for this property until
: Ian s
Cutlets
Monday
Nov.
7th,
1919,
7
I*.
M.
day noon. His subject being ‘Dia Mills, and special thanks tc Mr. Store, opening at 9 a. m. Benefit
Jealous for the beautiful flowers i Educational Club scholarship fund.
monds with a Pa t."
E. A. Matthews,
sent us. We appreciate also, all the
J. R. Danforth,
Remember
what
good
cooks
are
in
FtfESH BEEF TONGUES ................................. lb. .49
I,. F. Barker,
Sam Savitt has been appointed kindnesses shewn us before our be I that club.
SiRLOIN PTEAK ..................................................... lb. 49
105‘It
reavement.
Selectmen.
chairman of the Americanism and
L0x4EI.EE,; SIRLOIN STEAZ.......................... lb. .69
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham and fam
102-105
► Civic Allairs Committee of B'nai ily, Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens.
BOTTOM ROUND POT ROx.Si ..................... lb. .59
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
TOP ROUND STEAK ................................................ lb. .69
B’rith, Northeast New England Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore. Mr. and
RUMP STEAK ........................................................... lb. .79
CARPENTER Tools fcr sale;
Council. The appointment comes in Mrs. Charles Dolham.
Warren.
105-It jacks, planes and regular tools.
B.-neless
Large,
recognition of his past efforts in
Chuck
Corned Beef
TEL. 1247-W.
105-107
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
Native
Jewish charitable work.
CARD OF THANKS
Lean Boneless
Chuck
Rnn<t
EVERY
FRIDAY
NIGHT
Brisket
We wish to express, our silKcre
Fowl
At 7.30 P. M.
Pot
Roast
Just arrived, new shipment todd thanks and . apprerla&lon > id Jour
St. Bernard’s Church Hall
ler’s coat legging .sets, adorable many friends and relatives for .the
105*lt
Atspices Knights of Columbus
styles. $18.95 Children’s Specialty beautiful floWerv exprftslKjns , of and none beiUrU-ob, hot ,<riy43-tf
sympathy and deeds of kindness
• here. Live far your Turkey
Shop, 375 Main street, over Para shown us during cur i rdcttjt ’'oe•shoots’ 'DtessSd fWi: yb«F Kabie’t I I
mount. Restaurant, City. Tel. 823-W. reavenfent.
Raised on the finest °f foods
Mr. and Mrs. Walfsir L0p(ifcey, —and Friendship .fresh atofi.,,1):
•I ”
104-105
(
»»•’*♦
4t
Miss Jane Lindsey. Mr.' a!nd Mis.
IfEdlioNABL'Y’ PRICED. >
JOp-lt
For social items in The Courier- W. B. Wentworth.
Order now for Thanksgiving
—-------- I■ , 1
Gazette. phone 1044. City. " 59tf
Have your watch, repaired by the and Christmas—and for your
"irst expert craftsmanship, tested every want. Call:
nd timed by tne New Scientific
ALBERT JAMESON
'.Vatchmastef machine at Daniels
THOMASTON U9-14
Jewelers. 399 Main St, Rockland.
■ - '
105-108
19tf

A Nov.

The Weather

SMALL’S

69c

59c

79c

45c

37c

55c

Roll Call Revenue

KJ

In Municipal Court

Epochal Occasion In Little
field Memorial Church—
Offering Largest Ever
Monday night was an epoch ocLitt c.ie d Mtniirial
3. | ti t Chare!, as the annual Roll
w - trseiA fine program
of:, priiu, n 'ur v>h ' h ff - tur. d
H. - _ d g?: th .-tcof R-ekland.
Chester Wyl i. anti Mrs Norwood
f V/s.rt:: .’) a sp.itir .1 dait. an:
'.he Lit lefieki C.uar.et tf Warren
Whi ne'. Wifiia.ii Dorinan, Arthur
is c. 1 y at... ohn Larker, and ;
challenging m s-aje n soul winn ng by Rev. Jack Dow, Interim
pas c- cf die F.rst Ea;)t st CH.'.r
u W c. .cck M E. wa. enjtz.cc
v th. 1 5 n ;.t tndr.n e
Auer ,h; Hoi Cal! er ice tie
r up ii.o-e.
w;. r.t. t..< -.i.- v
!.• ’fcol.shue s " p: .vi e ’la.gtlj'’'
;y the
l a h-rw eh: qi r.rtei.'
lead serve; oy the a.dies tf ■!..
irj ch unde, ihe d.re t on of M:s
'I.iere r Ch?.:e a .11 n cn "Arizona''
shewn by Mr. Rr.inson, and fel
lowship provided by all. and en
joyed by the same people.
The Board of Trustees announced
that the Roll Call offering destined
this year for the Building Fund
had reached neatly $180. and that
it was expected to go ever the $200
mark. This would make this per
haps the largest Roll Call offering
in the history of the church, and
the pastor, the trustees, and the
pc, pie of the church thank all who
made this possible, and to John M.
Richardson and The Courier-Ga
zette for the fine promotional work
they aided us in.
•jis .n ;n t .t

Joseph Coffin of Port Clyde wsa
found guilty of drunken driving
and of leaving the scene of an ac
cident wi.hout making h mself
known In the Tuesday session of
Municipal Court.
Rockland police brought a sec
ond offense warrant against Coffin
who had been prev ously convicted
of drunken driving The court levied
a fine of $207 and costs of court of
$13.30. He ’’’as fine! $10 and costs
of court $2 23 on the hit and run
charges. A Jail sentence was sus
pended and probation for one year
imposed.
• • • •
Richard Meservey of South Hope
was lined $!J and costs of (6 on
charges of failing to obey a traffic
signal at the 'unction ol Washing
ton and ?. e hanic street in Camc.en A second charge of speeding
at 50 miles per hour on Wa hington street brought a fine of $10.
• • • •
Ralph 1. Gray of Rockland was
fined $1CO and costs of court of
$6.84 in a case continued from the
previous day -nd entered an appeal
to the February term of Superior
Court. He supplied ball in $200.
o o • •
Armas Rytky of Rockland was
fined $10 and costs of $5 on charges
of assault and battery on the per
son of Edwin C. Richards of Rock
land.
• • • •
Milton B. Hills of Belfast was'
! fined $15 and costs of $2.70 ' or.
! charges of ‘permitting the overload-'
i ing of a truck.
—.
■
• « •»:
' Most of the Brussels sprouts i.i-*
i crop grown in America is produced
i
’ cn Long Island. New York.
’

55c

BEANO

T

j be

Our meats are cut from U. S. Graded Western
Beef—That’s your best assurance of the
tasting goods that make a real meal—
U. 8. GRADED
WESTERN SIRLblN

STEAK,

«‘-65e‘I
i': -H

RIB
ROAST

BEEF,

n».

IO

ZZ

Mail Order* Filled

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
8.30 lo 12.00
Music By

TOP GOATS

fivei? GOATS

We Have

20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600

Anti-Freeze

16 OZ.
CELLO ROLL

FRESHLY
GROUND

55‘

CHARLIE WOODCOCK
New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm., 50c, tax inc.
93-Th-tf

It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

PORK

FRANKFORT'S,
HAMBURG.

EVERY THURSDAY

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE

0

SAUSAGE,

DANCE

i

PURE

FRESH PENOBSCOT BAY

SCALLOPS

Radiator Repairing
NELSON BROS. GARAGE

75-tf

515 MAIN ST..

In Boxes

FIRST OF THE SEASON—

ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

DAILY DELIVERIES TO OUR MARKETS

THE PERRY MARKETS

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES

By this
equipped

time,

your

you

have

car

for

PURE LARD,

chilly driving.

BUTTER,

Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

But how about yourself,

S'PtNACH,

You want to keep warm

CRANBERRIES,

and that is just what our
and

PHONE 701

0 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
i-tf

lb. 65c

trimmed

by

expert

STARTING NOV. 6, ’49

tailors that insures shape

WILL BE OPEN

retaining qualities for the

SUNDAYS
WEDNESDAYS. FRIDAYS

life of the garment.

Other Days by Reservation Only

Step in today for your
Topcoat. . . It's the warm

est idea we can give you.

$39.50, $45.00. $50.00
to $70.00

Special Arrangements Available
for Parties From Four Up.

SUNDAY, NOV. 6
RINDERBRATEN
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM

105-106

CELLO
PKG.

2 (or 29c

17c

Speedometer
nt’*

Repairing
And Testing Of All

ROCKlhNO

AUTHORIZED DEALER
SKYWAY LUGGAGE

and get something EXTRA for your money!

CLEO,

EXTRA PROTECTION

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF,
jar 19c
BAKER’S COCOA,
’/2 to. tin 21c
PEACHES, In Syrup,
2 Ige. tins 49c
BISQUICK,
large pkg. 47c
FAULTLESS FLOUR,
25 lb. bag 1.69
CAMPBELL’S CHICKEN SOUP
2 tins 33c
LIBBY’S TOMATO KETCHUP, >
2 bots. 35c
HOLSUM PEANUT CRUNCH,
16-oz. jar 29c
ONE-PIE SQUASH OR PUMPKIN,
tin 10c
TIMCO DOG FOOD,
2 tins 25c
TIMCO CAT FOOD,
2 tins 17c
MALTEX CEREAL,
' pkg. 29c

— New, fast-flowing, winter-grade
Esso Extra Motor Oil quickly reaches
vital parts ... gives extra protection
for those cold-weather starts.

EXTRA OIL EOONWiy
—Delivers longer mileage; less
"make-up" oil needed I Keeps its lu• bricating value better than any other
motor oil under constant hard drivingl

BORA Ingredient Added

Others as low as $20.00

<'<•

BAGS

NI CO 4 MEASURE PAK

Every topcoat is made
and

CELLO

Oyercoats

are designed to do.

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

CREAMERY

Mr. Man?

Topcoats

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

2 lbs. 29c

COMPLETE ESSO LUBRI
CATION AND CHECK-UP:

Get thorough winter
protection! Have .vour
car lubricated with as
many as 0 specialized
Esso Lubricants, used
by Esso Dealer-lube experts according to the car
manufacturer’s instructions. Also, have your Esso
Dealer check tires, lights, battery, wipers and
radiator. Get ATLAS
Perma-Guard, the anti
freeze that gives sure
cooling system protec
tion ail winter long.

€sso

— Special detergent fights harmful,
power-robbing carbon and varnish
deposits, helps protect engine effi
ciency!

IhS^no^^apf^Motcr'nti'

BEST FOR TOUGH WINTER DRIVING

ESSO

For Best All-around Per
formance of any Gasoline
...Fill 'er Up All Winter
with Esso Extra Gasolinel

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Chrysler Products.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

SEE YOUR NEARBY ESSO DEALER
an independent merchant eager to serve your motoring needs

STRING BEANS, Maine Pack,

H>. 29c

2 tins 25c
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Barbour. They were accompanied
Sunday as far as Portland by Mr
and Mrs. Barbour, where the four
visited Mr. and Mrs George MacALENA L. STARRETT
Arthur.
Correspondent
The Field and Garden Unit will
Telephone 43
meet Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Phillip Simmons. Program chair
Robert Gushee. accompanied by man will be Mrs. Herbert Emmons,
William Henderson while enroute subject "Harvest Home." Vernon
to Thomaston on route 131 Thurs Jordan of North Waldoboro asso
day collided with a ten-point buck ciated with the State Forestry De
deer, near the garage of Alien Co partment, will be guest speaker .the
gan. The animal was badly injured subject. 'Care of Shrubs and Trees.'
and was given to game Warden. Hostesses will be Miss Frances
William Snow of Thomaston, foi Spear, Mrs. Ida Mallett and Mrs
disposal. Gushee's car was badly Inez Hills.
damaged on the right side. Neither
Mrs. Edith Wotton entertained
of the young men was hurt.
the Mystery Circle Tuesday
The
The fire department was called next meeting will be Nov 15, with
Thursday to a fire which caught in Mrs Rena Stevens
woodwork about the chimney of the
A committee to have charge of
cottage home of Mr. and Mrs. Ar
laymen's Sunday at the Baptist
thur Kellett, at Pleasantville The
Church. Nov. 20, met Tuesday at
building was saved, smoke and wa
the Church to complete the plans.
ter damage being sustained, of
Committee in the Men’s Forum for
which no estimate was made The
the observance is Chester Wyllie,
furniture was removed from the
Jefferson B Kimball and Roger
building.
Teague.
Rev. Lee A Perry was given a
E. G. Burns returned home Tues.
party by parishioners Monday at the
day from a visit in Worcester .Mass.,
parsonage in honor of his birthday
with Eugene Cassavant. He also was
anniversary. He received a purse,
in Boston.
and a birthday cake was made by
Mrs. Maurice Ames of Alexandria
Mrs. Irving Spear
Va., was overnight guest Tuesday
Seventy children were’in attend-; of Mr and Mrs William Cunning
ance Monday afternoon at a Ha’lo. ‘ ham Mrs Ames ha been guest ot
ween party held at the Mont gomery' her sbter Mrs Fred Hartshorn at
rooms, with Miss Florence Packard I Sandv Point, several weeks, and is
ill charge
now guest of her cousin in Rock
Past Matrons and Patrons night land
will be observed Friday at the sta
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Boggs have
ted meeting of Ivy Chapter, OES been guests of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Refreshments committee is Mrs Leighton in West Gray.
Ada Spear, Mrs. Laura Starrett,
The East Waldoboro Social Club
Mrs. Marion Lermond, Mrs. Avis met today with Mrs George Maid in.
Norwood. Mrs. till.an Simmons and
Mrs. Montell Ross, Jr., and infant
Mrs Mildred White
daughter Deana are passing a few
The Baptist cottage prayer meet days with Mr. and Mrs Montell
ing was held Wednesday at the Ross. Sr., in Waldoboro.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wot
Eight deer were tagged Tuesday
Bucks shot by John Heald. Jr.. Har
ton.
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett and Mrs ry Laiho of Warren. Philip Teague
Clara Lermond have returned home of Trevett, Alfred Storer of Rock-,
from Safo where they passed a land, and Charles Hanna of Dor- j
few days at the home of Misses Chester, Mass; and does for Mrs.
Margaret Small and Ruth Starrett.I Willis Moody, Jr.. Eugene Peabody
Mr and Mrs .John MacDonald and Walter Starrett of this town.
Marshall T. White took over the |
and daughter. Georgina of Kouchibouguac, N B were week-end owner-managership. Tuesday of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin the store, run as the George Walk-1

WARREN

er tt Son Orocery the past 13 years,
of which Lec W Walker was man
ager White, veteran of World War
II. has been clerk in the store for
nearly three years. The business
will now be carried on under the
name White's Market The present
staff will continue in the store as j
clerks, namely Benjamin Starrett
and Mrs. C. Ernest Starrett

MATINICUS
I ena Young has been a patient
at Knox Hospital for a week
Mrs Everett Philbrook and son
Wayne are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Buker in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webber
have been spending several days at
their home in Cape Elizabeth.
Harold Ames is spending several
weeks with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Ames.
Mickey' Young recently suffered
a cut leg from a broken bottle on
the shore, which necessitated sev
eral stitches.
Tlie Mary-A goes on the Winter
schedule this week, making two
trips a week. Tuesdays and Fridays
Mr and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook and
children Leroy David and Sandra
were in Rockland a few days re
cently.
Mrs Ellen Wallace was dinner
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ly
ford Ames
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Philbrook
are on the mainland for several
days.
Mr and Mrs A M Ripley left
Tuesday for a visit with friends and
relatives in Maine, and will later go
to Milton. Mass., to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mitchell.
Edwin Ames made a recent busi
ness trip to Rockland
The Halloween Social in Ihe
church vestry Monday night was
one which the youngsters will not
forget for some time and to all ap
pearances the adults enjoyed it as
well. The costumes were original
and the ghost den. presided over
by Marilyn and Marjorie, was a
busy place, and the groans, moans
and screeching, along with th?
clanking chains, would make stout
hearts weak. Barbara Thompson
in the fortune telling booth, pre

dicted a rosy future for the coun
try in general Cakes, cookies, can
dy and sweet cider were served .

APPLETON
Mrs I eland Briggs and Mrs.
John Chaples attended the recent
Rebekah Assembly in Bangor.
Members of Farm Bureau attend
ing the recent annual meeting in
Camden were Mrs. Bessie Jackson.
Mrs. Archie Reed. Mrs. Damon
Hall, Mrs John Jackson and Mrs.
Herbert Butler of North Appleton,
Mrs. Alice Hall, Mrs Clara Went
worth. Mrs. Carlton Gushee, Mrs.
Irene Mink, Mrs Keith Mink. Mrs.
John Brook, Mrs John Chaples,
Mrs Frank Hart, Mrs Albert Pit
man. Mrs. Joseph Moody. Mrs. Or
mond Keene and Mrs George Fish.
Mr and Mrs. William Mitchell
and family are at their hunting
lodge on the back road. Appleton
Ridge
Mrs. Laura Fuller is guest of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph MoodyMrs Joseph Moody and sons Ron
ald and Albert Mrs Ormond Keene
Mrs. George Fish and Mrs. John
Chaples spent Thursday in Water
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Philbrook
with Mrs Pinlbrook's parents and
Gardner Philbrook, all of Westport
Conn, and Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Penriexter of Augusta are visiting
Mr, and Mrs Arthur Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Sprowl who
spent the Summer at their farm
In Hope, have returned to their
apartment here, for the Winter.

FRIENDSHIP
The Methodist Friendly Service
Unit he d its annual banquet Tues
day a; Thomaston Cafe and elected
as officers: President. Ella Verge;
vice president, Elsie Lash; secre
tary, Elizabeth Winchenpaw, treas
urer. Inna Benner. Those attend
ing were Re, Kathleen Weed Eda
Lawry, Elizabeth Winchenpaw, Lu
zern Nichols, Rosalind Newbig,
Irma Benner. Phyllis MacFarland,
Beulah Cook Phyllis Gilchrest,
Ella Verge. Elsie Lash and Eliza
beth Brown.
Read The Courier-Gazette

'ii

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Correspondent

Telephone 2-21

Roger Allen Farris of Bangor and
Anita Carroll were week-end guests
of their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Farris.
Leroy Williams of Raynham,
Mass, is visiting his sister, Miss
Harriet Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden of
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Hughes of Rockland were supper
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Grevis Payson.
Mrs. Roger Farris, son Roger and
daughter Susan are guests of Miss
Isabel Abbott and Wilbur Abbott,
while Mr. Farris is on a hunting
trip.
Mrs. Edmund Gibson, daughter
Lee visited Thursday with Mr. and
Mrs Joseph Doran in Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
and granddaughter, Bonnie, were
visitors Monday in Orono.
Mrs. Nelson Calderwood was
elected secretary of the Friendly
Circle of the Methodist Church, at
the meeting Tuesday. She succeeds
Mrs. Loretta Rich.
The Friendly B's meet tonight
with Mrs. Charles Burgess.
Mr and Mrs. Austin Lucas and
family have moved to the house
once owned by their grandparents,
on the Charles Lucas farm.
The Auxiliary met Tuesday night
with Mrs. Maynard Lucas.
Mrs. Rudolph Vincent and fam
ily of Portland spent Sunday with
Mrs. Lou Gorden.
The Auxiliary is sponsoring a drive
for Christmas gifts for the soldiers
at Togus to give to their families.
Boxes will be placed in the stores
for these gifts for men. women, or
children, or they may be left with
the ccmmittee. Mrs. Ruth Leonard
or Mrs. Betty Howard. Articles
need not be gift wrapped, as the
men choose the ones they like.
Emphasis is placed on quality
rather (han quantity.
Woman's Community Club is in
vited to meet Nov. 8 at the heme of
Mrs. Reta Stover. Anyone desiring
transportation is requested to be
at the club rootps at 1.30. The pro
gram will be a rcund table discus
sion by members. Hostesses are
Mrs. Marie Butler, Mrs. Mary Bark
er, Mis.-Anrtie Outlet and Mrs. Reta
Btover.

Legal Notice

F you want to know what’s “the
newest thing” in automobile
engines, look at the Buick engine
pictured here, and you’ll see the
words “valve-in-head.”

need for maximum power from
every drop of fuel —and every
maker of internal combustion air
plane engines adopted the valvein-head principle.

ratios as fast as better fuels came
along.

But it happens that this isn’t new
with Buick. As a matter of fact,
the valve-in-head engine was in
vented back in 1902—U.S. Patent
No. 771095 —and immediately,
Buick adopted the principle, which
became the first in a long string of
“Buick firsts.”

And more recently—with the hope
that higher-octane fuels will be
come available —a lot of automo
tive engine designers are taking a
new look at the valve-in-head idea.

of power that made Ruick famous.

I

Not everyone went for the ideathen. In spite of the fact that this
engine “breathes” more freely —
gets fuel in and exhaust gases out
more easily — others hung onto
their pet ideas.
Then came the airplane, with its

But just for the record, we’d like

to point out that Buick got there
first.
And ever since, Buick has gone
steadily ahead, building up a name
as “valve-in-headquarters.” Buick
engineers reshaped pistons to put
Fireball wallop in these engines.
They stepped up compression

So perhaps you'll want to re
member, when you hear the term
“valve-in-head,” that this is the type

If others want to climb on the
bandwagon, we say “more power
to them”—and no pun is intended.
But Buick has been doing more
with valve-in-head right from the
start.

And —we might add —it stands to
reason that Buick is not through
making this type of engine better
and better.

CrtARLY THAN EVER

Y' VJR KEY

Il /»<»*«

Uu1nm9bllf>» nrv built M'H b trill huilil tbi'in

font In HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Monday evening.,

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS
BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

TO

GRE A TL R VALUE

Notice is hereby given that Snow
Marine Basin Inc, has filed a peti
tion to build a wooden spile dock
in the City of Roekland. Said dock
to be about 75’xl2’ extending in a
westerly direction from the present
granite dock located on the eastern
j shore of Lermond’s Cove with an
; ell extending in a southerly direc
tion from the westerly end of said
dock, approximately 20x10'.
A hearing on said petition will be
j held on the premises on November
> 7, 1949 at 11.30 o'clock in the
j forenoon at which time all persons
interested may appear to be heard.
GERALD U. MARGESON, ,
105-lt
City Clerk.

LOST AND FOUND

WILL care for Baby 1 to 6 mos.
or child 3 to 5 years; days only; 6
GRACE ST, Rockland.
lC5‘lt
HAIRDRESSER wanted at once.
FLORENCE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Camden. Tel. Camden 655. 105*107

YEAR-OLD Heifer lost; brindle
and white, from Everett Humph
rey's pasture. Pine Hill. Tel. 914-W.
SIDNEY STINSON.
105-lt

GENERAL Carpenter Work want
ed; any type, finish or cabinet
work, floors, repairs, etc.; free esti
mates, all work guaranteed. Tel.
352-M4, after 5 30 p.m. or write F.
A. THOMAS. Star Route. Rockville,
Rockland. Me.
,
104*106
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
in
Thomaston.
Live in.
Modern
home.
Write P. O. BOX 132.
Thom aston,
104*107

1200 CHRISTMAS Trees, stand
ing. wanted, to buy.
Write
WILCOX and SNOW. 9 Harvard
avenue, Providence, R. I.
104*106
WOMEN. $25.00 reward, in quality
merchandise from our brand new
catalog. Run clubs among friends
and co-workers. It's the easy mod
ern way to get those things you
want for your home without spend
ing money. Extra valuable premi
ums for members. For new, free
catalog write AMERICAN HOMES
CLUB PLAN, Dept . 21, Bangor.
Miaine.
104-105
WE want to buy all kinds of
Scrap iron and metal, motors, ma
chinery, batteries and tags. High
est prevailing prices will be paid
for these items. MORRIS GOR
DON Si SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W,
103tf
IF it’s a Magazine Subscription
you want, just call FRED E HAR
DEN The Magazine Man. Phone
35-W, Rockland, Me.
103*105
I WILL BUY
1st and 2d Mortgages
On Real Estate

"UNCLE BEN"
12 Myrtle St., Roekland, Me.
Tel. 670

ANTIQUES, Glass, China. Furniture,
old Paintings, etc , wanted
CARL E.
FREEMAN. Glen Cove
Tel. Rockland
1(W
Rtf

Will Pay Cash
for real estate no matter where lo
cated or in what condition. If priced
right will make cash bid and pass
papers at once.

"UNCLE BEN"

12 MYRTLE ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Tel. 670

BICYCLES bought, sold and
TO LET
traded; repaired, painted like new.
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott
HEATED Room to let. TEL.
| St., City.
105*Th*114 945-J
after 5 p. m.'
, 105*107
FOUR-ROOM House furnished to
let. CLIFFORD PERRY. 154 Tal
bot Ave.
105’ lt
ROOM and Board to let. By day
or week; 150 MAIN ST., Thomas
Without Painful Backache
ton.
105-110
When disorder of kidney function permits
DESIRABLE
Front
Room
to let,
I poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
i may cause naggingbackache, rheumatic pains,
wlprm and. comfortable, excellent
J leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
central location; 36 Masonic St
’ nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
TEL. 1177-W.
105-107
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
; passages with smarting and burning some
APT.
to
let,
furnished,
1
room
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
heated, conveniences; also one large
Don’t waitl Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Room, 1 small Room, kitchen privi
• Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
leges; 29 Beech St. TEL. 1328-M
' by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
105-107
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
FURNISHED Apartment of two
rooms to let, bath, hot water, ga
rage optional. Adults, middle age.
I
TEL. 454-W.
105*107
GARAGE to let at 64 Summer
St.
FRANCES PERRY.
Tel.
CAN CAUSI
151-M.
105*108
FIVE-ROOM Apartment to let—
Beware of Pin-Worms... ugly creatures that
bath, het and cold water, electric
live and grow inside the human body. Medical
range, white sink, garage. Two
experts say that as many as one out of three
rooms will be re-decorated to suit
persons may be infected. And not even the
new tenant. No children. PHONE
most careful families can be sure of escaping
these nasty pests.
708, Rockland,
104*106
One of the danger signs of Pin-Worms is the
tormenting, embarrassing rectal itch. And this
TWO Apartments In Thomaston
can be the warning of more serious troubles...
to let three extra large rooms each;
even internal inflammation and bleeding.
all newly decorated; 116 Main St.,
Don’t take chances! At the firet sign ot PinWorms, get Jayne's F-W Vermifuge from your
Thomaston TEL. 252-5.
104*106
druggist. F-W contains an effective, medicallyAPT. to let. three furnished
approved ingredient that destroys Pin-Worms
and removes them from the body.
i rooms, bath, hot and cold water
The small, easy-to-take F-W tablets were
furnished. Adults only. MRS. F
perfected in the laboratories of the famous
O. CORMIER, 17 Crescent St.
Jayne Co., specialists in worm remedies for
over 100 years. Get F-W—destroy those Pin- | ____
104*106
Worms .. - relieve that itch.
FOUR Room Heated Apartment
Just Remember: F-W <§) far Fin-Warmsl
to let
for information CALL
1153-R._________
105-106
IN Camden—Apartment to let",
nice condition and sunny. Down
stairs. PHONE 2052 Camden. No
objection to children.
103-105
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment to let. private bath, heat and
lights furnished. Call at 100 UNION
Speedometer Repair Work Oo
ST.
104*112
All Chrysler Make Can

Now She Shops
"Cash and Carry”

SERIOUS TROUBLE

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

615 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

ROOMS.
WEBBER'S
ton

Board by
INN
Tel.

day or week;
S4O-S. Thomas

»tf

Most of the large manufacturing
firms maintain extensive research
laboratories

Price $25.00.

TEL. 865-WK.
105-flt

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Nelson Bros. Garage

UNIVERSAL Electric Range for

sale.

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, oite dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so railed I, e. advertisements which
require the answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALI, CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
AI.L MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

87-tt
The first major league baseball
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
game t obe, televised was Brooklyn ] $4.00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN
vs. Cincinnati Aug. 26, 1929.
HUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M.
103*108

The Power
that made Buick Famous

FOR SALE

UNION

SHETLAND Collie lost, has Mont,
clair, New Jersey, license. Reward.
Please TEL. 669-M if found. 105*lt

A-l TURNIPS for sale, at PACK
ARD'S BEAR HILL FARM. 104*106
FORD, Model A Pick-up, 1931,
for sale, running condition. Inquire
73 SUMMER ST, City, after 5-p. m.
104*106

REMINGTON Deer Rifle for sale
30-30 slide action, in excellent con
dition HUGO LAURILA, Cushing.
Tel. Thomaston 112-21.
104*106
1941

MERCURY

Club

Coupe,

good condition, cash TEL. 1136-M2
104*106

25-FOOT Lcbster Boat for sale.
PHILIP BENNETT, Vinalhaven.
104*106

DRY, cleft Hardwood, top quality,
mostly beech and maple. Prompt
delivery.
HILLCREST, Warren.
Tel, 35-41.___________________ 104tf
TWENTY Tons first-class Baled
Hay for sale, $30 ton. COL. F. G.
GOGUEN. Brooklyn Heights, Thom,
aston, Tel. 150-3,_________ 104*107
DRY Slabs sawed, Approx. 1 cord,
for sale, $8 delivered. WM. A.
HEATH, Tel. Warren 32-5. 104*106
SEDAN, 1934 Chev. 4-door, new
battery, new parts, good running
condition, $150. No dealers. YORK
HOUSE 2 Sea St., Rockport.

NOTICE is hereby given of tne
loss of deposit book number 10570
and the owner of said book asks fcr
duplicate in accordance with the
provisions of the State Law. KNOX
COUNTY TRUST CO., by Lendon
Jackson, Treas., Rockland Branch. ______________________ 104*105 |
Rockland, Me.. Oct. 27. 1949
TOURIST Home, for sale, in
102-Th-108
) Thomaston. Write “T. H.,” care
DIAMOND Bar Pin lost in or ' The Courier-Gazette.
103-116
near Knox Hotel Thomaston, Oct.
SUPER Flame, twin pot, oil burn17. Reward for return to RICH | er. used only six months; also col
ARD PARKHURST. Winchester. lapsible Baby Carriage, $15. 27
Mass. Phone 6-1720.
, 103-105 FULTON ST„ City.
103*106
GALVANIZED Nails, mooring
FOR SALE
chain, used marine equipment and
paint for sale. MORRIS GORDON
PONTIAC Station Wagon, 1940, & SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W, Rock
for sale; radio and heater, nearly land.
103tf
new tires, good condition. Reason
LYNN
Oil
Burner
for
sale,
comable price. TEL. 564-MK. 105’lt
I plete with 2 bottles in perfect con
SEASONED Pine and Spruce dition. May be seen at 20 Orange
Lumber for sale; also Dry Hard , St. or TEL. 229-M..
103*105
Wood for fuel. R. I.. OXTON West
BAY Mare, for sale, 9 years old,
Rockport. Tel. Camden 8317.
clever, work, single or double,
105*107 sound,
priced right. M. L. LEONARD,
103*104
INSIDE and outside Doors, Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1.
Storm Dcors for sale also Oil Bar
REAL ESTATE
rell; 49 Pleasant St. TEL. 1253.
1. Cape Cod Colonial, 3 fireplaces,
105*107 town water, 8 rooms, $5500
2. Seashore Home in Owl’s Head,
GUN .410 gauge, 3 in shell, 4 shots,
for sale, good condition. $21 TEL. modern conveniences, year 'round
ROCKLAND 141-W.
105*lt location. Priced under $3000.
Rockland City Homes, priced
SWEET, Fresh-made Cider, for from
to $12,000. A home for
sale, special Friday, Saturday, and every $$3200
income.
Sunday, only 39c per gallon in own
If you want action In selling your
container. HILLCREST, U.S. No. 1. j home,
just phone 551-W2.
Warren. .
105*iC6
EDWARD W. COFFIN,
STORM Windows <4> for sale,
Owl's Head
12 pane, 37x66 in. over-all. DR ________________________103-106
SCARLOTT, 12 Talbot Ave. Tel.
PURE Extract Honey for sale,'at
136.
106*106 $1.60, 5 pound can in flrst. zope.
SECOND-HAND Furnace-type Oil TYLER S. DAVIS, Union. ,l«*l06
Burner for sale. First-class condi
CLEAN, Dry Slabwood sawed
tion. TEL CAMDEN 692.
stove length, $10 for jumbo cord
_______________________ 105*106 load. No delay, simply oall HILLLOTS for sale in lower secticn of OREST, Warren, Tel. 35-41 tor fast
Ash Point cemetery; $£50 for whole delivery.
96tf
secticn. MRS. L. B. DURRELL.
SAWED Dry Slab Wood for sale.
Ash Point, three houses beyond Free delivery, $8. approximately
cemetery on right.
103’106 one cord. RAYMOND MILLER.
FOUR Room House for sale. House Tel. Warren 32-22.
108*106
has a cellar, furnace and running
water. 6'- acres of land included.
MAURICE HARVEY. Ash Point
Tel. 375-W3.
104*106
FOR SALE
Attractive 6-room House at 18
Bunker Street, of popular size and We have the latest patterns and
design. Will make someone a nice designs in such name brands as
• ARMSTRONG
home. Quick sale desired. $5250
* CONGOLEUM-NAIRN
An income property consisting of
• BIRD’S
5, furnished Apartments; modern
* SLOANE-BLABON
kitchens; 4 bathrooms; automatic
Inlaid Linoleum
oil heat, income $363 per month.
Rubber, Asphalt Tile
All in first class repair. Attractive
All installations are Guaranteed
business proposition at $18,000.
Satisfactory
Desirable farm heme on hardtop
road 7 rooms with elec, pump and Lei us give you an estimate on
your floors.
running water. Plenty of firewood;
TEL. 939
garden land; fruit trees and barn.
$3800.
United Home Supply Co.
Attractive village home of 7
Where Willow and Rankin
rooms, 3 acres of land and barn.
Ideal retirement home.
Streets Meet
F. H. WOOD
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Court House,
Rockland.
92-T&TH-M
104-106

Want New Smooth
Floors?

“Now Is The Hour”
Time to have your car
Inspected!
Stop in Now—Today
and let us check your car.

Fireproof Garage Co.
WINTER ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 889
92-tf

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!
Note These Two Values!
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
1. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
and Islands. An Ideal spot for
Cabins. Only $2500.

B. Large Apartment House In
Rockland. Good location. Sound
business proposition. Ask us the
price.

Listings wanted on all types
of real rstate and businesses. I
have buyers ready to buy. So
list your property with me.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.
HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN

a-tt

a

I
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber, Spruce
, Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In
graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 104*116
STOVE length Dry Blabs, delivcred, large load, approx. 2 cords,

$19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
desired.

LELAND

TURNER.
64tf
CITY Service Range and Furnace
Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
R. TURNER, Old County Road,

as

Tel. 406-J, after 5 p, m.

City.___________________

8frtf

VEGETABLES, wholesale and re
tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
and Turnip, for Winter storage.
CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
bot Avenue.
83tf
SlzatL Ralls 00 lbs., several thousand
feet for gale. Good for boat railways
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN ft SON. Clark Island. Tel
Rockland 21-W2. A. C. Hocking Ten
ant's Harbor. Tel. 5$-13.
JStg
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing. Pick up and deliver. Tel
$77. Rockland, BITLER OAR ft HOMS
SUPPLY.
^5

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone Walks, Flagging. WaU Stans,
Paving. Property Markers. Honor Rolls
Pier Stone, Outdoor Fireplaces, Rip Raa
for Breakwaters and Piers, Boat MoosIngs and Chatn, Culvert Stone.
"EVERYTHING IN GRANTOr
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN ft SON
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2
A. C. Hocking

Tel. Tenant’s Harbor Mil

________________________ 4-W
CONCRETE Products for sale—Buri
al vaults, se.ptlc tanka, building posts
outside concrete work, air compressor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 1474

IN

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINQ

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,
TEL. M3-W

U

*
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Tuesday-Thursday-Safunte?

The Busy “Pioneers”

YORK

Best meat buy of the week is
First National Pork—lean, ten
der, rich in delicious flavor.
First National buyers select
only younger, lighter pork be
cause it's more tender . . .packs
MORE meat, LESS waste per
pound. That's why you get
more and better pork for your
money at First National!

,

’ ty-fiar tke week's
best meat buy !

Pork Loins

Works First and Second De
grees and Serves a Birth
day Treat
Pioneer Grange met Tuesday.
The first and second degrees were
conferred on Vera Hubbard. Worthy
Deputy Carroll was present for in
spection. Juvenile Deputy Sister;
Carroll was also present. A birthday;
treat of sandwiches, pies, coffee and
birthday cake were served by!
Brothers James Dorman, Philip'
Crabtree and Allen Young. A sur-J
prise feature was a beautifully de-j
corated birthday cake which was'
presented sister Lelia Lays by her I

husband. Worthy Master Lays
The Ladies Degree team are in
vited to Georges Valley Grange,
Appleton, Tuesdaj’, Nov. 1., to work
the third and fourth degrees Pran
ces Guyette and Vera Hubbard of
Pioneer Grange will take their third i
and fourth degrees at Appleton.
Nov. 8 is to be neighbors night,
at the Victor Grange of Searsmont,
South Hope and Mt. Pleasant as
guests, State Lecturer Lottie York ’
of Winthrop will be present.
Monday night, Pioneer Grange
served lunch of sandwiches, pies,
doughnuts and coffee to 100 mem
bers of the Blueberry Association of;
West Rockport. The committee in
charge were Amelia Dorman, Min
nie Jones, Beulah Hilt, Lelia Lays
and Bernice Young.

VINALHAVEN
RIB

OR CHINE
END

NATIVE TENDER

FRESH NATIVE BROILERS OR FRYERS

> 43

CHICKENS

MILD SUGAR CURED WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

COOKED HAMS > 55‘
CORN FED HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

> 69c

RIB ROAST

National Apple Week — Oct. 29 - Nov. 5

SMOKED LEAN MEATY REGULAR STYLE

SHOULDERS

> 43‘

LEAN MEATY TENDER PORK ROAST

FRESH HAMS

LB

TENDER LIGHT SOFT MEAT

LAMB LEGS

- APPLES MclNTOSH

CORTLAND

DELICIOUS

4 ik 29'

5i,s 29*

3 lbs 27'

LEAN SUGAR CURED RINDLESS

SLICED BACON

NATIVE TENDER SWEET

LB

2.

BEETS

FRESH GROUND MEAT

HAMBURG
FANCY SKINLESS—SURE TO BE TENDER

> 55‘

FRANKFURTS

bchs

FANCY GOLDEN SWEET

LB

POTATOES

29c

4

S‘S

i;

FANCY NATIVE YELLOW

3 » 10‘

TURNIPS
NEW CROP CAPE

MACKEREL

LARGE OCEAN FRESH

OYSTERS

PLUMP FOR STEWING

SWORDFISH

fancy sliced

LB

25c

PT

65e

lb

59c

CRANBERRIES

^°17‘

HANS-M GARDEN FRESH

SPINACH

2

CELLO
PKCS

QC
J.7

Native Brookside — Grade A

FINAST — Made From U. S. No. 1 Peanuts

FRESH EGGS

PEANUT BUTTER

TODAY'S C
CREATEST FOOD VALUE
MED SIZE
DOZEN

|C

49

RECULAR

LCE SIZE
DOZEN
i

CLOVERDALE—QUALITY ALASKA

FANCY NEW CROP CALIFORNIA—NEW LOWER PRICE

PINK SALMON

WALNUTS

PURE REFINED

45e

CLOVERDALE—TABLE QUALITY

LARD

YOR_GARDEN ELBERTA—IN EXTRA HEAVY SYRUP

16-OZ
PKG

EDUCATOR CRAX

PEACHES

DELICIOUS WITH PANCAKES, WAFFLES

TABLE SYRUP

TRY THE NEW BETTY ALDEN

JOAN CAROL-FRESH FALL—FULL OF NUTS AND FRUITS
JOAN CAROL—TENDER CAKE LIKE TEXTURE

gal
JUG

19c

55c

3’ 4-OZ
CAN

SHREDDED
CODFISH

BEARDSLEY'S

4-OZ
CAN

CODFISH
CAKES

WE SELL IS

BEARDSLEY'S

35c

2

Kaiser-Fraier Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. U->

M-tf

"As Modern As
Tomorrow”

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
POWDERED SKIM MILK—MAKES 5-6 QUARTS

LB

47c

BORDEN'S STARLAC

SelfService
Meats

RICE PUDDING
MAKE IT WITH

SEEDLESS

-J-Jt
Raisins
2 15-OZ
PKCS JJ
Blue Rose Rice CELLO 25
Prices effective at First National Super Markets in this vicinity. Prices subject to market fluctuations.

now/

No More Waiting

Printed with Your Name.

PRE-PACKAGED

Large Assortment of Modern,
Colorful Designs.

PRE-PRICED

NATIONAL

ORDER
Christmas Cards

i*

STORES
MS.

21

25
28

1

29

4i

32

44

i5 '

M

W 46

44

W
45

3b

37

3i>

Hi

Hl

hO

43

51

54

1

H7

Hb

r

HORIZONTAL
1-Dignity
5-Appeara
9-Brief letter
11- Classify
12- Ahead
14- Cover
15- Vahiele
16- Preflx. Two
17- Full of moieturo
19-Choicer
21- Propeller
22- Claw
24- To be able to
25- lnactive
26- Stagger
28-Waited upon
30-Joined
32-Look
J3-Waa firmly fixed
36-Acid
39- lgnite
40- Recent
42-Learn i ng
44-Unlt

52

55

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Department

57

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46- lntimidated
47-Gain
48- Near by
49- By
50- Dine
52-Father
51- Kitehtn utensil (pi.)
54- A weight measure
55- Drink to the health of
57-Conetruet
VERTICAL
1- Matured
2- lndefinite article
3- Small bed
4- Engliah school
5- Float in air
6- Make a mistake
7- And (Latin)
8- Steeple
10- Heroic poem
11- Landecapes

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Close by
16-Without hair
18-Scarf
20- Feline
21- Lyrie poem
23-Citrous fruit
25-Perfect
27-Allow
29-Snare
31-Male singers
33- A dwarf
34- Crude metal
35- Condenaed moisture
37- Propel
38- lourney
39- Brag
41-Uaeleaa plant
43-Perform
45- A coin
46- Venture
49-A dance
51-Sailor
53-Father
55-Myaelf

and served lunch.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Margaret Smith
of Rockland iTlUlRlRj,
JclOlR B
B
spent a few days this week with his Ia r i Ten
E
mother Mrs. Linnie Smith.
3!EB E
□
SI
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Arey have re.
□DB
turned from Camden where Mr.
B
Arey has been a surgical patient at
H
Community Hospital.
>
H
Mrs. Woodrow Bunker was host
BB0HE
BDEBatS
ess Tuesday to the "Knit Wit" Club.
anna b*ib bbbh
Lunch was served.
ns HEEBlaaEa be
ass aaaBBEH dbe
aHHHHHBiacaSEBaE
S0U1H0 ■■■ 03BEB
i Bushel—Lbs
Apples ............
44
Apples, dried .............................. 25
Barley . ........................
48
Beans ..................... ....................... 60
Prizes Awarded At Halloween
Beans, Lima_________
58
Party—Decorating
Beans, snell......... . ...................... 28
Beans, Soy ................................... 58
Dining Hall
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
A Halloween Party put on by the
pole ................................................50 Grange was a big success. All ehilBeans, string ................................... 24
’’ dren attended in costume and priBeans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47 zes were given to the prettiest, fun.
Beets ............................................ 60 niest and most hideous costumes.
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60
Games, stunts and folk dances were
Beets, sugar................................. 60
j enjoyed. Cider, apples and candy
Beets, turnip ................................ 6( ' was enjoyed by all.
Beet Greens.................................. 12
,
Our next regular meeting will be
Blackberries ................................. 40
Nov 2. Dancing will follow the
Blueberries ................................... 41
2fl j meeting.
Bran and Shorts......................... 2C
5Q j An oil burner has been installed
Carrots ...................................„.... 5C
5Q ! in the furnace by the Waldoboro
Corn, cracked .............................. 5(
5g Garage Co.
Corn, Indian ................................ 58
The dining room is being decoraCranberries .............................
3'J
ted in cream, green and grey, the
Currants .......................................
12 kitchen being painted white. The
Dandelions ...................................
[ Grange Circle is having this work
Peed ..............................................
11! done, and many long hours of hard
Hair .......................................-.....
12 i work has made this possible to
Kale ............ »..............................
70 j which we all are very proud.
Lime ............. .............................. M j Seven Tree Grange met WednesMeal (except oatmeal) —...........
s0 i day evening with about 35 present.
Meal, rye............................ . ........
Two applications for membership
Millet, Japanese ..........................
22 were received.
Oats ..............................................
52 ! Mrs. Esther Mayo, Home Demon,
Onions . ....................................... .
Parsley ..........................-.............. g I stration Agent was present and
showed pictures relating to kitchen
Parsnips .......................................
arrangements and how to increase
Poaches, dried ..............................
cupboard
storage space. Mr. Went
Pears .......................................... worth spoke on home freezes also
Peas, smooth.......................... .....
Peas, wrinkled ............................ 58 referred to the new locker that will
Peas, unshellea, green .............. 2g j be in operation in Waldoboro.
Potatoes ____.................................... 80 | Corn cakes, doughnuts, and cider
Potatoes, sweet ............................ 54 i were served during the recess hour.
The officers of Seven Tree Grange
Quinces ..................... ................... 48
Raspberries ............................... - 40 will be installed Wednesday night
Rice, rough ...............................■■ 44 1 Nov. 9 The installing officer to be
Rye ................................................ 58 announced. The following officers
Salt, coarse .................................. 70 will be installed: Master, Howard
Salt, fine......................................... 60 Hawes; overseer. Arno Bartlett, lecSalt, Liverpool --------------------- 60: turer. Harriett Carroll; steward,
Seed, alfalfa.................................. 00 J George Day; assistant steward,
Seed, clover ............................— 80 Elaine Robbins; chaplain. Georgia
Seed, herdsgrasc. ......................... 45 Cramer, treasurer, Bessie Carroll;
Seed, Hungarian grass............... 48 secretary, Florence Calderwood;
Seed, Timothy ______________ 45 gate keeper, Richard Goff; Ceres,
Seed, millet ........ i...._____............ 50 Sylvia Farris; Pomona, Faye AusSeed, orchard grass.................... 14 tin; Flora, Annie Moore, executive
Seed, redtop................................. 14 committee, David Carroll
Spinach ............. ..........................
T
Strawberries „.................... ..........

a

Standard Weights

The Cushing Grangers

I

Tomatoes ....................... .............. .

________________________

COOL WEATHER
FAVORITE!

FIRS

DREWETT’S GARAGE

SUPERMARKET

lti-OZ
CAN

FAVORITE DESSERT TOPPING

WHOLE MILK CHEDDAR VARIETY

MILD CHEESE

PACKED IN OIL

READY TO SHAPE AND FRY

RICHMOND—NEW PACK

CUT GREEN BEANS

SARDINES

SERVE CREAMED—ON TOAST OR POTATO
DOZ

APPLE CIDER

GUARANTEED

Completely Remodeled
New Modern

IMPORTED NORWEGIAN

49c

FRUIT CAKES
MADE FROM DELICIOUS NEW CROP APPLES

MAINE

Visit
First National's

Can

PLAIN OR SUGARED

EVERY USED CAR
A 9# day guarantee Is attached
to the good Used Can we aell.
Plenty of can—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the ear yon want.

Noodles
Can 16‘ Soy Sauce
tVlO1
Bean Sprouts
13c Complete Dinner Pkg 49‘

QC

20-OZ
LOAF

16
MS

w

46
1 3^

S5S

20

27

T"

7

15

W 19

2b

b

11

14

13

22

5

iw

ROCKLAND

CAN

LA CHOY CHINESE FOODS

SANDWICH BREAD

DOUGHNUTS

IS'A-OZ ]

SPAGHETTI

18

17

L

10

5b

331 MAIN ST.

B&M WITH MEAT AND TOMATO SAUCE

PANCAKE
FLOUR

DELICIOUS NEW LOAF
28 THIN SLICES

grC

3 "5

I l-OZ
CANS

BROWN BREAD

BREAKFAST FAVORITE

AUNT JEMIMA

30-OZ
CAN

SLICED OR HALVES

B&M

12-OZ
BOT

TIMBERLAKE

2-^43c

MARGARINE

PKG

TRY WITH MIRABEL PRESERVE

12

W$
W
13

F" ’H

53

Union Church Sunday School
meets at 10 a. m. Rev Lola White
will preach at the 11 o’clock service.
Special selections will be sung by
the choir, Mrs. Leola Smith, organ
ist, Young Peoples Fellowship meet
at 5.45 p. m. Evening meeting will
be at 7 o'clock with sermon by the
pastor, and selections by the choir.
Mrs. Helen Arey, organist. Prayer
meeting will be Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles Mitchell of Union
•■'fc is guest of her son and daughterin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
9W Mitchell Jr.
During a motor ride Sunday,
Mrs. Gina Swanson, Mrs. Nels
Stordahl, Mrs. Berman Mills and
Marion Johnson picked blueberry
blooms on the North Haven road.
Miss Paye Coburn who has been
on a month's vacation from the
Post Office returned Tuesday.
Ladies of the G. A. R., will meet
Friday, supper served at 5.30 by
Mrs. Clyde McIntosh, Ray Phil
brook and Mrs. Max Lawry. Por en
tertainment there will be a penny
sale.
Mrs. Prank Beggs has returned to
Chicago having visited Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson
and son have returned from a few
days visit in Belfast and Rockland.
Mrs. Lillian Lawry, Mrs. Helen
Webb, Mrs. Gladys Lawry and Mrs.
Minnie Gustavson have returned
from Stonington where they attend
ed the conference of the Latter
Day Saints.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins are
spending a week's vacation with
relatives in Weymouth, Mass.
The Willing Workers of Latter
Day Saints Church met Wednesday
for an all day session.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs, Mr. and
Mrs. Kendall Hatch, daughter Su
and son Frederick returned
>3 san
Monday to Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Higgins,
who spent a vacation at “The Shoe”
returned Saturday to Boston.
Doris Skoog celebrated her 15th
birthday Saturday by entertaining
Ann Webster, Annette Burgess,
Jean Peterson, Muriel Oakes, Tim
othy Lane, John Bickford, Harold
Davis, Wyman Philbrook. Decora
tions were in keeping with Hallo
ween. Refreshments were served
and Miss Doris was the recipient of
nice gifts. The birthday cake was
made by Miss Patricia Skoog.
Games and Halloween stunts fea
tured the entertainment.
Mrs. Ethelyn Arey entertained the
“Night Hawks" Club Wednesday

TOBES

SUPtH MAPKtT

2

1

Correspondent

LB

LARGE
PARKING SPACE

> 43

(Answer next time)

48

MRS. OSCAR LANE
Telephone 85

FRESH FOWL

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

Turnips, English -.....................
Turnips, rutabaga ....................
Wheat ...................................... .....
barrel of Flour is .............. 196
barrel of Potatoes is ___ ... 165

NOTICE
Until further notice while the
Vinalhaven II is under repairs,
the North Haven II will run
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday
and Friday mornings, leaving
North Haven at 8 A. M. and
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M.
and arriving at Rockland at 10.20
A. M.
Otherwise than this
change the regular time of
Schedule will be maintained.
Vinalhaven Port District.

105-109

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE

On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge-Plymouth - Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
O-tt

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

/

b

«*
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•

•

•
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THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

News sod Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

MRS I.EE SHAW

or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

SIX-IN-ONE GIVES DAD A BREAK

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Correspondent

T 1 Camden 2564
home of Mrs. Harriett Buzynski.
Those who will attend are asked to
Cha i:e C o ke • i .tertained a, a
notify her not later than Tuesday Halloween dinner at his home
The subje.t will be "Chritina Mcndav ncr.ii. La ;ara Rhcde
Ideas."
Beverly Clough
Brenda Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Burke Jud\ Young. Nancy Young Jor
and family have moved io the Cota Ladd Linwood Gary, and Peter
Russell house on Mam street
Wluelei
E.uh child re elved a
Miss Margaret Jordan has ar Hallcwcen favor
The Try to Help Club held ;
rived in Miami Ha. where she will
Hailcwcin party M nday at the
spend the Winter.
Miss Bertha Gould who has been home of Ms Josh, a iiiyraham
Her daughters, Mrs
at Knox Hotel for several weeks Camden
s now residing in Somerville. Dorothy Mills and Mrs Beu ■
Cunningham were hostesses, with
Mass.
Ingraham a-s.sting.
The
Mr anti Mrs. Philip Seekins were Mrs
hostess Monday to a neighborhood guests were E nabcth Lowell. Leu:
Halloween party Decorations were Tominski. Edith Overlock. Evelyn
in the festive motif and games were Crockett. Ethel Spear. Blanche
enjoyed with each guest receiving Cartel Edi h Wall. Alice Marst n.
a prize In the group were Ann Glady Wilson. Helen Small, Edith
Chick. Eleanor Biook., Gwendolyn Buzzell and Mrs. Dorothy Shaw as
Several games were
Thornton. Mr. and Mrs. Janie, a visitor.
Thornton. Janice Hall Albert Hall, played and prizes given. Edith
One of the most useful motor-powered farm and home implements
Donna Mank, Doris Shirley. Faye Overlock won the prize for the best
Sandra. Philip and Wayne Seekins. costume A short business meeting ever developed is the “Choremaster,” a six-in-one machine that serves
as tractor, plow, planter, mower, paint sprayer or saw-mill, depending
Each child wore a costume. Cider, was conducted by Evelyn Crockett on the mood of the man of the house and the unit attached.
Manufactured by Lodge & Shipley Co., and equipped with a
doughnuts, ice cream and cake were in the absence of the president,
served
Mrs. Ruth Shaw
Refreshments General traction tread industrial pneumatic tire for easy moving about,
the “Choremaster” is a special treat for the man who likes and does
were served. The nert meeting will odd jobs about the home. The gas-fed motor does the work and Dad
Extremeists were overwhelmingly be at the home ol Edith Buzzell.
has only to guide the track in plowing and mowing or direct the sprayer
routed by incumbent officials at the
Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps for painting as is being done in the picture above.
annual New Zealands Federation of
held inspection Monday night. Mrs.
Labor at Wellington, after a oneCrockett
Peter
Wheeler and
Gertrude Farrar, department junior meet later with the group to disday filibuster.
Michael Gray. On the refreshment
cussfi
more
fully,
club
work.
A
vice president and assistant inspec
committee were Barbara Rhodes,
tor from William A. Barrows Corps decision as to which organization
and Brenda Spear. Janet Meservey
will
be
best
in
this
community,
will
of West Sumner, conducted the in
was assisted in serving by Beverly
spection. Mrs. Farrar was accont-1 be made in the near future.
Clough. Linda Ames and Nancy
panied by Alice Reading, depart- ( Beverly Clough, daughter of Mr.
Young. Games were played and
ment inspector; Cera Record, past and Mrs. Franklin Clough, enter
refreshments were served. Many of
department president; Lillian Mil- tained Saturday at a Halloween
the parents were present.
lett, past department chaplain; and [ party, Sandra Uphant
Donny
Alice Baker, student at Gorham
Inez Bisbee
Supper was served Rhodes, David Faley. Linda Ames,
State Teachers’ College, was home
Cassie
Hopkins.
Barbara
Rhodes.
with Mrs Della Miller in charge.
for the week-end and had as guest,
Complimentary remarks were made Charlie Crockett. Janet Meservey
Thomas Gagnon.
Brenda
Spear,
and
Joy
Rhodes.
by the guests.
A group 01 women met Monday to 1 Gaines with prizes were played
NORTH WARREN
discuss an organization for local and the winners were. Beverly
Mrs.
C. A. Webb and Mrs. W. F
Clough.
Charlie
Crockett
Janet
Me

girls—Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs.
Beatrice Richards, Mrs. Dorothy servey, Linda Ames, and Sandra Partridge were recent visitors at
McPheters. Mrs. Ruth Wentworth, Upham. Also attending the party the home of Mina Williams. Mrs..
As an indication of your good taste. Have
Mrs. Carl Small. Mrs. Peter Geist. were: Mrs Cassie Cole, Mrs. May Webb was also a caller recently at
Mrs Marion Cash and Mrs. Nancy nard Thomas, Mrs. Herbert Crock the Cecil Ludwig home.
your wedding stationery printed on finest
The Kelleys are spending a few
Compton. Tile phases of the Girl ett. Mrs. Russell Upham, Mrs. Tom
Scout. Camp Fire Girl and 4-H or Faley and Mrs. Cecil Rhodes. Re day- at the Webb homestead.
grade paper . . . with engraved lettering and
ganizations were reviewed and it freshments were served by Mrs.
Ash Wednesday will fall on
youT monogram, if you desire.
Come in
,
was decided to send two of the Clough.
Washingtons birthday next year.
group to Rockland Thursday to! The Hoboken School had a Hal
Feb 22, 1950, and Easter will be
today.
attend a Girl Scout Council meet- , loween party Monday afternoon
Sunday April. 9.
ing. Mrs .Wentworth and Mrs.. under the supervision of Mrs. Ba
Cash were selected to also attend. ■ ker. the teacher. The program
The Bronx Zoo displays its bril
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
It was also decided to invite Mrs. committee was Gerry Lovejoy, Judy j liantly colored tropical birds in the
JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Shibles. county 4-H Club leader, to Young. Gret -hen Miller. Charlie I Jewel Room.

Mrs. Arthur Walls of Northeast
Harbor is guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Stanley and Mr
and Mrs. Theodore Konelick.
Howard Miller, Ylc and Mrs.
Miller and children Thomas and
Nancy of Jacksonville. Fla, are
visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Miller for a month. On re
turn he will ship on a cruise to J he
Mediterranean for four mon.hs.
Wayne Hall entertained a group
of friends Monday at a Halloween
party. Present were Molly Morse.
Sheila Sevon, Brenda Miller, Skip
per" Bracy, Sherman Cushman
David Glidden'and Thomas Miller
Decorations were in keeping with
the festive night. Games were
played and prizes were won by Da
vid Glidden and Skipper" Bracy.
Staff Sgt. Russell Mi ler who has
been stationed at Rochelle, N Y ,
is spending a month's leave with
his parents, Mr and Mrs Stanley
Miller.
Russell Hoffses has sold his house
on the St George road to Arthur
Harjula.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gascoigne
are on a trip to Quebec and will la
ter go to Sarasota. Fla.
Walter Delano and Carl Stetson
are on a hunting trip in Liberty.
The Farm Bureau will hold an
all-day meeting Wednesday at the

RHYMES FOR RICHES
1 J

To Win Valuable Prizes

Thurston Oil Co., Inc.
Amoco Petroleum Products

Iron Fireman Heating Equipment
TIL. 127

30 TILLSON WHARF,

i

Holmes Packing Corp.
Packers Of Fine Foods

MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
"CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY"

LOCAL TALENT
PRIZES!

PRIZES!

Win Valuable Prizes

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT
COMPANY
THOMASTON, MAINE

RAY'S LUNCH
103 MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON, MAINE

ARLINE S TAXI SERVICE

A VARIETY SHOW
FUN FOR ALL
Bring this page to show with you
to win valuable prizes

“LAFF IT OFF”
SQUARE DANCE
AFTER FRIDAY SHOW

MUSIC—“NOR’EASTERS”
Admission 50c tax included

PATRONS
H. H. URIE CO., Hardware
HARRY' CARR, Automotive Supplies
LINCOLN E. .McRAE, Investments

MUSIC—DANCING—COMEDY
BE SURE TO SEE

Everybody Invited

PRESENTED BY

• “LAFF IT OFF”

-------

TELEPHONE

84?

(NVEST/N US SAV/N6S BOMBS

|

LAST TIMES TODAY
Steve Brodie, Adele Jcrgens

TODAY-FRI.-SAT.

‘Treasure of Monte Cristo'
Rougher, Tougher, More

Also

Romantic Than Ever

“Post Office Investigator”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Featuring
State of Maine Talent

JOHN WfflNE

Screen as

MOtirt

THE FIGHTING

A RERUBl

KENTUCKIAN

CAMDEN THEATRE

Cu-Starring Lovrly
.IEEE DDNNEI.I.
of South Windliam, Me.
Directed by
PHILLIP FORD
of Portland, Me.

co-starring

TODAY anti FRIDAY
Kit HARD WIDMARK
LINDA DARNELL
VERONICA LAKE
in
“Slattery’s Hurricane"

PHILIP

VERA

OLIVER

RALSTON • DORN • HARDY
I JOHN WAYNE rfiODUCTION
A AfAUBHC HCTUff

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
WALTER WANGES Picture., Inc.

NEWS—CARTOON

Presents ROBERT CUMMINGS u,

Reign«
Terror Ji

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

SATURDAY,
CASH NIGHT
“TUCSON”
and
"EAST SIDE KIDS"

‘HOME OF THE BRAVE”

An Eagle Lion Films Release

TINY TOT POPULARITY CONTEST
SEE WINNERS CROWNED ON STAGE
KING AND OUEEN
PRINCE AND PRINCESS
DUKE AND DUCHESS

OF TOYLAND

FRIDAY NIGHT
LOVING CUP—COURTESY SULKA JEWELERS
FIRST AND SECOND PRIZES—COURTESY
DANIELS JEWELERS

DIRECTOR, MILDRED LAMSON
PIANIST, CONSTANCE KNIGHTS

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

Cadillac — Oldsmobile

445-447 MAIN STREET

CAST

Service All Makes

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Kermit St. Peter, Branch Manager
TEL. 1271

RED & WHITE MARKET

ALL

Mrs. Heroert Inman is spending
a week in Portland
The annua' Halloween Party
sponsored by he Rotary Club and
he YMCA, was held Monday night
The children ..nine in costumes an!
prizes were a war, ed thus: F.rst
James Sylvester as a glamour girl;
second. David Jackson, as an old
woman third. David Hopkins, a
rooster fourth. Lenny Wadsworth,
a clown; fifth. Constance Robart,
dev.!, and sixth, Lonnie Quinn as
a little old lady. Lawren. e Dailey,
director of physical education in
the schools, took charge of the
games and stunts. The judges ol
he costume were Joyce Sylvester,
Margaret Crabtree. Grace Galanti
and Caroline Talbot Out-of-town
Rotarians a: the meeting ol the lo.
cal club Tuesday were Gunther
Kleeberg, Harold Kelley. Allen L.
Curtis and Rev. Prank A. Pitman,
of Belfast; Ray Thurston. J. Wel
don Russell. John Smith Lowe. Bert
Blodgett. Llovd Daniels, Rockland;
Dirk Brown was present as the
Junior Rotarian of the month.
Lloyd Daniels of Rockland was
guest speaker, giving the histories
of precious stones. Next week, Gun
ther Kleeberg of Belfast will talk
on "How a New Product is Born."
Rotarians with 100'! attendance
for October were Eabb. Butterfield,
Caswell, Collins, Christie Crockett,
Dickens, Dwinal, Felton, French,
Gardner. Hopkins. Jackson, Keller,
Laliberte, Mann. Mathews, Nash,
Passmore. Payson.
Perry. Reed,
Wood, Lorenz and Wight,
Mrs.
Lewis Cucinotta chair
man for the Polio Emergency
Fund
is
pleased
to report
ihe
receipt of $120,
recently
from the Congregational Ladies
Circle, which amount includes sev
eral personal checks of members;

“LAFF
IT OFF”

Bring This PAGE With You to

“LAFF IT OFF

Telephone 2214

Tuesday and Wednesday. Thursday
there will be the Teacher's Conven•ion in Rockland: and Friday. Ar
mistice Day will oe a holiday. Thit
is the 20th observance of National
duration Week which it sponsored
by the National Ecucatio l Associa
tion. the American legion. United
States Oflice of Education and the
National Congress of Parents mu
Teachers. The theme of th's year's
observance is "Making Democracy
Work.”
The .sludent: o! tin On-the-Farin
program met a ihe high School
■ust night, then wive.- also meeting
there to discuss hone problems
„'.th a home demonstration agent
and to join the . en Intel in a so. ial hour. There .re now 'tO men
studying in this pro,ram.

The amount handed to Mrs Cucin
otta from the Camden-Rockport
Lions Club, as a result of their Gi
ant Game Party was $903.85 which
r.cluded the check for $25 of the
Goodman Sales Co., Boston, con
i'.bated through Lavid Crockett
Sr. The Baptist Ladies Circle have
contributed $5 recently, and the
Wesleyan Guild. $5.
The Congregational Good Cheer
Class meets at ihe Parish House
onight.
Ihe High School luilding com
mittee met Tuesday night to discuss
the plans for the public meeting
to be held Nov. 22 in the Opera
House, the architect, Alonzo Harri
man to be present to outline the
plans for improving the present
high school building. Those present
si Tuesday's meeting were Mrs.
Doris Brewster, Miss Be.sie Lower
William Millington Charles Dwinil and Lindon Christie
The week of Nov. 6-12 being Na
tional Education Week, parents and
friends are invited to attend the
regular school sessions Monday.

TELEPHONE 889,

MR JOHN Q PUELIC......................................PERCY CLARK
MRS JOHN Q PUBLIC.......................... MARYLIN MAXCY
GENE AUTREY..................................................GLENN MORRIS
JUDY CANOVA..........................................................PEGGY HALL
ROCHESTER............ \....................................... IRVING SAWYER
PAPPY7 CHISELF1NGER ................................ FRANK HARDY
SALLY BROWN..................................................... VERA YOUNG
TOM BROWN............................., WILLIAM T. SMITH, JR
NEWSBOY GROUP: Joan Young, Elinor Glidden, Kitty
Harriman, Susie Lundeen, Helen Sheffield, Gail Treat.
CHEER LEADERS: Hilma Matson, Emma Matson, Roberta
Mayo, Anita Burdon, Irene Johnson, Diane Clukey.
NATION'S GIRLS: Gail Treat, Martha Jack, Doris Seekins,
Dot Crute, Elaine Harjula, Sylvia Harjula, Maureen
Quinn, Carolyn Kalloch.
WEDDING SCENE: Sub-debs, Gail Treat, Edith Hunt.
Bridesmaids, Louise Spear, Diane Clukey, Kitty Har
riman, Annette Adams, Sylvia Harjula, Carolyn
Kalloch.

Bride ..................................................................
.. Elaine Harjula
Bridegroom...................................................................... Martha Jack
Best Man........................................................................ Roberta Mayo
Maid of Honor . ........................................................Maureen Quinn
SQUARE DANCES: Under direction of Earl Maxey and
His Nor'Easters.
SPECIALTIES—TAP DANCES: Gail Treat, Carolyn Kalloch
SKATING (Thursday only) : Belle Genthner, Fred Sistaire.

WEYMOUTH GRANGE

COMMUNITY BUILDING

THOMASTON

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Pyrofax Bottled Gas Service
and Appliances

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Green Island Packing Co.

Ford—Mercury—Lincoln

KOCKIAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. TEL. 425
WALDOBORO, TEL. 61

Packers of Famous Sardines
DAVIS FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

FLOWERS

ROCKLAND

THOMASTON

For Wedding Scene Supplied by

SILSBY'S FLOWER SHOP

Stirring Patriotic Scene

Members: Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn
Flowers Wired to all Parts of the World.
TELEPHONE 318-W,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BIG FINALE

A LIMITED NUMBER OF

RESERVED SEATS
AVAILABLE

No Extra Cost
Community Building Beginning Noon
Every Day

PROCEEDS
BUILDING FUND

847 P.M.

Don’t Miss This Unique Show

TICKETS .......................... $ .83
FED. TAX ................................ 17
TOTAL ......................... 1.00
CHILDREN .. ............................ 35
FED. TAX................................. 07
TOTAL

......................... ~42

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3

FRIDAY> November

4

ROCKLAND

sday-Thursday-Saturda?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 3, 1949

Social Matters
Cpl. Harold M. Chaples of Fort
Knox, Ky.. has been visiting his
mother. Mrs. Sarah Chaples, Grace
street place, enroute to California
and Japan.

r. and Mrs. Carl Robson and
e^Geyer of Canton. Ohio, are
ing at the hotne of Mr. and
. George Prescott. Willow street,
men are enjoying a hum ing
in Northern Maine, and will
visit some of the historical
es.

and Mrs. George Gherardi
family have been guests of Mr.
rardi’s foster parents, Mr. and
James Gauin of Laurelton,
While there, they attended
Sonja Henie ice show, "Howdy,
Ice" of 1950.

liss jul.ette Bridges, a student
lorham State Teachers College
it the week-end at the home oi
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
iges. She had as guest a class,e, Miss Phyllis Bogren of VItaven.
I

i

Mrs. David Libby was honor guest
at a surprise stork shower last |
night given by Miss Jeanette Selliger at her home on North Mam.
street with Miss Mary Berry assist.
ting hostess. The dainty gifts were
presented Mrs Libby in a baby car
riage decorated in blue and pink.
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses. Invited guests were: Miss
Bertha Dondis, Miss Betty Benner.
Miss Cyr.thia Barbour, Miss Donna
Gardner, Miss Maureen Hamalain
en, Miss Claire Brickley, Miss Lou
ise Ulmer. Miss Betty Gamble, Miss
Elizabeth Carr. Miss Ruth Mahon
ey. Miss Janette Escorsio, Miss
Janice Koster and Miss June Harvey.

ute Plaid Wool Skirts for Todi, rizes 1 to 3. $2.98. Children’s
Miss Nina Johnson entertained
ciffity Shop, 375 Main street,
Miss Marion Tracy and Miss Juli
Paramount Restaurant, City
ette Bridges of Rockland and Miss
823-W.
104-105
, Phyllis Borgren of Vinalhaven at
social items in The Courier- her home on Talbot avenue Satur
ette, phone 1044, City.
59tf day night.

378 MAIN STREET

The Junior-Senior High School
P.T.A will meet in the High School
Auditorium Monday at 7.30 p. m.
A half hour band concert is planned
under the direction of Vere Crock
ett. The speaker will be Alton W.
Tozier. of the High Schoql Faculty,
whose subject is "Your Hand Writ
ing.’’ This is planned as a Get-Acquainted Meeting for the parents
and the teachers and all are urged
to attend.

The Rubinstein C.ub will meet
F.iday at 8 p. m. in the Universa
list auditorium with Mrs Barbara
Griffith, pregram chairman. Organ
and piano and vccal .election', will
be presen ied by the club member*.
The public is cordially invited.

Marcia Jones gave a Halloween
party Monday night at the home
of her parents, 45 James street. The
house was gayly decorated in the
Halloween motif. Refreshments fit
ting the season were served Prizes
were won by Ronald Belyea. Mar
garet Fish. Rosemary Saunders and
Penelope Kaler. Other guests were:
Helen Doherty, Mabel Foster, Con
stance Raye. Pamela Saunders,
Carol Sulin. Janice Bickford, Alice
Lord, Shirley Micue, Barbara Trenholm, Ann and Sandra Peterson,
Barry and David Black, Raymond
Withee Dicky Cummings, Billy
Thurston Teddie and Stevie Lewis.
I Skipper and Jimmy Favreau, Gor
don Fish. William Porter, Patty
Pease, Peter and Mathew Monson,
Betty Withee and Doris Richards.

SUITS
All Wool Tweeds, Gabardines. Sizes 9 to 44.
WHILE THEY LAST

300 SLIPS........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00 ea.
Wool Gabardine and Itavon

(LOUSES, $1.00
—
SKIRTS, $2.00
COAT SALE, reg. 19.95 value.. .. .. .. . $16.00

SENTER^CRANE'S

The Greatest Advance In
Sleeping Comfort In Years
"\

4?

'JN.

RUB 1
ON

'VfSJSJt

Health Portal

sss 8

“My Toast is
Cold—and
Bacon Isn’t
Done Yet!”

k. C. McLoon & Co.

At SENTER CRANES

THIS COUPON AND 29c
Plus 6c Tax

Entitles You to a Dollar Bottle of

LeLoup’s
FRENCH PERFUMES

Reduction cn all Hats at the Clara
W. Johnson Hat Shep. 275 Main St.,
over the Paramount Restaurant.
115-lt

“Sew and Save
at Lowest Prices”
Satins and Taffetas
69c yd.
All Wool Flannels
Coverts and Suedes
$1.39 yd. and up

Toy
Head
quarters
Join the
Parade
to

Various
Fragrances

■g!«t€<e<€NXWWStCWPttC

Cut out this coupon
and bring il with you.

N’CNtg«««tgNtgtg*'g'g’etg’Mtg'g’g’gtg’gWN’e’CteigN’e******'**!

/Sc
/

ADVANCE AND BUTTERICK
_____
PATTERNS
We Make Covered Buttons

BITLER CAR AND
HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN ST.,

UtiUttf-Cjab

10s-lt

Will Be
Back At
His

PILLOW
$8.95

Ice Cream
Is Good

MmwT

SANTA CLAUS

P L AY T E X

Forty Members Attended
Tuesday Meeting — Proj
ects For Year Outlined

High School Notes

Colds

Relieve miseries direct
—without "dosing"

Camden Girl Engaged

The Knox Ho pital Auxiliary met
Tuesday in the Bok Home with 48
members present. The new presi
dent. Mrs. Mary Lawry. presided.
New members present were Mrs.
Lcuella Post Mrs. Elzada Barstcw
Mrs. Margaret Ladd and Mrs
Helen Packard.
Hospital
Superintendent
Mrs.
Dcrothy Folta gave a report on
other Auxiliary activities.and list
ed suggestions for the Auxiliary
project for the coming year.
Sewing on baby shirts was done
by the members present.
Co-chairman of Hospitality for
’he day were: Mrs. Harold Richr: dron and Mrs. Leila Smalley, as
sisted in peuring by Mrs. Frank El
liot and Mrs. Wallace Lovell and
in serving by Mrs. Arthur Elliot.
Pauline OsieF
Mrs. Edwin Lynch. Mrs. Wa t,
Mrs.
Isabel
Osier of Pearl street.
Bowe, Mrs. Edward Dornan, Mrs.
Camden,
announces
the engage
David McCarty. Mrs. Raymond
Moulaison Mrs. Thoma-. Stone ment of her daughter. Pauline, to
Miss Nathalie II. Toiman of W;arren and Sgt. Victor M. Slianning
of Fort McKinley whose marriage w ill take place Nov. 19 at the Baptist Mrs. Crosby French. Mrs. John Kenneth Morang, f.ster son cf Mr.
1 Pomeroy. Mrs. Oscar Crie and and Mrs. Leroy D. Carter of Jeffer
Church in Warren.
Mrs. William Boynton.
son street, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman 1948, has been employed by the
Miss Osier attended Camden High
of Warren announce the engage American Oil Company in Port
School and Is now employed at
land the past three years.
ment of their daughter, Nathalie
Tibbetts Industries. Mr. Morang
Sgt. Shanning is a graduate ol
Rockport High School
Ruth, of Portland and Warren to South Portland High school, and
Rehearsals for the play. The Jade served with the 11th Airborne Field
Sgt. Victor M. Shanning of Fort has served in the Army for nine Ring, have started. The cast is Artillery in Japan 14 months, and
McKinley, only son of Mrs. Victor- years. He is stationed at Fort Mc new working on the first act with is now employed at The CcurierGazette.
me Shanning and the late Harold Kinley, Portland
the work going along smoothly.
No date has been set for the wed
shanning of South Portland.
The date of the wedding is set
Basketball practice started Tues
Miss Tolman a graduate of War. for Nov 19 at 8 o'clock at the Bap- day. The schedule is nearly com ding.
ren High School in 1945, and Gates i tist Church, Warren. Friends are plete and will be announced shortly
Business College, of Augusia, in ' invited.
Of course school wouldn't be
right without exams and this is
El Salvador reports tlie worst re our week for them.
tail trade slump it has known for
Last week we had Thursday and
many years.
Friday off because of the State
Teachers’ Convention so we did get
Tlie date palm is the sacred tree a little rest.
of tlie Arabs.
| W<- are very sorry to hear that
one of our classmates. Doris Quim
■ ■■■B C
by, is ill. We hope she recovers
and is soon back in school with us.
And It’s Good For You.
Waldoboro High School
;|aaa||
The Future Farmers of America
Have Some Today!
held a meeting Monday morning.
°r r
■til 1
Tiie purpose of this meeting was to
make a list of dairy farmers who
would be possible buyers for scoops
■ which weigh grain.
Monday night a Halloween social
was held for the benefit of the
Admissions: Everett Thompson,
Senior Class Trip Club, which was
City; Hervey C Allen. City; Mrs.
organized earlier this semester.
23 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. 214
Regina Robinson. Warren; Master
The gymnasium was decorated in
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Robert Singer, Tenants Harbor
a manner befitting the occasion.
Fred Barker. Vinalhaven.
Music was supplied by records. The
KCOH—
admission price was one cent for
Discharges: Ethan Rowell. Mrs.
every inch around the waist.
Laura Johnson and son. Mrs Na
The dancing began at 7.30 and
Too
bad
your
mama
thalie Hahn and baby girl.
rCT MORE OFTOK1UN1TI
lasted until 10.30 and favorable re
in you* futubk
ports
have
been
received
from
many
doesn't have a new Bottled
A highly successful Halloween
of those who attended.
card party was held Monday n.gh;
Gas Range, Junior. They're
in St. Bernard’s Parish hall under
Australia awaits arrival of the
the auspices ol he Ladies' Catho
really first with
largest family ever to immigrate to
lic Ci-ub with Mrs. Ray A. Foley,
Queensland—the 16 members of
cha rutin assisted by Mrs. Wilfred
the family of Mrs. A. Hawthorn,
Mu hn, M'.s. Donald Perry and
from England.
PUT $2-50 A WEEK
Mt Can Simmons. Halloween re.
In Series E Savings Bonds
Vacuum tubes have become so
f.esnm.nt were served.
Prizes
through The Payroll Saving*
Plan. IN 10 YEARS YOU WILL
small that some of them are no
were w.n by Mrs. Mary Gardner,
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WORTH
larger than the end of your little
Mrs. Wi
Anderson. Mrs. Frances
$1,725 MATURITY VALUK.
finger.
Smith. Mr... Walter Ladd Ray A
McLoon’s Wharf, Rockland
Foley. M s. Da.id McCarty, Mrs.
TEL. 51
Edwin Wet. . . -Mrs. John Chis
holm. Mr . Sa:.:tt 1 Gamache. Mrs.
104-106
Evelyn Good: t-w Mr.-. Stella LineBEGINNING TODAY
kin. Edgar Ri hardson. John A.
Murphy, Mrs. fliiiip Ryan. Mrs.
Catherine Ben n. .lermit St. Peter
and Mrs. Marie J-eph. Percy N.
For a Limited Time Only
Foley won the prize cake.

Mrs. William T. Brown was hon
ored with a post nuptial shower
Tuesday night given by her sisterin-law. Mrs. George Nye at her
home at 3 Donahue court. Mrs.
Brown was the recipient of many
lovely gifts. A social evening was
followed by refreshments. Guests
were: Mrs. Grace Butler. Mrs. Anna
Carlson, Mrs. Margaret Walker.
Mrs. Lenora Wocd, Miss Frances
Cross, Mrs. Elizabeth Cross. Miss
Helen Ames,. Mrs. Doothy Rolfe.
Miss Martha Burkett. Mrs. Emma
Peters, Mrs. Annie Nye, Miss Ellen
Cross. Mrs. Amanda Hartley. Mrs.
Eva Waldron. Mrs Herbert Wil
Endicott Johnson Shoe Store has
liams, Mrs. Hazel Williamson, Mrs.
Gladys Tolman and Mrs. Frances a complete stock of slippers and
rubbers for the entire family.. Slip
Gladych.
pers lrom 98c up Buy now for best
selection. Every size and price
range stocked for your convenience.

Presents

Hospital Auxiliary

TO WED SOLDIER

The Daughters of St. Bernard's
A Halloween party was held at
met Tuesday night in the Parish the Thomd.ke Hotel Sunday night
Hall with President Phyllis Grispi by the Jewish Synagogue and
Hadassah. The affair was attend
presiding. Cnaplain Miss Margaret
ed by 75 persons. Proceeds wem t„
Adams led the prayer and Mrs charity.
Dorinda Coughlin, secretary, called
the roll. Plans were made for a
The Ladles' Catholic Club will
Christmas party with tree to be meet, Monday night at 7.30 at St.
held the afternoon of Dec. 18 in the (Bernard's parish hall.
Parish Hall with Mrs. Ann Escorsio
Tlie Business Girls' Club held its
as chairman and Mrs. Margaret
Cuccinello in charge of a special meeting at the Ccngrtgat.una: j
basket.
Mrs. Loretta Anderson, Church parlor Wednesday night.
Mrs. Charlotte Coffin, Mrs. Mar Nov. 2. with eight members present.
garet White, Mrs. Ann Ladeau and Tne members reported their prog
Mrs. "Pat” Coffield were welcomed ress on articles for the church fair
as new members. The hall and re and some completed work wa.freshment table were decorated in turned in. Mr Monteith visited
the Halloween motif. Following the the business meeting to discuss the
business meeting delicious refresh club’s part in the coming fair, as
ments were served by Mrs. Betty well as other projects to be under
Smith, chairman, assisted by Mrs. taken in the future.
Eleanor Fairweather, Mrs.. Leola
A Halloween party with guests in
Hyland and Mrs. Beverly Delaney.
costumes of all descriptions was
Election of officers will be held at
"held Friday night ai the home of
the next regular meeting.
Sonia Dobbins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Merle Dobbins Waldo avenue.
A scavenger hunt, stunts, games,
singing and dancing were enjoyed
by all. Refreshments served by
Mrs. Merle Dobbins and Mrs. Maude
Tibbetts were bewitched burgers,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
, spud splinters, goblin-goo and
^cauldron brew. Sonia’s guests were:
Sherrill Harding, Carl Grant, Celia
Crie, Judy Hudson, Mary St. Peter
Helen Priest, Nancy Packard. Al
freda Perry, Jeanette Bisbee, Alice
Chaples, Donna Sylvester, Ann
Tracy, David Deshon, Raymond
Wixson. Carl Gray, Leo and Billy
Martel. Ronald Pease, Edward
Sleeper, Richard Micue. Austin Syl
vester and George Brackett.

Sale On Just 80 Fine Quality

a.von and Cotton

Mrs. Harold Karl was hostess to
the Christmas Sewing Club Tuesday
afternoon at her home on Granite
street.
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Remnant Shoppe
200 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 523
ROCKLAND, ME.
Open Eve. until 9; Sat. 10 P. M.

ROCKLAND

COMPARE THE ADVANTAGES
100% allergy-free — dust-proof, moth-proof,
mildew-proof, vermin-proof. Hygienically
packaged.
No more restless nights—millions of tiny air
bubbles gently cradle your head . . . give you
new deep sleeping comfort . . . 100', dust
free!
,*»

No more hot soggy pillows—Playtex stays
fresh and cool all night long because it actu
ally breathes. Will not hold the heat like
feather pillows.
No more lumping, bunching—takes a third of
the time to change a pillow case and a third
of the work! Fit any pillow case.

DR. HARRY ANALIS, M. D.
Wishes’to Announce the Opening Of His Office

Monday, November 7

Printed With Your Name.

A Lavish Variety of Styles and Sizes.
Make Your Selection Today!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

AT

30 HIGH STREET. ROCKLAND
104-106

JOB DEPARTMENT
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from school during warm weather
browsing by the roadside, hunting
for wild flag root, sweet pear plums,
Bin Home Talent Show In
golden thread and a sweet tasting
root, the name s.ill unknown to me,
Community Building To
picking wild blackberr.es, raspber
night and Friday
ries and strawberries, which grew
The whole town is talking about
in abundance all along the roadside,
the mammoth home talent show
climbing trees, chasing squirrels
along the stone walls, peeling bark
being staged tonight at the Com
Now. a few tidbits about this and that everything ran smoothly and from white birch trees and making
munity Building under the auspices
that back in the days when I went the seat of our pants lasted much canoes from it and days when we
of the Weymouth Grange. Thom
to school. Mother was a school longer. We were "Brought up in the didn t have school we went on Pin?
aston. for the benefit of their
way we should go’ (Bible) and it hill and picked blueberries, huckle.
teacher before she was married and
was solid, common sense bringing berries and raspberries in season.
building fund.
taught my brother Al. and me until up.
Colorful costumes, music, corned)
One teacher I had was a whiz on
we moved from Stanley's lane; Every teacher had her own meth.
the multiplication tables.
She
and patriotic themes will be fea
(head of Warren street! to War- od of handling pupils who desired drilled us every day on them, from
i
tured Many valuable prizes will be
ren ton—the place the Smith broth to travel the road of "Free expres the one times one to the 12 times
distributed to those attending on
ers
started making over shortly j sion" and Lona Ross practiced ex 12. Then she had us sav them back
both nights. This is an audience
pert pencil throwing to bring us up wards until we were saturated with
part.cipation show. There will be after we moved there.
in the traces. I remember one day
I was seven and Al was nine and that I rigged up a little gooseberry em. Then she called off numbers
as much fun in the audience as on
stage. Earl Maxey and his Nor’east- the first public school we attended cart and when teacher was busy at fast, faster and fastest "Nine times
ers will lead an old fashioned square was in the Clam Cove schoolhouse the blackboard and I thought it six? seven times eight? eight times
dance on stage, and after Friday at the top of the hill—now a resi was safe I enjoyed hauling it on the six? etc., all through the tables.
nights show, they will play for a dence. The teacher, Stella French, top of my desk. It was a two-wheel Did us a lot of good. We had to use
square dante to which everybody gave all of us a sort of going over affair. I stuck a gooseberry on each our head instead ol a machine.
Old fashioned spelling bees were
is invited whether they attend the and placed us in classes she thought end of a toothpick, knifed a slit in
we were best fitted for. The first! the middle of the toothpick axle lots of fun. I've been spelled down
show or not.
Also on Friday, the Tiny Tots lass was for the more advanced and stuck another toothpick in the lots of times—clear to the foot of
popularity contest will be culmin pupils and so on down the line- slit for a tongue. Great fun to sneak the class—but avereged fairly well
ated. Winners will be crowned on second. third and fourth classes. We it front under my desk and haul it by and large. Leonard O. Packard
was one of the best spellers I ever
stage and presented with loving didn't have "grades" way back thar! when I thought it was safe.
competed with and I never remem
Al and I were put in the first
cups. Valuable second and third
I had fun with it for a week or ber that he was ever spelled down.
prizes will be awarded to boys and | class (which put the stamp of ap-;
so before the bright idea hit me. He spelled down the whole school
| proval on the work mother had done
girls.
Why not catch some flies and hitch one night in Rockville, including
Participating in this show are with us. to say the leasti and when
them to the cart and let them haul Iree. The late Robert Simmons was
Glenn Morris and Peggy Hall of we stood up in class we were the
it for me? I toyed with the idea and the teacher and with only a few of
shorties compared to our class
Thomaston High S. hool Faculty
forgot my pencil throwing teacher us left standing Robert was search
Mr Morris gives a realistic imper mates. Dud Jameson was 21, close!
until "bing” I felt a sharp sting on1 ing vainly for words which would
sonation of Gene Autry and Miss to six ieet tall and wore a mustache^
my cut-dead-rabbit head and the
Hall is a howd as .Judy Canova, the Ages ranged from seven to 21 in next instant Miss Ross was at my J stick us and finally picked an easy
word, just to vary the monotony, I
Czarks pin-up girl Irving Sawyer, our class. In those days neither
desk, an illy concealed smile just guess. One by one they went down
as Jack Benny’s Rochester will keep size nor age mattered. It was the
vanishing from her face. Hand ex My time came I missed. Leonard
the entertainment at a high pitch. teacher s job to size up a pupil’s ca.
tended. she said pleasantly, "I’ll was the last one standing. He
Mis Vera Young supported by parity to learn, or not to learn, and
take your berries and toothpicks, spelled it right off the bat and Rob
that
guided
her
in
selecting
mater

William T Smith. Jr., will sing
ert crowned him King and called
"These Are The Things I Love" ial tor the different classes.
gretfully. I wonder, do teachers it a day. The word was a small,
One
teacher
had
to
teach
all
the
and "Look For the Silver Lining.”
really have eyes in the back of then- simple, innocent sounding wordSeveral outstanding spe tallies will classes from the ABC class to the
heads?
eerie!
be supplied by Miss Madelyn Oliver first class and had to know her
Yes, Al cut my hair and I cut his.
I could go on and on recalling
who conducts a dancing class at business, and then some. If we be
Wc didn’t u e that old way of put school incidents and other items
Community Building Among her haved ourselves and got our lesting a bowl over our heads and which made up our young lives back
pupils who will be featured arc ons we got a little slip of paper
chopping the hair off all around there in the dark age when we
Miss Gail Treat an l Carolyn Kal with the word "Merit” written on
the edges Our method was more worked hard for a dollar, lived bet.
it .every so often. If we didn't be
loch.
modern and simple. Take a pinch ter on that dollar than we can to
Thursday, a s| ecial fi-aiuro will have and didn't get our lessons we
of hair between the thumb and fore day on 10 times that amount. Didbe Belle Geltner supported by got the hot end of a ruler, or had
finger, pull the hair up straight, not now what "strikes" were and
Fled STstaire in a novelty skating to stand in the corner, or stay aft
slide the shears under, close to the thought our Washington officials
er school, or write some soul tear
act.
scalp and cut. That was all. Fine. were beginning to spend money un
Miss Constance Knight will play ing sentence 100 times on the
Now take another pinch close to the wisely when it cost a few millions
blackboard, or some other form of
the piano for musical numbers.
first one. Every cut left a white spot to run them a year!
Another member of the support punishment (Such as taking a note
surrounded by little tufts of uncut
And what a shame that we
ing cast will be Erskine Yorke of home from the teacher—which was
hair and our heads looked like the couid’t t have had the brilliant
Camden
often unpleasant in several ways!)
coach dogs which were common at1 minds in those old days that we
In short we soon learned that
that time—spotted. Was it surpris have in Washington today! Why,
"Be good and you'll be happy”
ing that we were promptly dubbed think of it! in a few short years
meant some.hing and that ‘The
’ The-Cheeky-Poodles?”
we have achieved close to national
way of the transgressor' Is hard’
Oh, well, ‘spose we didn't have bankruptcy and are smothered with
meant just that and it kept us on current modern coddling? We en-|
taxes and getting in deeper at ev
our toes. If we didn’t behave and
joyed life and didn’t smoke "Coffin’ ery jump. Our offi-ial.s arc kept busy
tudy we caught the dickens on
Tacks" as the old Sweet Caporal! investigating each ether that it is
both ends, at home or at school II
MV£Sr M US SAWN6S bonds we did study and behave we learned cigarettes were called, drink beet- becoming a merry-go-round and if
ass our parents and teachers nor we can believe what wc hear on the
drive cars on wild rides and land radio and read in the papers this
in the ditch or the hoosegow.
great country is being shot to pieces
We had wonderful times to and by those who are hired to serve

Weymouth Grange

WHEN “IREE” WENT TO SCHOOL

Delightfully Told Reminiscences Of the Days
When He Learned His A. B. C’s

ARE YOU THE ONE?
SAVITT’S OFFERS
AN UNIQUE SERVICE

Hundreds of women throughout New England
have asked for higher priced furs such as Ranch
and Wilk Minks, Sheared Reavers, Alaskan Seals,
Grey and Black P rsian Lambs.
We are rightly
proud nf our stock of these furs, ranging .in price
from $500 to $7,000.00. IF YOU ARE THE ONE
interested in these furs, arrangements can be made
to have them brought directly to your home, where
you may leisurely make your selection.
Simply
call the store listed in this ad, and say “I am inter
ested in better furs."
The Bragdon Label is your assurance of quality,
value, satisfaction.

KoutofrfO

ytf

CAIN’S

IL

MAYONNAISE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

z

By Carol Lane ,
Travel Authority

Film

Women's

You may not know the dif
ference between a carburetor
and a differential, but the
chances are nine in 10 that you
can get more miles per gallon
with the family car —if you
want to.
Three factors have more to
do with gasoline consumption
than anything else: (Ai The
speed at which you drive, (Bi
Mechanical condition of your
car, (C) Your
'T personal driv! ing habits.
’
Excessive
1 speed is a pro! digiousgasoline
! waster. Our
Shell Oil engii neers say that
at 30 miles per
Miss Lane
hour you use
6% more gaso
line than at 20, at 40 mph you
use 14% more, at 50 about 25%,
and at GO mph the percentage
jumps to 33% more. Drive at a
steady, sane pace—and watch
consumption drop.
It is obvious that a well
tuned and properly cared for
car will turn in a better mile
age performance than a casu
ally treated auto. Treat your
car with respect; have your
service station give it a fall
check up and changeover job;
and remember that excessively
soft tires cause heavy road drag
and contribute greatly toward
lower mileage.
Check personal driving hab
its carefully and avoid these:
sudden starts and stops, un
necessary engine racing, ex
cessive use of low gear, pro
longed idling of the engine,
starting in high gear and before
the engine has warmed up a bit.
Today’s cars are engineered
for high’ mileage-per-gallon.
You are only cheating yourself
if you fail to take advantage
of it.

Council

Last Thursday night at 730 the
Rockland Film Council met at the
Farnsworth Art Museum for its
monthly session under the direc
tion of Miss Ruth Rogers, Presi
dent. The next meeting is sched
uled for Wednesday, Nov. 30, due
to the fourth Thursday falling on
Thanksgiving Day. At that time
the Council will present for all to
share two pictures developed and
widely used by the New York State
Department on Youth Work which
deal with youth, their problems,
and with "Families First," pointing
the way ahead. So, circle Nov. 30
on your calendar!
The Council voted to accept the
offer of the Theatre Guild and
sponsor in January “Little Poxes”
in the effort to both help the Guild,
the community and its treasury,
with the hopes of building it up
tc the point where a new projector
may be secured to serve the organ
izations cf the community.
Both rural people and labor came
in for emphasis in the program
Thursday night. Frank R. Bailey
brought from his "Farm Service
Office" in Augusta with the Central
Maine Power Company, “Reddy
Kilowatt" and “Singing Wires."
The first picture was so well re
ceived that it is being brought back
for a return. engagement on next
Saturday for the art classes at the
Museum which will also feature
a three-reel picture on tlie circus.
"Reddy Kilowatt" in delightful
Walt Disney style presents the his
tory and uses of electricity in a 12minute colored format, and this
film is available free to any organi
the people.
The Bible speaks of "Wickedness j zation desiring to use it. Mr.
Bailey said. ‘Singing Wires" is the
n high places." I wonder.
Dicipline and order? Free expres- J story of a young man in Vocational
• ion? Huh. We did our "sums" on' Agriculture at High School, living
slates—quietly. “No noise with those on an un-electrifled farm and in
slate pencils!” Orderly quiet was- terested in a girl on a farm where
the rule, strictly enforced. It was everything is done the efficient easynecessary Ior pupils to go outside way with electricity. It is an in
the schoolhouse on occasion but teresting story in black and white,
exodus was permissable only if sound. 16mm., and is beamed for
teacher said “Yes" to the pupil who the rural population showing how
raised his hand and queried. “May j the cost in money and more espe
I please go out?" My, my, what a cially in human personality is
horrible life! Well, we were tough greater without electricity than
unbabied, uncoddled, made to re witli it.
spect our elders and teachers and'
"Our Fight For Wages" was dis
made to work for our daily bread 1
tributed for the C.I.O.-Steel Work
and book learning and liked life aI
ers Union, and told their story
lot.
through the personalities of sev
Comparing today with yesterday
eral leaders marshalling their facts
should make the youth of today ap
preciate the good things their par and figures before the eyes of the
ents slaved to give them, but from audience. This flint was prepared
what I see and hear I doubt that to circulate among the members of
our youngsters today appreciate the industry, but ethers interested
much of anything except, perhaps in the story may borrow the film
free expression” and a good time. for $1 plus return expenses.
Mr. Bailey of the Central Maine
I hope I’m wrong.
Power Company employ recom
Iree Member
mended another film which com
(H. D. Farnham t

Use a warmed teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea or
one tea-bag for each person. Pour on fresh, “bubbling”
boiling water. Steep for five minutes and serve.

SALADA
u

BOTTLED GAS

/M

SAVITT’S, INC.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
105*lt

— the 4 most Fuel that

216 Main St.
Rockland, Maine

serves the 4 most needs

LOOK TO IGA for the BEST VALUES in

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
1 CAL. VAL.

’ORANGES,

idoz. .33

NATIVE

CARROTS

ichs. .25

NATIVE

CABBAGE
PERMANENT

Ib. .03

CAPE COD

Two 1 Ib. Cello Bags

CRANBERRIES,

ANTI-FREEZE
ZERONE
ZEREX
OR
PRESTONE

MARLENE
Margarine
23c Ib.
IGA
Homogenized
Evaporated

MILK
3 tall cans
35c

AT THE

FIREPROOF GARAGE
ROCKLAND, ME.,

ROCKLAND

TEA

OF BOSTON

TELEPHONE 288

Tips onTouring

Wafer must be boiling

FT

WINTER ST.,

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV
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TEL. 889
M-tf

< IG A

.35

Scotio -

i&h

SWIFT S PREMIUM SMOKED
PICNIC SHOULDERS.

Sharp

Cheese
69c Ib.
Royal Gold

1

SPACE
heating

Butter
69c Ib.
Home Made

Donuts
60c doz.
to

"for better living”
Comfort and convenience are yours when your

lb. .43

branded beef—boneless

CHUCK ROAST.
SELECTED PORK
LIVER.
BROOKFIELD 1 LB. BAG
SAUSAGE.

COO^AT®'”\SgWTION/%

lb. .65
lb. .39
49

home is equipped with this clean, speedy, de

pendable modem fuel. No inconvenience for

installation. Let us show you why thousands ol

DOG FOOD
3 cans 25c

BAB-0
2 cans 23c

Gerber’s
BABY
CEREAL

16c pkg.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wlnchenbach were recent business visitor
in Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
two sons of Gross Neck were supply
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Mil
lard Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elwell ti
Bath spent Sunday with relatfi
and friends in this locality.
Mrs. Sidney Simmons and son ol
Back Cove were visitors Tuesday
at Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Benner of
Randolph passed the week-end
with their daughter, Mrs. Linwood
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace anjl
children of Waldoboro and Mrs. El
dora Gross were dinner guests Su
day of Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Wl
chenbach.
Mrs Mary Day and granddaughL
ter Mary Day returned Monday to
Manchester, after several days stay
with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Day. ’!
Mrs. Edgar Wallace, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace
Waldoboro, spent Saturday after
noon in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hayes hav
closed their cottage and returned 1
Everett, Mass.
«►'1,
were guests at the St. Clair home
stead for ten days, have moved to
Bath (104 South street) where Mr.
St. Clair is employed.

LIGHTER,
MORE TENDER

• No need to risk costly
ingredients... no need to
disappoint your family in
the treat you promised! For
here is your secret of deli
cious homemade cake that’s
light as a feather every time...
Double-acting Davis gives
double protection. Batter
rises in your mixing bowl
...then again in your oven.

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Emery H. St. Clair and son
Emery passed the school holiday in
Dark Harbor. Mr. St Clair and
Harold Mason who have had em
ployment in Dark Harbor, have re.
turned home.
«
Mrs. Warner E. St. Clair and
children Daniel and Rebecca who

BAKING
POWDER

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 0.00 P. M.
Including Sundays
■
1 v" r'tif '

Leave Your Orders for Thanksgiving Turkeys to
Get Your Choice of Fancy, Native Birds
• :*
—■
n I",,.,

Little Pig Pork Roast, any size Ib. .46
Pork Chops.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib.
.53
Sirloin Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib. .53
T-Bone Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib. .65
Top Round Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib.
.69
Rump Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..... Ib. .79
Corned Beef, boneless brisket .. Ib. .49
Rib Corned Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib.
.29
Hamburg Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .38
Bacon, Armour’s Sliced.. .. .. .. .. Ib.
.54
Armour’s Cloverbloom Butter . Ib. .67
Mayflower Oleo.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
.24,
Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 lb. pails .79c
Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 Ib. pkgs .16
Crisco or Spry.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs. .86
Rinso.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .27
Baker’s Cocoa.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . V? lb. tins .20
Baker’s Chocolate.. .. .. .. V2 Ib. pkg. .39
Sliced Peaches.. .. .. .. .. No. 2’^ can .25
Stokley’s Bartlett Pears, No. 2 V2 can .39
Tomatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 No. 2 cans .23
Libby’s Ketchup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 bots. .35
Bessey Apple Jelly.. .. .. .. .. . . 1 Ib. jar .16
Large Cans Beans with Tomato
Sauce.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 cans .35
Large Tall Yellow Eyed Beans 2 cans .43
Dash Dog Food.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 cans .25
Native Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pk. .39
Cigarettes .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 packs .98

New Englgnd families benefit by the many
You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

advantages of Utility Gas.

Feature of the Week!
DOG HOUSE Brand

munity organizations may borrow.
This is a film distributed by the
Boston and Maine on our Vacationland and should be very in
teresting to all of us. Mr. Bailey
recommends it highly.
If you have programs coming up,
and want a film, call 1585-W. It is
best if at least a month is allowed
for booking the films if you want
your first choice. Some "free films"
have a waiting list, and need to be
ordered two to three months in
advance. Usually, something satis,
factory can be arranged with two
weeks' notice, however; and by us
ing phene and telegraph emergency,
programs can be arranged at the
expense cf those desiring the pro
gram.
• • • •
A new "free film" is "Menacing
Shadows" which is 20 minutes long,
sound. 16 mm. black and white .It
stresses the importance of planned
menus based on the seven food
groups essential in a healthful diet.
It describes how improper eating
habits leave men, women and chil
dren open to attack by malnutri
tion.
If your group is interested in the
out-of-doors, two new “free films”
are "Alaska's Fisheries and Fur
Seals." running time ten minutes;
and "Alaska’s Game and Fur Bear
ers,” also ten minutes long. Both of
these are silent, however
Something new is “Alerte Aux
Champs” a twenty minute sound
film in French, showing the fight
against insects, and distributed by
the French Embassy. Cultural Ser
vices.
Everyone is invited to attend the
monthly meetings of the Film
Council who is interested in the
use of films, or desires to find out
about same. For the time being,
for bookings, call Rev. Charles R.
Monteith. 1585-W. The Council
books with no charge to members,
and 25 cents each booking for non.
members, with the persons or or
ganizations paying for transporta
tion and other charges involved.
Previously the Council has not even
collected for postage involved.

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
McLOON WHARF, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 51
102-Th-tf

BOBILL’S MARKET
Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

TELEPHONE 1218

uesday-Thursday-SatufdaV

“Laff It Off"
Fun, Fast and Furious, In
Play For the Weymouth
Grange

|

CHAPTER XVI

A little more than a hundred
yards lay between them. He stood
' as still as the old burnt snag. He
was bareheaded, clad in a garb
[indescribably ragged and unkempt;
jget there was dignity about him,
fjust as there is dignitv about a
lion or a tiger.
A soft sound reached them. At
.first they couldn't tell whether it
came from north or south. It was
a sound that seemed to be born in
the air, of the air. It was like the
tremulous, low notes of a distant
flute. But it grew, and there were
quick little breaks in it.
“He’s saying something to us!”
Dave told Hope. “Deefy is 'talking'
his language to us!”
Hope said nothing. Her lips were
orted, and she was white with extement.
“How does he do It?” she said as
the sound grew louder, taking on
weird minors and rippling with
swift little breaks that even the
highest-trained yodeler would have
.found impossible to imitate. “He
must have a throat like a bird's!”
I Dave raised his hand, then point
ed to the stump. He had an air in
making the gesture; it was prob
able that he wished to impress
Hope with his nonchalance in the
presence of the strange creature.
Deefy made sounds expressing
greater excitement. He pointed di
rectly at Hope and Dave, and a
ripple of resonant, fast laughter
' poured from his throat. Then he
waved Just as Dave had waved and
went toward the stump. He picked
up the plate, made as if to “talk"
to them again, then turned and
darted away and disappeared in
the swamp, swift as a deer. They
heard no sound of his moving, al
though there were brush and
Angled growth where he had run.
“Gosh, he can move!” Dave said,
marveling. “Wouldn't he make a
quarterback out of this world?”
“But what made him disappear
UKe that?” Hope wanted to know.
“He was about to 'say' something
else to us. and then—"
“He saw me," a voice said be
hind them.
j They wheeled. Hank Butler was
eoming toward them. “Merry
Chris'mas, Miss Hope.” he greeted
ier. “Givin' that deef fool a prest?”
Hope bit her lip. “Just his Christ
mas dinner,” she said briefly.
“Come, Dave; let’s go back now.”
Hank fell in with them. “It’s a
wonder somebody ain’t killed that
Nigger. He’s worse'n a ha'nt, skulk
in’ there in the swamp. I don’t
reckin It'd be a sin, or much against
the law, if somebody killed him.
He ain’t plum' human, nohow.”
“You don’t sound human, talk
ing like that, either!” Hope said
angrily. “It would be a sin. Hank
l^utler! You ought to be ashamed
of yourself!”
Hank looked sideways at her. For
a second, under her unexpected
scolding, his eyes narrowed, and
his thin, dark face went black. But
when she turned on him, her eyes
blazing, he looked away.
“You’re a woman,” he said. “I
ain’t goin’ to argy with you ’bout
it.” He walked with a noticeable
swagger after making this generous
utterance, and occupied himself
with rolling a cigarette. When he
Miad licked the paper together, he
Ttopped a match loudly against
his belt buckle and began smoking.
Hope walked faster, but Hank
kept beside her.
“We're gittin’ up a little play
party fer New Year’s night,” he
said as they neared the house. “I
reckin you'd like to come.”
Hope said nothing.
“We’re talkin’ ’bout havin’ lt at
Mr. Wallace's house,” Hank said.
“You’ll come, won’t you, Dave?”

S

The First Christmas
vtomes to a Close
“Oh, I don't know. I never did
go to parties much.” Then he re
membered the problem that would
very likely face him at such a func
tion, tor Oreen would be there too.
' “No, I won't be there,” he said
flatly.
- “You didn’t say nothin’, Miss
Hope,” he said. “Course, if you an’
Dave feel too good to come to
parties out here, they ain't no
body goin’ to run after you.”
“If I don't go,” Hope told him,
wit won't be because I think I’m
too good. We’ve other things to do,
and parties don't seem very im
portant.”
. They were at the house by this

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
W e d d i rfg s, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

M’tf
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ELWELL VANNAH WEDDING

HUGE CROWD IS EXPECTED
When Word Of Life Quartet and Jack Wyrtzen
Appear At Baptist Church Friday Night

Rehearsals are under way for
Laff It Off” the local talent show
being sponsored by the Weymouth
“Having rhythm, rhyme, and rea sing Hallelujah."
Grange of Thomaston for the ben
.Jack Ls lo be here with the Quar
son . . young men with a manner
efit of their building fund. The
play is under the direction of Miss
a mission, and a message.' Thus tet. and the then ands who have
Mildred Lainson of New York City.
the Wold ol Life Quartet ha. been heard him in Rockland before have
There will be over 100 in the show
caught tlie bubbling personality of
variously described by men and
a man who has learned the secret
time. Hope went into the back door shortly before been towering splash and they will impersonate famous
women all over the country.
and shut it firmly, making an ex es of rich reds and browns and yel newspaper and radio characters.
of real living and Ls always seek
clamation mark of sound.
lows were now drab and gaunt.
Homer Marshall will hit the high
Nationally known through its ing for an opportunity cf helping
Hank looked at Dave. “1 made
point of comedy as he im, ersenSaturday night nation-wide and others to get “out of tlie mud and
her mad,” he said, “but women Father and Son
ates Dorothy Dix. The comics, or.
round - the - world by shortwave onto the Rock '
don't understand things like men
the Funny Paper Folks will have!
broadcasts, and having one of the
do. I ain’t flggerin’ on shootin’ that [Fork Together
Sponsored by Knox County Youth
big Nigger! He ain’t never done
The rain continued to fall through the audience rolling in the aisles
largest television audiences in met For Christ. which Ls non-denomime no dirt. You tell her 1 said out New Year's Day. Hope was the as they portray Little Orphan An
ropolitan New York, the Word ol national either in its message or in
that.”
Bumstead, Maggie
only one who found any element of nie, Blondie
Life Qnarte: will be in Rockland it- motives, the meeting will begin
Dave nodded, but spoke no prom blessing in this; There would be no Jiggs, Daisy May and Baby Sparkle.
tomorrow night at a 'Word of Life at 7.30 p m With known delega
ise. Maybe Hope was taking Hank's party at the Wallace place, and she
One of the outstanding scenes of
words too seriously. And, after all, would be relieved of the unpleasant
Rally" in the First Bapti.t Church. tions coining lrom Naples Lisbon
the
show is the Frontier Day's cel
the turkey had been brought by ness of angering Hank Butler by re
Better known than the quartet is Falls, and other places in Maine,
ebration.
In
this
scene
Glenn
Mor

Hank! Dave was on a spot, so he fusing to go with him. Hank had
the director of the Word Of Life and with all seats free, 'he doors
thought, wishing to be loyal to come on the 27th to tell her that ris, as Gene Autry, Master of Cere
Fellowship. Jack Wyrtzen. featured of the First Baptist Church will be
Hope and at the same time grate there would be a party and that he monies introduces various singing
in the "American ' magazine a “the open at 6.30 to accommodate the
ful to Hank Butler.
would come by for her if she liked; and dancing numbers, and such fa-!
“She’s mighty tenderhearted,” but Hope had left the matter in mid mous radio personalities as Judy
man- who made tlie bo .by-sexers huge erowd.
he said slowly. “I don’t think she air by saying she’d let him know
(Leona
E.
Vannahl
Calvin H. Elwell and bride
means everything quite as much as before the first. Now, she was grate Canova and Rochester. Peggy Hall
Center Field Stan Musial, Card
as Judy Canova and Irving Sawyei
the seems to, always." It was a ful to the lowering elements.
Miss Leona Frances Vannah. eld. ribbons of matching colors.
inals.
vague way of putting !t. hut Dave
Andy and Dave had pitched into as Rochester will add to the hilari est daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Charles Light
of Waldoboro,
felt rather vague a* tlie moment. the clearing on the day after Christ ous mirth in this scene Frank
Right Field Ralph Kiner, Pi
F. Vannah of Plymouth, Mass., be brother-in-law of the bride served
There was Just no point, in getting mas. “Can't lose a minute," Andy Hardy as “Pappy Chisselfinger''
But Red Sox Are Awarded rates.
came the bride of Calvin Hall El as best man and the ushers were
Hank down on them.
said. “What we get cleared now will
Three Places On the Allwell. son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert B Robert Elwell and Arthur Piper of
Catcher—Roy Campanella, Dodg.
“I’ll bet she gits over it,” Hank be where we gather next fall. Every will help to keep the fun going.
Marilyn Maxey as Hedda Hopper,, Elwell of Waldoboro, Sunday after Unity, cousins of the bridegroom.
All-Star Team
said. “You know, I’m a’pretty good inch means that much more crop.”
ers.
hand with the women when I try So, even on that flrst day after will introduce some local talent of j noon at 3 o'clock in the Memorial
The bride's mother wore a dress
Righthander Pitcher -Ellis Kin
Baseball is now a bit outmoded
to be. I just said the wrong thing Christmas, they ate breakfast by merit. Vera Young as Sally Brown Methodist Church in Plymouth. of brown crepe with corsage ol yel
der,
Red Sox.
but
everybody
will
be
interc
ted
in
a minute ago. Wasn't thinkin'.”
lamplight and were at work before and William T. Smith as Tom Mass. Rev. Richard R. Chrystie low roses and the bridegrooms
“Won’t you come in?” Dave sun-up.
Lefthanded Pitcher Mel Parnell,
Now they were settled, Brown will bring a tear to your eye performing the double ring cere mother a gray crepe dress with cor the inake-up after All-Star team
asked.
Red Sox.
ready, faced with the big job. They with a sentimental ballad.
which has just been selected See
mony in the presence of many sage of pink roses.
had a house, a barn, a team, a well,
Joan
Young.
Elinor
Glidden,
Kit.
“Weil, it's gittin’ late, an’ I bet
friends and relatives.
A reception was held in the if you agree—
Uruguay expects to sell 100 020
ter be shovin’ along. I’ll see you wood for fireplace and cookstove, ty Harriman, Susan Lundeen and! The decorations were large bas church vestry.
and they had a good stock of provi
First
Base—Tommy
Henrich. turkeys abroad this year, mostly
all 'fore the party an' let you know sions, with the daily blessings of Helen Sheffield will open the show!
Miss June Fish was in charge of Yankees.
kets of white gladioli and tall white
to Britain..
fer sure 'bout it.”
milk and butter. Bigelow Halleck with a newsboy routine. Hilma and tapers
the guest book and Mrs. Virginia
Mr. Eliot w-as ready for some had come for the calf on the 28th,
Second Base Jackie Robinson
Emma Matson, Roberta Mayo, AnThe traditional wedding marches Light finished cutting the bride's
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
more work on “Indian Love Call” and now they were getting more
W’hen Hope had finished telling milk. “It was my black-necked Jer ita Burden and Irene Johnson, were played by Miss Elide Anton- cake after the bride and bridegroom Dodgers.
When you, as a subscriber of The
will give the Sports Page Review, iotti and Mrs. Esther Crowell was had cut the first piece.
Third Base—George Kell. Tigers. Courier-Gazette go South or West
about Deefy. Hope felt very little
Shortstop Phil Rizzuto, Yan or any place on vacation for a week
like getting lost again in the bad sey that lost her calf," he had said. a high stepping number in special' soloist.
The couple left by motor on a
or six months, phone or write The
lands of discord, but there was “She can take this one here, and costumes, telling of sports events
The bride given in marriage by trip to the White Mountains, The' kees.
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
you’ll have more pay for your trou throughout the nation.
hardly any graceful way out.
Left
Field
—
Ted
Williams,
Red
her father, wore a white satin gown bride chose for traveling a wine
will be sent you, each issue, at no
They floundered for a time, effect ble in milkin’." The neighbors had
Representing eight different na-, en train, high neck line with a deep wool gabardine suit with matching Sox
expense to you.
tf
ing some dismal combinations. done their part in getting the Iveses
Hope stopped, looked up at the old ready for their start, and now it was tions in native costume Gail Treat, lace yoke embroidered with pearls hat and gray accessories and wore
Martha Jack, Doris Seekins, Dot Her fingertip veil of illusion was an orchid corsage.
man, who was not fully aware of up to them.
It was slow work, and it laid an Crute, Elaine Harjula, Sylvia Har caught in place with a heart shaped
their cacophony, to judge by the
Mrs. Elwell graduated from Ply
rapt look on his face. “To carry aching weariness in Andy’s mus jula, Maureen Quinn and Carolyn cap with matching pearls. She car mouth High School and Fisher
cles,
so
that
when
he
went
to
bed
at
out the Indian motif,” she said bit
Kalloch, will make an unforgettable ried a bouquet of white roses and Secretarial School and has been
terly, “I should say that this key night, right after supper, he lay contribution to this entertainment.
stephonotis with white satin ribbon. employed in the office of the Ply
board is my unhappy hunting there twitching and jerking, as if
Earl Maxey and his Nor'easters
Mrs Charles Light of Waldoboro mouth Cordage Company. She is a
tortured muscles were writhing and
ground!”
“Ah—ummm!” Mr. Eliot said snatching in protest. In the night will add color to the Frontier Days sister ot the bride, was matron of member of the Methodist Church.
soothingly. “You’re doing nicely. Dave heard him groaning with a scene with old time tunes and: honor. She wore a gown of mauve
Mr. Elwell graduated from Wal
Oh! I see! You were making a cramp in his leg, heard him stamp square dancing. The Nor’easters pink satin with coronet of flowers doboro High School and is employed
ing
the
cold
floor
with
bare
feet,
try

wordplay! ‘Unhappy hunting
will also provide music Tor a square and carried a bouquet of orchid in the Burnheimer Grain Store. He!
ground’! Why, that’s simply dandy! ing to drive the knotting misery
chrysanthemums.
is a member of the Masonic Order.!
Ha! Ha!” He turned to the fire away. And sometimes Andy would
The bridesmaids were, Miss Car
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin H Elwell
place. “Get that, Mr. Flipp? ‘Un yell out in the middle of the night, it free land.” He shook his head
happy hunting ground'! She has talking to the team; for they were slowly, looking out over the area to olyn Vannah, sister of the bride have returned from their wedding
trouble in finding the right chords, using the mules both to drag brush be cleared. "Dave, no land is free! and Miss Elizabeth Elwell sister of trip and begun houskeeping in the
and keeps hunting for them. Get into piles and to pull small stumps. If you make it yours, you've got to the bridegroom, both wore gowns Meyer Summer residence until their
Getting up was the worst time for buy it one way or another, and
it?”
money is the easiest way to buy of seaside green talfeta with match new home is ready for occupancy.
Mr. Flipp nodded and yawned. Dave. His shoulders and back ached things.”
ing mitts and coronets of flowers
They hjivc the best wishes of their
like
a
jumping
tooth,
and
he
was
“Cute,” he said, winking at Andy.
Now, after their good start at the
“H’m!” Mr. Eliot said in lofty sore in arms and legs. He knew how clearing, just as they were getting and carried colonial bouquets with many friends.
The girl and the
disgust. He tapped Hope's shoulder his father must feel, for his muscles over the hump and were beginning
and
joints
were
older
and
had
with his bow, and when she looked
paralysis fund. Members cf the
OWL’S HEAD
grown soft during his years with to feel that the worst time had
diamond — bath radiantly y
committee were Mrs. Inez Dyer,
Mr. Jaynes. Dave saw how stdoped nearly passed, the rain came—the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Frcdette
Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Mrs. Effie Dyer.
he was when he first got up, and slow, determined rain that made the
beautiful LThe store — where
how stiffly he moved. And he saw leafless trees look black and gaunt have bought the Albert Crowley Mrs. Elizabeth Walker and Mrs.
too his determination not to com and slick, that drummed without house, Ash Point.
Mary
Dyer.
Others
assisting
in
the
you can buy,knowing
plain. He heard Granny tell his changing its tone all day and all
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Palmer kitchen and dining hall were Mr.
mother and Hope not to sympathize night. The cow at the barn lowed have returned from a week's trip
sadly
for
her
calf.
Bugler
shivered
and
Mrs.
John
Gamage,
Mrs.
Grace
with Andy. “He wants you to pre
that the finest service
in his barrel bed under the edge of
tend to think he feels the way he the house. The mules wandered in to New York, Montreal and Quebec. Kirk, Mrs. Kathleen Stone, Mr. and
Week-end guests of Mrs. Grace Mrs. Arthur Decker Mr. and Mrs.
pretends to feel," she said. “That's and out of the barn, resting and
and quality
clear, I’m sure.” .
restless. In the lot, they stood, head Kirk were Misses Marion and Alfred Frcdette. Mr. and Mrs. Cur
Dave knew that the flrst few days down, a thin steam rising from their Gladys Clark. Richard Maxfield tis Hallett, Mrs. .Taylor Mr. and
would be the worst. Soon he would hard-muscled bodies.
at your command.
and Leslie Clough of Portsmouth, Mrs Robert Murray and Mi’, and
begin to harden and tojghen, and
Andy walked the floor and N H. On return they were accom Mrs. Louis Crockett. .
the aches and twitches would go watched the unchanging clouds.
away. If he kept it up, he'd grow This loss of time, when there was so panied by Mrs Kirk who will spend
Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald Morang
stronger and tougher than life in much to be done, was a dreadful ihe Winter with her mother, Mrs. have rented Mrs. Grace Kirk's
Harbisonville would ever have made thing! Here he was, penned up in Bertha Abbott in Portsmouth.
house for the Winter.
him. The same would be true of his the house, and not more than gar
The Farm Bureau met Thursday
A
successful
supper
was
held
father, only in his case it would take den space cleared! Acres of growth
longer.
stood waiting for the saw and the Wednesday by Owl's Head Grange at the Library w’ith Mrs. Edna
“The first hundred years are the axes. Below the surface there were which netted $172 for the infantile Wotton, clothing leader, conducting
hardest,” Andy would say as they roots to be grubbed out; and where
the meeting on Christmas Gifts to
stopped to rest, after sawing down the thickets of saplings stood, there
Buy and Make." Members of the
a tree. "After that, you have an would be masses of tough roots dance in which all may join after
dinner committee serving the
easy time."
woven and sprangling like tough, the show Friday night.
Don't miss this entertainment on "Square Meal for Health ' at noon
“A fellow deserves it then!" Dave live ropes holding the earth tightly.
thought each time. But he usually But it was raining, and he must sit Thursday and Friday of this week were Mrs. Ruth Farrell. Mrs. Irene
said something light and easy, be and await the pleasure of the ele at the Community Building The Raynes and Mrs. Courtney Fester.
littling work and consequent pain. ments!
Tiny Tots Popularity Contest will These officers were elected: Chair
"I’d rather do this than to square
Mr. FUpp came on the third day
dance!” or, ‘Tve been more out of of the rain. Apparently, he had just close Friday night with all contest- man. Mrs. Kathleen Hallett; secre
A diamond solitaire — simple,
walked over for a sociable call. He ante on the stage. Winners will be tary, Mrs. Helen Buckminster;
breath, playing basketball."
dignified. A classic beauty.
To that one Andy said: “Yes, but came backing into the door as he crowned King and Queen. Prince clothing leader, Mrs. Edna Wotton;
you w’ere having fun then, and it swung his old black felt hat widely and Princess and Duke and Duchess foods leader, Mrs. Bernice Havener
$100.00
was a part of school. You'll have to to fling water off it. “Hey, y’all got a of Toyland. They will be presented home management leader. Mrs.
go to school next fall. Dave. I can't radio?” he asked. “I want to git a with loving cups and other valuable
Mildred Edwards; treasurer. Mrs.
let you stay out any more than just weather report. I wouldn't be
to help me get started on this s’prised if we had some rain soon.” prizes which are now on display in Irene Pipicello; child care chair
I
the window of Lee's Beauty Shop. man, Mrs. Alma Walker.
place.”
(To be continued”’
Main
street,
Thomaston,
in
which
"Yes, sir, I know it. But that’s
The Sewing Circle met Friday
“The flrst hundred years are the
pictures of contestants are on dis night at the home of Mis. Kay
hardest,” Andy would say as they next fall. Grab your saw handle;
The 6 exquisite diamonds in ■, W
play. Entrants so far in the unique Philbrook. Present were Mrs. Grace
stopped to rest, after sawing down yonder’s another tree waiting!”
“Son," Andy said, making no
a tree.
contest are Larry Harriman, Jackie Kirk, Mrs. Rose White Mrs. Grace
this set look like many more.
|
move toward the saw right then,
Wood, Helen Whitten, Arthur Pease Malanson. Mrs. Alice Woodman.
$150.00 H
up. he grimaced to summarize his for he had something to say, “peo
Sharon Fernald, Jon Grafton, Skip Mrs. Mary Dyer. Mrs. Helen Buck
opinion of Mr. Flipp’s low percep ple who get something good in life
per Adams, Winona Watts, Robert minster, Miss Ella Maddocks and
tion. “Now, the rest on page two,” have to work hard for it. When it
DIAMONDS
he said briskly. “Strike that chord comes without work, there’s not
Simpson, Jean Bryant, Danny Bry
Mrs.
Merriam
Isbell
The
circle
much to it, I reckon. And, after all,
and hold it for my obbligato—”
ant, Theresa Watts, Joan Richards
meets this week with Mrs. Helen
And they were off again. Com this is land we're earning; this is a
Herbert Everett. Russell Kelly and
Buckminster.
part of the earth's surface we're
pletely, to be blunt.
Mike Torpacka.
In this manner, Andy Ives and trying to make our own!”
Standings of contestants will be
14 diamonds in a set so lovely
Mississippi State began playing
Dave looked at him. "That’s why
his family spent their first Christ
posted daily in window of Lee's football in 1895, but it wasn't until
mas in the swamp. When Andy and it's such a job. Land is the best
it's sure to be praised.
Beauty Shop.
Kate went to bed that night. Andy thing, at the bottom of all things.
1901 that it's team scored a point.
$250.00
lay quietly for a time. Then he said, We're working for the best posses
“I hope we'll be this happy next sion a family can claim. Land.”
Andy nodded. ‘That’s right. You
Christmas, but it's a long way oft
have good understanding for a boy
and a lot is going to happen.”
“We’ll make it a good Christ of your age.” He said it as a calm
Public hearing on Ihe following applications for licenses lo
mas,” Kate said bravely. “And statement, not as a compliment. “A
sell spirituous and vinous liquors will be held in (he City Coun
there will be other good ones after man is lucky to have a son like
cil Room, City Building, November 11, 1919 at 7.30 P M.
you.”
(yiJial' Jnvitah
that. For years and years.”
Personalize
Dave blushed and said, “Hey, pa,
They went to sleep.
HOTEL ROCKLAND
291 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Two days later, Andy and Dave pin a rose on me!”
With Your Name
To'dfop in add see the brilliant
found the white, cracked plate on
THORNDIKE HOTEL
Choose today from our tre
gathering ofdiamonds await
the stump near the old burnt snag. Rain Comes to
385 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
mendous selection of beautiful
ing you Those shown ate but
It was clean. When Dave picked it The Wilderness
NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
up. he found a tiny chain of delicate
a fe‘w of the mdhy od display
“Well, I mean it.” Andy said, Christmas cards. Religious, sen
33
Tark
Street,
Rockland,
Maine
ly woven marsh grass. Deefy had laughing dryly. “It's the truth. Now,
timental, traditional, humorous,
from $>Q 00
*
BAY
VIEW
HOTEL
paid for his Christmas dinner.
about this land matter. I was think historic cards in all price ranges.
275
Main
Street,
Rockland,
Maine
The cool weather held until the ing last night, trying to go to sleep,
last day of December; then it about all these people who have C'ome in early and select while
BENEVOLENT IND PROTECTIVE ORDER OE ELKS. NO. 1003
warmed and rain set in at nightfall. settled out here in the swamp. They our collection is full and com
516 Main Street, Roekland. Maine
It was a dull, slow determined rain, came here, wanting farms and not plete.
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK-MERRITT
POST NO. 1 A. E.
and those who knew the swamp had able to buy them. They’ve worked
113 MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
no doubt that the long stretch of hard and are still working hard,
GERALD U. MARGESON, City Clerk.
good days had at last ended. The earning this land. It cost each of us 1
Roekland, Maine.
rich colors had gone from the just a .few dollars for the home
!
Printing Department
105-Th-108
woods and the trees which had so steading tee, but that doesn't make

Didn’t Win Pennant

Christmas
Cards Galore
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
Camden—Eoth the faculty and
Camden—This week marks thr
'he students are enjoying the new end of the first quarter of the
lights installed in three of ihe four school year. Students are bu y re
first-fl cr rooms at the High School viewing and taking examinationover the work covered thu. fr.i
Union—The Union Eagles will
First-quarter ranks soon wi l In
open their season against Lincoln
out.
Rockland faces Brewer at Com last week as the smart Brunswick Academy at Newcastle Nov. 23.
Thomaston—The senior class is
munity Park Saturday afternoon team was whipped cn yardage
Rcckland—The teachers on noon selling tickets on a black and white
gained
during
iast
three
quarters
of
with an even chalice oi holding
duty this week are: Mrs. Hart. Miss sweater. Only Thomaston school
the game with the Tiger's yardage
down the upriver outfit.
Hoyle, and Miss Hayden.
pupils may buy these tickets.
Brewers flashy Andy Clement, offsetting theirs until they -howco
Thomaston—Girls' and boys' bas
Kockland—.Miss Browne and Miss
Who made the All-Maine Schoolboy a net loss.
Starting backs will be Jack Smith ketball practice really gol under Hughe. are in < barge of Junior
second team last year w ll be off
set to a great extent b.v scrapping tit quarter with triple threat De- day this week. Thr trams are prac High lunchroom.
Dean Deshon who now works at sh n at fullback and Jim Estey and ticing in the newly paintrd gym 1 Union—The Senior Class sponfullback on the offensive and steps Chuck Robarts at the i.alfba k po Mr. Mercier is coaching Ihe boys. ■ ted a Halloween ball held at the
Miss Hall is coaching the girls.
into the right guard berth cn the sitions.
High School Gymnasium Monday
Tlie
newly
formed
45-pie
e
RHS
defensive.
Union—Tiie Senior class is sprti- n ght. Only i eaple w earing masks
The dopesters shew that Rock - band will appear on the field for scring Jimmy Pierson’s show troupe were admitted. The gym was at
land has a chance by figuring past ; 'he first time under the direction at the school gymnasium Nov. 15. tractively de orated with orange
events in which Madison has tied ■:! hum Crcckftt. Wli’le they are Profits derived from the shea will and black streamers. Pri’es we.,
Brewer; Brunswick tied Madison l not yet uniformed, they can con- go to the class trip fund.
I awarded t he l est costumes. Reand the Tigers took Brunswick I tribute a lot to the game with
freshment- were served and everyCan den—The members of the
14-7 last week. The cold fact re j their music anti may provide the
, i ne had a wonderful time.
F.II.A.
met
recently
.o
discuss
wavs
mains,, however, that events of the I edge of fighting spirit which will
of raising money without interfer i Tlmniaston — Two promotions
game at hand count on the score- j be needed for tlie Timers to take
ing with the seniors who are busy ■ were made this week from band to
board and not those cf past weeks the game.
They were Charlene
atcumulating funds for tlieir Wash- , orchestra.
Rockland shapes up well with no
ingti n .rip. Plans were matlr to I Spaulding, saxaphone and Priscilla
one on the injured or sick list at
take pari in the World Christmas Burton, trumprt.
the moment.
Members of the Sophomore class Festival by sending gift parrels ov
Rockland — Lloyd Wingate is
Schedules of the two teams have at Thomaston High School will
erseas. Plans are also under way working in the South School, while
been about the same as far as abil hold a Hobu Dance at Watts Hall
for a Christmas party.
Janice Webber, Patricia Valenta.
ities of their opponents are con next Wednesday night.
Averie Eaton and Kathryn Curry
Rockland
—
The
students
working
cerned with Brewer having a record
Several novelty features have
of five wins and cne tie while been planned fot the affair which as mesengers in the oflice this week are doing secretarial work for Mr
I are: Helen Chase. Beverly Banks. Tozier.
Rockland's does not approach those is open to the general public.
Richard Phillips, Helen Pinkerton.
figures.
Kockland—The Higlilite typists
The Swiss and Scandanavians Milton Proctor. Alice Carter, and this year are: Ruth Mahoney,
The team has steadily improved
Ermmine Hickman.
through the season as was shown excel in skiing.
Betty l.ihby. Mildred Sherman.
Marjorie Nelson, Betty Benner,
Jeanne Merrill. Alice Kinney, Kath
erine Curry, Joanne Gardner, Pa
tricia Valenta, Jeanette Seliger.
Virginia Economy and Bavid LeGage.

: The Bulwer ***«"*

Junior Officers at Warren High

NOTES FROM AU SCHOOLS

BREWER HERE ON SATURDAY

a 1 Union Opens Dec. 16 With
f Rockport On That Team’s
Home Court
4

.’•as*?

Rapidly Improving Tiger Outfit Given An Even
Chance Against Upriver School

jk

T. H. S. Hobo Dance

Spook Day Winners at South School

Thomaston—Greeta Lundin. Pris
cilla Burton and Charlene Spauld
ing visited Signi Swanholm at the
University of Maine on Thursday
These girls attended a class and
were invited to lunch at Estabrook
Hall.

WEST WASHINGTON

Photo by CulleD

Many and varied were the costumes at the first Halloween party and parade held at the South
School last week. All manner of characters made their appearance at the affair ranging from skeletons to
• football player. Left to right in the group above who were judged to have the best costumes in their
respective classes are: Deborah Hary. Dorothy Childs. Mary Carr, Bud Watling. Sanford Delano and Craig
Borgerson.

Congo Church Chat

As Advertised in LIFE and LOOK

THIS

CHRISTMAS

- "Italte/l

(A "tk ReaC jCwe-(ji$r

a

Jane/
$4995
Buy NOW
ON EASY TERMS!*
Pay just a tittle down,
jhttlo at
We ll hold your Lane
(or you io surprise
her Christmas.

liedtHH

Chat! Na. MIO. Equipped
*•*—
with Lana’s Patented Automatic Tray

Give her a Lane, the only pres
sure tested AROMA-TIGHT
Cedar Chest in the world, with
many other exclusive Lane pat
ented features. Lane Chests are
available in many finishes and
designs to harmonize with any
other furniture. FREE Moth In
surance policy with every Lane
Chest.

THE GIFT THAT

STARTS THE HOME

LANE
HOPE CHEST

V.F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1154

Eighteen Comrades of the Way
met at the Congregational Church
Sunday night and went to the
Jewish Synagogue. Adas Yeshuron,
where Alan Grossman explained
appointments and ritual of the Jew
ish faith, and answered questions.
He was assisted by his daughter.
Adele. The group was very appre
ciative and felt that Mr. Grossman
made his explanations very clear.
• • * •
Tonight at 7.30 the Odds and
Ends will meet at the church, work
ing on projects for the Church Fair
on Nov. 17.
• • • •
Friday night at 7 o'clock the
Kupples Klub will meet for a chick
en pie supper under direction of
the committee headed by the Rob
ert Lindquists, and the speaker will
be Dr. Earle Ballou of Boston,
speaking on "China Today.” The
calling committee is busy checking
on reservations for the Friday night
supper, which is the most ambitious
recently attempted.
• • • •
Last Friday night, L. E Jones,
chairman, Clayton Bitler and Mrs.
Nettie B Frost met to review the
progress to date of the plans for
the concert to be presented at the
i Congregational Church Dec. 7, to
consist of both vocal and instru
mental numbers, and to include sev
eral selections by a mixed chorus
which will meet for its second rej hearsal Wednesday night at 6.45 in
the church auditorium. One of the
1 instrumental features will be selec' tions by Stafford Congdon on the
1 electric organ.
9 • • •

|

Mrs. Robert E Lindquist and
Rev. Charles R. Monteith are home
i after attending the sessions of the
biennial Eastern Regional meetings
in Portland of the Congregational
Christian denomination with over
400 registered delegates.
• • • a
| Nov 9 is the date when officers
j and key personnel of the CongregaI tional Churches of Lincoln Asso-

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wellman
of East Gardner, Mass., recently
visited iheir parents. Mr. and Mrs
Alton Wellman.
Mr. and Mr.s. Harold Piicknev
and children Beth and David were
in Wakefield. Mass., over the week
end.
Mrs. Dorothy Taylor visited
friends in Massachusetts the past
week
Mr. and Mrs. M. Dver of Wash
burn, Mrs. Ruth Farley. Carl Eis
man. Mr. and Mrs. Bud Eisman of
Wakefield. Mass . were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pinkney
Mrs. Alma Babb, Mrs. Eva Austin
and Mrs. Gertrude Jones attended
the Health Councils meeting Thurs
day in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Cookson of
Chelsea were supper guests Monday
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett
Mrs. Myra Cooley and Mrs. Grace
Bartlett were in Rockland Sunday
to attend the district meeting of
the V. F. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Arhur Newhall and
daughter of Augusta and Mr and
Mr.s. Clyde Billings and children
were visitors Sunday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Gene Pelton and cousin. Donald
Pelton of Augusta, called Sunday at
Alton Wellman's. ,

The Eastern Division of the Bulwer League, comprised of small
schools in his section of Maine
will open Dec. 16 when Union and
Rockpcrt meet oil Ihe Rockport
fl-or.
Union has rated high in the
league the past two years, taking
both the boys’ and gills' champion
ships for 1948.
The '49 season saw the boys take
the championship of tlie EastetW
Division and lose lo I itchfleld in
the playoffs for the State title. The
girls emerged from last season with
a second place tie in tlie league.
The schedule of Union games in
the league:
December
16— Rotkpo.t at Rockport.
January
13—South Bristol at Union.
20—Wiscasset at Wiscasset.
February
3—South Bristol at South Bristol.
10—Wiscasset at Union.
17— Rockport at Union.

—Photo by Cuilen

-

Officers of Ihe Class of 1951 at Warren High School, elected at the opening of the school year,
are, left to right. Treasurer. Annette Cogan: Vice President, Alfred Kenniston; President Russell Overlock
and Secretary Fred Kenniston.

South School

Union Honor Roll

Win Honors At Maine

Celebrates Halloween With Is Announced By Principal Ten Camden Graduates On
Dean’s List At Orono For
Party, Games. Parade
Winfred Kenoyer Of
North Knox School
Fall Term
With Help Ot P. T. A.
"Halloween. Halloween,
Oh what funny sights are seen!"
This popular Halloween song descnbed the lower grades at South
School Wednesday morning, Oct. 26.
The children in costumes of every
kind and carrying balloons, formed
a long line and paraded through
'he school visitig ihe upper grades.
Back in their individual classrooms. Halloween songs and games
were enjoyed. Members of the
P.T.A.
made cookies:
parents
brought unexpected surprises of ice
cream, apples and more cookies.
Before going home, two children
in costumes from each grade were
chosen to be in a group picture.

Principal Winfred Kenoyer of
Union High School announces the
names of the following students as
having been on the honor roll of the
school for the first six weeks ranking period of the year.
Seniors—Ralph Knight, Dorothy
Ripley, Phyllis Wentworth. Anne
Calderwood.
Juniors—Esten Peabody. Walter
Lind, Carleen Hanson. Sylvia Farris, Annie Moore. Ronef.ow Moore.
Elaine Robbins. Faye Austin,
Sophomores—Faye Robbins, Gordon Grinnell.
Freshmen — Sandra Richards,
Frances Guyette, John Knight,
------------------

—SWAN’S ISLAND

SEARSMONT
The Woman’s Farm. Bureau met
Oct. 25 at Victor Grange hall with
a goodly attendance. Tlie subject
was Refinishing Furniture” and
the meeting was directed by Miss
Muriel Beal. H.DA. Dinner was
under tlie supervision of Mrs. Louise Robbins and Mrs. Florence
Sprowl.
Mr.''arid Mrs. Charles Pinkham
and son George of Damariscotta
were supper guests of Mrs. J. G.
Packard and Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Packard enroute to the State
Teachers' Convention in Bangor.
Mrs. Lula Clement of Pittsfield
spent several days recently with her
cousin. Miss Frances Mayhew, who
returned home witli her for the
Winter.
Mrs. Julia Wentworth has re
turned home from a visit with her
brother Sidney Martin, in Lincoln
ville.
Chester and Edgar Stevenson of
Georgetown, Mass., were overnight
guests Saturday of their uncle
Chester Wiley, and the latter re
turned with them after eight weeks
at the Wiley home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins of
ciation meet for a supper at 6 in
the Camden Congregational Parish Union visited Sunday with Mr and
House with Rev. Orville Lozier and Mrs. Sidney Harriman.
Harold Cobb returned home Sat
Miss Ione Catton, New York, pre
urday
after visiting at the homes of
senting a discussion of "Our Chris
tian World Mission” afterwards. Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marriner in
Reservations need to be made this Portsmouth, N. H., and Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Cobb in Portland.
week.
___________ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus and
About 200 colleges now offer Donald Allgrove were guests Sunregular instruction in rifle shoot- day of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Mac
ing.
Kenzie in Friendship.

Mrs. Elliott Smith entertained a
group of children Saturday afternoon, in honor of her daughter
Barbara's tenth birthday.
The
guest list included Nancy and
Joanne Chandler. Lucille and JanjCe Dillon. Shirley Mason, James,
Betty and Elaine Ranquist, Jerry
Smith, Gayle and Brenda Smiih.
Stephen Joyce, Robert Wheatcn,
Kenneth Lanivine, Harlan Lunt,
Myron Sprague. Prizes for the various games which were played,
were awarded to Elaine Ranquist,
Janice Dillon, Robert Wheaton, and
Shirley Mason. The guest of honor
received many lovely gifts and
cards. Mrs. Smith was assisted in
serving the refreshments by Gayle
Smith and Nancy Chandler.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Smith are
parertts of a daughter bom Oct. 27
in Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Nelson Morse are making a
few weeks' visit in Sanford, Port
land and Rockland.
Mrs. Marne Kent has returned
home from Bangor and Milford.
She was accompanied by her
brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Christopher Reed, who are
visiting here.
The cellar and foundation are
laid for the new home being built
on the corner lot opposite the Old
Hotel for Wesley Staples. Malcolm
Martin, Boyd Clark and Andrew
Watson are doing the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Robinson and
three children of Kennebunk were

The Dean's list at the University
of Maine recently published by
Percy F. Crane, director of admis
sions for the university, carries the
names of ten graduates of Camden
High School.
The following students at Orono
were named in a letter to Princi
pal Carleton Wood by Mr. CraneGeorge H. Ayers, Barbara M Burrage, Elizabeth L. Connors, Kath
leen M. Heald, Douglas F. Libby
Jr., Philip W. Pendleton, Robert J.
Pushaw. William W. True. Charles
M. Wadsworth. Robert E Young.

Meet The Teachers
Miss Cynthia Hayden Of
Raymond Teaching First
Year English At RHS
Miss Cynthia Hayden was born
in Raymond, Maine and was graduuated from Fryeburg Academy.
She received her Bachelor or Arts
degree in English from the Uni
versity of Maine in June 1949 and
is teaching Freshman English at
Rockland High. She is also librar
ian of the High School.

guests last week of Mr.
Paul Roberts.
Merrill Orcutt has his
partly boarded up and
have it ready to work on

and Mrs.
new home
will soon
the inside.

ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Borneman and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson en
joyed a week-end motor trip to
Aroostook County.
Mrs. May McReavy of Whitney
ville Mrs. Addie Blanche and Mrs.
Emily Stinson of Manchester call®
Friday at the home of Mrs. Amber
Childs.
Miss Mabel Borneman and Mrs.
Annie Borneman returned Tuesday
to Lawrence, Mass., after several
weeks' visit here.
Misses Jean and Lots Kimball
passed the week-end with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Ludwig.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Peacock iflE
tended the Bowdoin-Bates game
Saturday in Brunswick.
Mrs. Nellie Benner is guest of Mr,
and Mrs. C. E. Ludwig.
Miss Marilyn Pascoe of Plymouth,
Mass , was dinner guest Friday of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis and
children of Rockland spent Sunday
with Mrs. Davis' parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Kennedy.
Mr. and Mrs Clinton Kaler of
Rcckland were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Mrs. Ella Haskell and son Mau
rice, who are employed in Pownal,
have been home for a few days.
Mrs. Kenneth Elwell and Mrs.
Harry Bean of Warren called Thurs
day on friends here.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
met Friday with the Youth Fellow,
ship in Waldoboro for supper an#
entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dearborn and
son David were Portland visitors
Saturday.

LOANS
IN ONE TRIP!

4

»«poy
Monthly

CASH YOU GET
$110 $190 $260

IS Mos. 59.21 515.88 *21.60
20 Mos. 7.39 12.73 17.29
Interest charges: 3% p»r month
balances up to $150, 2'/,% per month
on any remainder of such balances up
fo >300.(12)

Phone the YES MANager—give a few necessary facts
—then come in. It’» “Yes” to 4 out of 5 promptly.
Leans $25 to $300 on Signature, Furniture er Car
'■rut comaant^/ that nets to $Ar ns-

FINANCE CO.
Dun

mod, Is

2nd FL, 350 MAIN $T., PHONI: 1133
tnidmh si ill ior„undin| Irani • Small Iran Slain,,

llom* to.

JJ

LOANS $330 UP TO $]OOO MADE BY

NEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION

HILLCREST US 1 Highway, Warren, Me.
OFFERS FOR SALE FOR WINTER STORAGE

/TOW

GOOD SIZE—MEALY—CLEAN—FULLY RIPENED

GREEN MOUNTAIN POTATOES

NO OTHER WORK

e

GLOVES IN THE WORLD

U. S. Grade No. 1, as prescribed by the 1949 Maine Potato Grading Law.
Quality Assured, inspected and approved by representative of Maine Depart
ment of Agriculture.
* Native, grown in South Warren.
* Inspection invited; if possible, please drive over and see these fine potatoes.
* WE DELIVER: free within reasonable distance; to dock for island trade.

*
*

UKE GENUINE ...

WOLVERI

Tel. Warren 35 ring 41, or mail coupon
TOUGH Pigskin, tanned buck
skin-soft by the Secret Wolver
ine Triple-Tanning Process. A
different leather. Plus Wear, Plus Comfort. Try on a Pair.

"for lOOIbs

HILLCREST, WARREN, ME.

We would like ............. bags at $2.95 each of
your U. S. No. 1 Grade Green Mountain Potatoea.

MAIN 51. HARDWARE CO
P A ' N T -STOVES

-HOUSEWARES

44 1 MAl N ST.
ROCKLAND

(which is 1 2-3 bushels)

Name
Addres,

.................... .....................................
....................................

99-106

‘
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THOMASTON COURT SCHEDULE

Rockland High Class of ’51 Leaders ,

Opens With Tigers At Rockland November 29
Jayvees and Grammar School Leagues Too
10 Camden at Camden
The Thomaston court squad will
17 Lincoln at Lincoln
open its schedule November 29
w'hen both the boys' and girls'
JUNIOR VARSITY
teams meet Rockland on the Com
December
munity Building Court. The slate
6 Wiscasset at Wiscasset
contains one open date on Febru
13 Belfast at Belfast
ary 14 with the final game sched
January
uled with Lincoln Academy at
10 Union at Thomaston
Newcastle on February 17.
20,Be!fast at Thomaston
Opponents listed are schools of
27 Wiscasset at Thomaston
the coastal area from Boothbay to
31 Union at Union
Southwest Harbor with one jour
Gaines will be scheduled with
ney inland to Union.
Rockland. Camden and Waldoboro
In addition to the varsity teams. if sufficient interest is shown
THS will put a Jayvee team on the BUS LEAGUE GRAMMAR SUH
floor and is entered in the Bus
December
Line League with a Grammar
1 Rockport at Thomaston
School team. Teams in this league
8 Warren at Warren
include Thomaston. Warren, Rock
15 Camden at Camden
port, Rockland and Camden.
January
5 Rockland 2 at Rockland
BOYS' VARSITY
12 Rockland 1 at Rockland
November
19 Rockport at Rockport
29 Rockland at Rockland
oy Cullen
26 Warren at Warren
December
Rockland High School Juniors who are serving as officers of the class for the 1949-50 school year.
February
2 Boothbay at Thomaston
Left to right are. Carol Huntley, vice president; Paul Sulides, treasurer; Edward Mosher, secretary and Presi
2 Camden at Camden
dent Richard Robarts.
6 Wiscasset at Wiscasset
9 Rockland 2 at Rockland
9 Rockport at Thomaston
16 Rockland 1 at Thomaston
DeWolfe and Mrs Vivian Leppanen. I the family attending at least cne
13 Belfast at Belfast

16 Waldoboro at Waldoboro
January
6 Camden at Thomaston
10 Union at Thomaston
13 Lincoln at Damariscotta
20 Boothbay at Boothbay
24 Belfast at Thomaston
31 Union at Union
February
3 Waldoboro at Thomaston
7 Rockport at Rockport
10 Camden at Camden
11 Pementic, South West Harbor
at Thomaston
14 Open
17 Lincoln at Lincoln
GIRLS’ VARSITY
November
29 Rockland at Rockland
December
2 Boothbay at Thomaston
9 Rockport at Thomaston
16 Waldoboro at Waldoboro
January
6 Camden at Thomaston
13 Lincoln at Lincoln
20 Boothbay at Boothbay
February
3 Waldoboro at Thomaston
7 Rockport at Rockport

TENANT’S HARBOR

U. Of M. Dean’s List
Contains Names Of Seven
Rockland High School
Graduates
Principal Boothby has received
j word from the Dean of Admissions
j tc the University of Maine that
' the following students from Rock! land High Schooal have receoved
I the distinction of having their
names on the Dean's list for the
Fall semester.
Douglas K Cooper. Mary J Ger, rish, William C. Harriman. Charles
j C. Libby. Osmond F. Palmer. Paul
M. Payson, Katherine Snow.
Norway trade unions agreed to
i base wages on the cost-of-living
i index.

MV£ST/N US. SAV/N6S BONDS

Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon
were overnight guests Thursday of
Mrs. Marjorie Moors Jenkins of
Bangor, a former assistant in St.
George High School, who now
teaches in Brewer High School.
Elmer Bjorkquist of Boston is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Bjorkquist of Long Cove, while
hunting.
Mrs. Aune Bragdon. deputy grand
matron of district 11, officially in
spected Beach Chapter. Lincoln
ville. Wednesday.
Nacmi Chapter. O.E.S., mets Fri
day night, with supper at 6 30.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wilbur of
New Bedford. Mass., who recently
boughi the Richard Turner house at
Smalleytown, will arrive Wednes
day.
Harold Marriott. 2d, entertained
several friends Tuesday in observ
ance of his sixth birthday. Games
were played. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Marriott, assisted by
Beverly Marriott. Present were
Michael. Tony and Nicholas DeWolfe of Thomaston, Alfred Lep
panen. Jr.. J. Schlcrer, Mrs. Saxon

Miss Harriet St. Clair, accom.1 service each of the five Sundays of
pamed by Mrs. Claude Wiley and the month Those who attended
daughter Loa Lee were recent guests three out cf the five Sundays
of relatives in Portland.
were: Mrs. Etta Wall. Miss Rosie
Mrs. James Taylor is visiting Watts. Mrs. Myrna Slingsby, Mrs.
friends in Boston.
Emma Hope. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rev. and Mrs. Horace Moffitt of Lowell. Mr. and Mrs. George Kalle,
Bowdoinham were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Hooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton Hunnewell, Mr.
their daughter. Mrs. Earle Hunt.
Rodney Wiley Henry Lowell and and Mrs. Preston Wiley, Mrs. Ida
James Paterson are on a hunting Rivers. Miss Harriett Long. Mr. and
trip in Waltham.
i Mrs. Herbert Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Bragdon and Miss Ma'oel
Joseph Dawes of Manuels, Nfld..
Barter.
S.x of the above named
is visiting his sister. Mrs. Roy Me
had a perfect attendance. No
servey, after an absence of 46 years.
vember will be known as Sunday
Archie McLaughlin and family of
School Month with all classes from
Popham were week-end guests of
junior through adult striving for
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McLaughlin
perfect attendance at church serv
Rev. and Mrs. Earle Hunt and I
ice in the morning. A Strombergson visited with friends Friday in
Carlson chimes amplifier has been
Wilton.
Installed in the church and the
Herbert Davidson of Somerville
music furnished by this system is
Mass., is at his home on Main
being greatly enjoyed by the resi
street fcr a few days' vacation.
dents of the community who are
Robert Singer, son of Mr. and
making possible the purchase of the
Mrs. Floyd Singer, is a surgical pa
amplifier by their liberal contribu
tient at Knox Hospital.
tions.
Church family month was ob
served during October at the Bap- j Chinese bells frequently are
tist Church. Emphasis has been on square or cylindrical

THERE’S A TRUCK IN THIS PICTURE
THAT FITS rOVff NEEDS!
Chevrolet offers you this wide choice of trucks and among them you
have your best opportunity to select the model which most exactly fills
your requirements. Study the picture carefully—and consider this—

Only CHEVROLET Offers you ALL these great TRUCK advantages . . •

e

3-Way Thrift — No
other truck offers greater
economy of ownership
... lower operating cost
. . . lower maintenance
cost . . . and the lowest
list prices in the entire
truck field.

e The RIGHT truck for
your job — Chevrolet
builds trucks for every
job . . . 81 models on 9
different wheel bases with
capacities ranging from
4,000 to 16,000 Ibs.
G.V.W.

• Quality—The unsur
passed quality and
craftsmanship built Into
Chevrolet Trucks give
PLUS VALUES of strength
and durability In every
feature of body, cab,
engine and chassis.

• Performance—Chev
rolet Advance-Design
Trucks deliver prime
power—plus economy
with Chevrolet's Valve-lnHead engine — the
world's most economical
engine for its size.

pictures illustrated the source ot
many Items of food. A poem, "This
Land is Ours'' was given by the
McLAIN SCHOOL
Claire also have returned after ab- class. The assembly ended with
1 group singing of favorite and pa
Grade 1, Mrs. Rhodes
sences due to sev ere colds
Rebecca Bickmore brought us a
The children have been enjoying triotic songs.
very colorful bouquet of Fall flow ihe trips to the H.gh School gym
Grade 6, Mrs. Robbins
ers. They were enjoyed by all.
nasium weekly with Mr. Plummet
Room 8 welcomed a new member,
One of the reading groups in this and the visits to the music room Robert Kent, to the class, thereby
oom had geat fun making real with Mrs. Sanborn. Both of these increasing its membership to 32,
jack-o-lanterns. Each member of trips are new experiences for our
Last week Jimmie Travreau had
he group took some part in this group.
the opportunity of seeing the Maine
activity. In the morning class, each
The fire engine demonstration All Stars play the American-League
ur; of the task to be done was dis. was especially interesting. It was /ill Stars in Portland. It was inter
ussed and the correct procedure to tollowed by original descriptions, esting to the class to see Jimmie’s
e followed was decided upon. The stories and drawings.
autograph book when he returned.
ack-o-lantern was made in the
Among the signatures he had col
Grade
Mrs. McI.ain
...teinoon class. Mr. Jack-o-lantern
Each member of the class has lected were those of Dom DiMaggio,
«s a very bright and shining vismade a set of flash cards and en Joe Coleman and Birdie Tibbets.
tor m our room the following day. velopes to use in the arithmetic
For the past two weeks the boys
We are drying the seeds from this
and girls have been interestedly
lessons.
umpkin and they will be planted
The class had the pleasure of watching their daily progress in
n the future.
seeing a film about beavers. Later arithmetic on a large chart. A perMrs Mazzeo and son Stephen' they made a booklet and drew pic- |ect paper earns a gold star while
were recent visitors.
a paper with not more than two in.
tures about these animals.
Cur last art lesson was making
Anne Ledoux has joined our correct examples or problems mer
Halloween masks from paper bags.
group She comes to us from Provi its a red star Annette Shafter and
Much merriment was caused from
Janette Cummings hold top hon
dence R. I.
he results.
ors with the greatest number of
Grade
2,
Mrs.
Gifford
Movable pumpkin men were made ’
stars to date Also outstanding in
The room is gay w;th Halloween
his past week by the children They
their various groups were Albert
decorations.
Blac
cats
and
gav
were used to decorate our room.
1
Harding. George St. Peter and Ray
Alfred and John Miller have re masks give it a festive air.
mond Blicd.
In
connection
with
our
reading
turned to school after suffering
A large picture map of ancient
unit. "Molly Joins the Circus." the
from mumps.
Babylonia and Assyria has been
children
learned
appropriate
circus
Much interest is being shown in
made by Sonja Carlson.
our daily examinations. Joan Mar poems and designed posters. For a
There were some interesting relanguage
art
program
they
used
shall is our nurse for the week and
, suits following a lesson on soap
Charles Monteith is our acting this project. Roberta Jordan, Ruth. carving. Annette Bisbee, David Al
physician. Martha Grossman, Wil Ann Jackson, Patricia Corriveau, lyn, and Phillip Willey made at
liam Black and Danford Post have Donald Gregory, Michael Savitt, tractive log cabins.
already served in these capacities. David Harden, Arthur Stilphen and
Inspired by thoughts of Hallo
All the papers were removed from Richard Ellingwood worked in this ween. Gary Witham carved a ghost
unit.
our clothesline the day before our
and Sandra Baughman a fierce
Linda Mountfort, Corrine Sim
convention recess. We are now fill
looking black cat.
ing our line up again, with more mons, Carlene Tolman. and William
Grade 6, Miss Bowen
Marston have been confined at
and better papers
A Halloween parade was enjoyed
home
for
two
weeks.
We visited Mrs. McLain's room
Donald Hooper made the mural by Room 7 on October 25. Alter
last week and saw a movie about
dressing in appropriate costumes
for October.
beavers.
Miss Rogers brought books for and masks, the children in Mrs.
Grade 1, Mrs. Leach
the
library shelf. The addition Robbins sixth grade and Mrs.
The children have been busy
Paulitz’s fourth grade visited. The
making Halloween masks, jack-o- makes it a treat to go to the reading line of strangely dressed masquer
table
lanterns and black cals to correlate
aders was led in its queer antics by
Grade 3, Mrs. Perry
with their Halloween stories and
Janet Lowe.
Under the supervision of Miss
song^. Children doing outstanding
The Reading Room Mrs. Keller
work and showing great improve Hutchins, the art teacher, the third
The boys and girls of grades five
ment in art during the past three grade class made some very pretty
and six are learning vowel sounds
weeks are: Harry Bird, Charles nut baskets to be used at the
by a new and interesting means, a
Blaisdell, Bruce Fifield. Mary Mc Teachers' Convention banquet next
game called Vowel Dominoes.
Phee, Julia Payson, Charles Was week. Many of the designs were
Many pupils are developing into
gatt, George Poland, and Jarrold very interesting and all were orig
•‘detectives" as they acquire skill
inal.
St. Claire.
A sound film about beavers was in dectecting parts of words that
Margaret Coughlin has joined
are alike in a game called Word
our class, coming from West Vir viewed last week, in connection
Detective.
ginia. Gary Crocker has left us to with the science work. Questions
Constant use has been made of
were prepared by the pupils pre
attend school elsewhere.
the
Go Fish games that aid audio
The class was pleased to wel vious to the film showing. At ths
visual understanding of the initial
come Sheila Vinal after a short ab close, not only those questions were
conconant sounds and double con
sence due to a broken collar bone. answered but many other interest
sonant blends.
Tommy Brannon and Jarrold St ing facts were bought out concern
More names have been added to
ing the habits of the beaver.
our list of readers on the library
Grade 4, Mrs. Paulitz
reading chart: Molly Colson, Bon
The class made paper baskets of
nie Cummings, Robert Oxton, Wil
original design for the County
liam Robbins, Salvatore Adams,
Teachers' Convention banquet.
Robert Benner, Mary Batty and
Francis Weed has entered our Carl Sawyer.
class from the fourth grade at
Choral reading work for month of
South School.
October has been highlighted
Two divisions in reading have be
through poems about Halloween:
gun work in their new workbook
"Mystic Night" by Grace Rae and
and readers
"A Goblin Lives In Our House”
Our arithmetic seems more inter
taken from the French.
esting since getting our new books.
In correlation with the unit on
Several pupils have written short
"Animal Friends" and a huge scrap
sketches and stories to be used in
book of animal pictures already
our morning programs.
made, the third grade group has
Grade 5, Mr. Dow
written a set of rules entitled “How
This grade presented the pro to Care for Pets."
gram at the last assembly of grades
Mr. Noonan presented the third
four, five and six. Two songs, grade group with two new animal
"Crickets" and "Halloween" were story books. The stories “Factory
sung by the class. A story tellinf' Kltty" by Helen Hoke and "Pet the
contest was held with Patricia crow" by Andre' Duge are delightSweeney, Sandra Strickland. Jo fUj Fascinating pictures by Harry
Anne White and Dorothy Lewis bees make the story of “Factory
participating. Patricia Sweeney was Kitty” live for the children
declared the winner by the applause
Robert Kent has joined the sixth
of the group.
grade reading room group from
Pictures made during the social Mrs. Robbin's room. His fine attlstudies unit, "Food for Rockland" tude js making him a welcome
were shown and explained. These member.

ROCKLAND GRADE SCHOOLS

1,

wm
CHEVROLET
PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

ADVANCE-

DESIGN

TRUCKS

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
I’NION. MAINE

What is quite so impressive as your own
name imprinted on the holiday greeting
cards you send? Practical too, for you
can whisk out cards in half the time.
Come in NOW and place your order, while
a complete selection of styles is avail
able, and prompt delivery is assured.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
PRINTING DEPARTMENT

«R
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for Camden, there would be two
and sometimes three extras follow
ing it to Oakland Park, passengers
Bert Gregory Tells Of Col standing on the running boards and
Hill Speak On Home Mis As Related By One Of the
between the seats, all going to Oak
lecting Fares On the
sions In Camden Next
400 Pastors In Attend
land to hear the band concert.
Our men are qualified through knowledge and SO yeara of
Trolley Cars
ance
Wednesday Night
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
Wish we might hear from others
Rockland. Oct. 31.
Last week speakers in Portland
and Marine Service. Let ua serve your Machine Shop Require
who used tc work on the old trol
ments. Come in especially and sec our New Large Stationary
made the headlines several times.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
leys. About time we heard from
Crank Shaft Regrinder.
They were addressing more than
I was glad to see Ralph Doherty's Fred Blaisdell again.
400 pastors and delegates assemble i
list of names and wish mote of the
Bert S. Gregory.
at State street Congregational
Street Railway men would write,
586 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 24
An Italian pilot recently flew so
Church attending
the biennial
telling of thc bygone days. I was
70-tf
low
over
a
crowded
beach
that
he
Eastern Regional meeting of the
only seven years old when the men
Congregational Christian Churches
on his list were employes but can struck a bather on the head—and
of New England. New York, New
The Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonder*
remember nearly every cue ot them, lost his flying license.
Jersey. Pennsylvania and the Mid
and in later years worked as a
dle Atlantic Conference.
conductor with 13 of them as my
The theme of the conference was
motormen Meantime I rode from
"Renewing Our Churches." The key
Glen Cove to Rockport, to school
of the conference was not in pre
with many of them.
senting pipe dreams. ' but reports
The Editor of The Courier-Ga
of what outstanding churches were
zette
told how tie enjoyed the circus
actually dong, and thus pointing
parades while standing in front of
the way for others to follow. Dr. Da
the Thorndike Hctel. Well, I liked
vid McKeith, Jr., brought news oi
them. tco. but they were busy days
what is happening in Africa and
on thc electrics. My first work as
the near East Tuesday night and
conductor after being turned in.
the
rest
of
the
conference
which
Miss Ione Catton of New York,
was on a circus day. I went io work
Resource Secretary of the Missions began Tuesday morning and ended
at 9 p m. with Bill Brcwn as my
Council of Congregational Chris Thursday noon was concentrated
tian Churches.
metorman. running from thc Pleas,
on the church in America.
ant street circus grounds to Park
Wednesday
morning
was
"Stew

"We are under a mandate to
street with an open car and after
ardship"
morning
and
seven
speak

convince every member of the
ers brought the story of what is be.
the show made a trip to Camden.
Christian church of the vitality and ing done, including one from Maine,
Believe me, every trip was crowd
Validity of the Church's message. Rev Gladys York. North Yarmouth,
STOCK UP NOW on those Kitchenware Utensils
ed, and am sure there were a lot cf
As members of the Christian fel “the mighty midget of Maine."
Mr. and Mrs .True Hall (Shirley Lehtinen) cut the first pieee of passengers who got a free ride that
you have been intending to buy and make the
lowship, what are we doing about who told of the various projects their bridal rake at the reception following their wedding at the home night Bill Brown and I worked
which her church has participated of the bridegroom's parents Mr. and Mrs. Almond Hall.
preparation of your Thanksgiving Dinner easier.
together a lot after that.. He was a
what we know?-' says Miss Ione
in which both benefited the local
True Hall and Miss Shirley Leh served the refreshments. The bride's' goed man to work with and a good
Catton of New York. Research As church and increased the perspec
tinen of St. George were married cake was made by the bridegroom’s j man to know.
sociate of the Missions Council of tive of the local church member
I recall another circus day. on
Thursday
night at the home of the mother.
Congregational Christian Churches, ship.
6-8 lb. fowl or 10-12 Ib. roast
The bride is the daughter of Mr. leaving Camden at 9.30 a m.. the
bridegroom's
parents.
The
double
who will speak, following supper at
Dr. Liston Pope. Dean of Yale
(iray enamel, large size, self-basting, self
and Mrs. Hugo Lehtinen and grad- J open car was crowded to capacity.
8 at Camden. Nov. 9. in the Congre Divinity School, spoke of the nec ring ceremony was used. Rev. Earl
browning, turn-scorching bottom, deep shape.
uated from St. George High School’ It did not seem as though another
essity of expressing the eternal gos Hunt officiating The couple were
gational Parish House.
in 1949 The bridegroom is the son person could stick on. but wc kept
Use in oven or un tup uf stove.
pel
and
the
perennial
faith
of
the
Miss Catton has special respon
attended by Miss Darlene Watts of Mr. and Mrs. Almond Hail and picking up a few all along thc
sibility fcr the work of tlie Con Christian gospel in language which and Ernest Korpmen.
Large Size
Med. Size
graduated from St. George High line. W lien we go t to Rockport
gregational Christian Board of the twentieth century person finds
All blue porcelain enamel, large size
School in 1947 and Husson College such a crowd was there, but some
The
bride
wore
a
traveling
suit
Home Missions.
An inspiring intelligible, as he pointed out "New
in
Bangor
in
1949
He
is
now
asso

how
or
ether
they
all
jammed
in
of blue with brown accessories and
speaker, much in demand because Frontiers for the Church."
ciated in business with his father There were three fare collections
Thursday morning centered on a corsage of carnations.
of the timeliness and helpfulness of
from Camden to Rockland, and I
A reception was held with 50 rel in Tenant's Harbor.
the
problem
of
'
Developing
Local
her message. Miss Catton's parish
collected fares continually from
The
couple
left
for
a
wedding
'
atives
attending
The
room
prettily
with three
Flame (.lass Roasters
Pressure Cookers
is indeed the world, even though Church Leadership.'
decorated by Mrs. Alton Brown. trip through Massachusetts and' Camden to Maverick Square in
speakers
setting
the
stage
with
a
her particular administrative duties
Along the line some
Large and Small Sizes
discussion of the local church in Mrs. Vernon Stanley had charge Rhode Island On return they will Rockland
All Sizes in Stock
are in the home mission field
of the guest book, and Mrs Lillian reside at the Hall home in St. where I called the dispatcher at
the
Congregational
tradition
the
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Fond Press
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19c
$1.79
$1.39
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tainment. as vivicious Jeff Don-1 Eileen" in 1942.
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29c
19c
65c
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$1.19
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65c
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of Colors
She spent Summers in the "barn
These Coats
Small 39c
Lg. 59c
yard" stock companies, until one urday .and the two had a fine time
$1.39
S3.49
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Sizes.
comparing
notes
and
reminiscing.
Are 100%
fortunate day at the Farragut Play,
house in Rye Beach. N. H., two The families of both stars now live
. All Wool. .
Bone Handle
(Reg. 4.50)
Hollywood executives set their eyes in Maine
Stainless Steel
SWEDISH STEEL
Stainless Steel
Carving Set
Carving Sel
Carving Set

Catton Coming

Conference Echoes

Busy On Circus Days

ST. GEORGE NUPTIALS

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

...X ZWA//ZK

TRAD/T/ON

Kitchenware

Values/

Roastwell Blue Enamel Roaster

Memco Turkey Roaster

1.45

Federal Self-Basting Roaster

1.59

1.29

1.98

98c

39c

each 59c

|

$1.29

3‘

Jc

79c

|

1^2 59

580*^ <*°Z” size 69C

The Weather Has Been Warm and We Are Left With a Lot

* At Park Theatre

Of Coats.

Vegetable Chopper

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Warm Weather Bargain Scoop

All Wool Coats While They Last
Values
to

$45.

Food-Meat Chopper

$1.98

DRESSES

LCAEfrWG'

$10.50

The Famous VOOS Stainless Steel Cutlery Sets
Service for Six. Assorted Colors

HOUSE DRESSES $2-98

Swing-A-Way Double Syncro-Geared Can Openers

2.49

All Metal Waste Baskets, assorted colors, Ig. size

98c

Slicing Boards 59c

All Sizes

This Chrismas, send out your own
personalized Christmas greetings.
Come in today. Choose the design
you prefer, the greeting. We’ll make
them up for you with name imprinted.
Order now so they’ll be ready for
Christmas sending.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
PRINTING DEPARTMENT

NYLON HOSIERY
Values to 1.39

Made By Larkwood

.

Irr.

“Style Without Extravagance”

Rockland, Maine

Hanson Utility Kitchen Scale 4.95

Beyond Belief Automatic SUN BEAM Toaster 22.00

2 Pairs $1.

SAVITT’S, INC.
Main St.

$16.00

Af

Values to $14.95

Order Your
Christinas
Cards Now

$2.«8

Up-to-the-Minute G. E. Pop-Up Toaster

21.50

New TOASTMASTER Auto. Pop-Up Toaster

21.50

The SUNBEAM Automatic Mixmaster

39.95

DORMEYER Electric Food Mixer

29.95

HAMILTON BEACH Electric Food Mixer

38.50

H. H. CRIE CO.
338 MAIN ST.

Tel. 205 or 206

ROCKLAND, ME.

